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mistaken ; but if he flatters himself that he deceived me he

is at least as much mistaken as I am. I cannot, of course,

defend my dealings with this official upon any high moral

ground ; but I was playing a hazardous game, with every-

thing at stake and no means of self-protection except

diplomacy. In my baggage, or on my person, I had revo-

lutionary documents, plans of prisons, papers from Grovern-

ment archives, letters to and from political convicts, and

ten or fifteen note-books that would have incriminated not

only scores of exiles in all parts of Siberia but many fear-

less and honest officials who had trusted me and given me
information. If suspicion should be aroused and I should

be searched, it would not only bring disaster upon all of

these people, as well as upon me, but would probably re-

sult in the loss of all my material and in the punishment of

everybody who had had anything to do with furnishing it.

In view of the critical nature of my situation, and the

number of lives and fortunes that might depend upon my
safety, I sincerely trust that the recording angel dropped a

tear or two upon some of my statements to Captain Nikolin

and blotted them out forever.

Late in the afternoon the commandant and I parted, with

mutual assurances of distinguished consideration, and I di-

rected my steps towards the little cabin of Miss Nathalie

Armfeldt, which was situated about midway between the

political prison and the house of Major Potulof on the out-

skirts of the Lower Diggings. My nerves were strung up

to a high state of tension by my interview with Captain

Nikolin; I was flushed with a consciousness of success,

and I felt equal to anything.

Miss Armfeldt, whose history I already knew, was the

daughter of a prominent Russian general now dead, and

was the sister of Madam Fedchenko, wife of a well-known

Russian scientist and explorer. The family was a wealthy

and aristocratic one, and both Miss Armfeldt and her

mother were friends, or at least acquaintances, of the emi-
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neiit Russian novelist Count Tolstoi. Miss Armfeldt her-

self spoke Frendi, German, and English, drew, painted, and

was an educated and accomplished woman,' 8he was ar-

rested in Kiev on the 11th of February, 1879, while attend-

ing one of the meetings of a secret revolutionary society.

They were surprised by the police late in the evening,

and the men of the party resisted arrest, drawing revol-

vers and firing at the police and the gendarmes. A sharp

skirmish followed, in the course of which one gendarme

and two of the revolutionists were shot dead and several

on each side wounded. The whole party was finally cap-

tured and thrown into prison. For being present at the

time of this armed resistance to the police, although she had

not participated in it, and for belonging to the revolution-

ary party, Miss Armfeldt was sentenced to fourteen years

and ten months of penal servitude, with deprivation of all

civil rights and exile to Siberia for life.- At the time of our

visit to Kara she had finished her term of probation in prison,

and was living outside in the free command with her

1 1 regret that I am unable to give votion and absolute unselfishness,

more details of Miss Armfeldt's life. These simple virtues become great,

A Russian revolutionist to whom I ap- both as qualities and as moving powers,

plied for information wrote me as fol- when they are so elevated as to be al-

lows : most perfectly pure. You have prob-

"I knew Miss Armfeldt personally ably seen many of these types among
and have some idea of her as an indi- the Siberian exiles. The touching
vidual ; but as to biographical details sympathy that permeates what you
—such matters interest us so little write about them is a proof of this."

when we are ' in action ' that we hardly 2 Mr. Debagori-Mokri^vieh, who was
ever ask one another about them. I arrested at this time and sent to Si-

only know that her father was a gen- beria, but who succeeded in making
eral, and that her sister, who was a his escape, has published an interest-

tolerably well-known writer on scien- ing accoimt of the capture, trial, and
tiflc subjects, was married to the Riis- condemnation of this party. It con-

sian explorer Fedchenko, who perished sisted of fourteen persons, of whom
recently on a mountain in Switzerland, two were found to be not guilty, two
Personally, Nathalie Armfeldt was not were hanged, and all the rest sent to

one of the striking personalities, such Siberia for life with fourteen years

as Perofskaya, Bardina, and others, and ten months of penal servitude.

She belonged to that modest set of See " Two Years of Life," by Debagori-
workers in whom the beautiful moral Mokri^vich. {_Messrnger of the Will

qualities of the Russian revolutionist of the People, No. 1, p. 21, Geneva,
are shown at their best— absolute de- 1883.]
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mother, a lady sixty or sixty-five years of age, who had

voluntarily come to Siberia to share her daughter's fate.

The sun had set and it was fast growing dark when I

reached the little whitewashed cabin which, from the de-

rill'- (^VIUN OF TIIK AHMKKI.DIS.

scriptions I had had of it, I thought must be the Armfeldts'.

I knocked at the heavy wooden door, and in a moment it

was unbarred and opened by a young woman.
" Does Miss Armfeldt live here ? " I inquired.
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" I am Miss Armfeldt," she replied.

"^My iiaiue is George Keiiiiau," I said; "I am an Ameri-

can traveler, and I have eonie to Siberia to investigate the

exile system. I have met many of your friends, and I bring

a letter of introduction to you from Madam N ."

She looked at me for almost a minute in silent and half-

incredulous amazement. Finally she seemed to recover her-

self and said, " Pray come in." I followed her through a

small, dark entry into a wretched little room about ten feet

long by eight feet wide, with bare floor and ceiling of rough-

hewn planks, rough walls of squared logs covered with dingy

whitewash, and two small, nearly square windows. The

furniture of the room, which was all rude and home-made,

consisted of a square pine table without a cloth, three un-

painted pine chairs, and a narrow single bedstead covered

with a coarse gray blanket. On each side of the door were

shelves, upon which were a few domestic vessels and uten-

sils, such as plates, cups and saucers, knives and forks, and

a tea-pot. The room contained absolutely nothing else

except a basket and a cheap Russian trunk under the bed.

Everything was scrupulously neat and clean, but in other

respects the house looked like the home of some wretchedly

poor Irish laborer. I removed my heavy overcoat, and was

about to hand Miss Armfeldt the letter that I had for her,

when she caught me suddenly by the arm and said, " Stop !

Don't do that ! Wait until I put up the window-shutters

and bar the door." She lighted a candle with trembling

hands, and then ran out and closed the windows with tight

board shutters, barred the door, and returning said, " You
are not accustomed to the atmosphere of alarm and appre-

hension in which we live. You might have been seen

through, the window giving me a letter." She then took

the letter ; but without opening it fixed her eyes upon me
with the expression of bewildered, half-incredulous amaze-

ment that had not left her face since I introduced myself

at the door. Finally she said, " How did you ever get here ?
"
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I replied that I had come on horseback over the mountains
from Stretinsk.

" But how were you ever allowed to come here ?
"

" I was not allowed," I replied. " I came here without

anybody's knowledge. I have been in Kara almost a week,

and this is the first opportunity I have had to get out-of-

doors unwatched."

I then told her that I had come to Siberia to investigate

the life of the political convicts, and gave her a brief ac-

count of my previous Siberian experience. She looked at

me like one half dazed by the shock of some great and sud-

den surprise. Finally she said, speaking for the first time

in English :
" Excuse me for staring at you so, and pardon

me if I have not seemed to welcome you cordially ; but I

can hardly believe that I am awake. I am so excited and
astonished that I don't know what I am doing or saying.

You are the first foreigner that I have seen since my exile,

and your sudden appearance here, and in my house, is such

an extraordinary event in my life that it has completely

overwhelmed me. I feel as Livingstone must have felt

when Stanley found him in Central Africa. How did the

remarkable idea of coming to Siberia and investigating the

life of the political convicts ever enter your head 1
"

I was answering her question in English, when I heard

a feeble and broken voice, which seemed to come from be-

hind the oven, inquiring, in Russian, " Who is there, Na-
thalie ? With whom are you talking ?

"

"It is an American traveler, mother, who has found us

even here at the mines."

The feeble voice was that of Miss Armfeldt's mother, who
had been asleep on a cot bed behind a low partition that

partly screened the oven, and who had been awakened by
our conversation. In a moment she came out to greet me
— a worn, broken woman, sixty or sixty-five years of age,

with soft gray hair, and a face refined, gentle, intelligent,

but deeply lined by care and grief. Her eyes were swollen.
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with heavy, dark semicircles under them, as if she had
spent many long, weary nights in weeping. It filled my
heart with sympath}^ and pity merely to look at her. I

had never seen so sad, hopeless, grief-stricken a face.

I spent half an hour with the Armfeldts and then left

them, promising to return at a later hour in the evening,

when Miss Armfeldt said she would have the other mem-
bers of the free command there to meet me. Flushed with

nervous excitement, I hurried back to Major Potulof's

house, where I found dinner waiting for me. Every now
and then in the course of the meal Mrs. Potulof would look

at me with a curious expression in her face, as if she won-
dered what I had been doing all the afternoon ; but appar-

ently she could not summon up resolution enough to ask

me, and it did not become necessary, therefore, for the

recording angel to drop any more tears upon my already

blotted record.

At seven o'clock I went back to the Armfeldts', where

I found a political convict named Kurteief, and a pale deli-

cate young woman who was introduced to me as Madam
Kolenkina. I recognized the latter by name as one of the

revolutionists sent to the mines for alleged complicity in

the plot to assassinate General Mezentsef, the St. Peters-

burg chief of police, but I was surprised to find her so

young, delicate, and harmless-looking a woman. I had

been surprised, however, in the same way many times be-

fore. The women who have taken an active part in some
of the most terrible tragedies of the past fifteen years in

St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kiev, and Odessa, who have shown a

power of endurance and a stern inflexibility of character

rarely found in men, are delicate girls from eighteen to

twenty-five years of age, whom I should have taken for

teachers in a Sunday-school or rather timid j^upils in a fe-

male seminary.

One by one the political convicts of the free command
began to assemble at Miss Armfeldt's house. Every few

minutes a low signal-knock would be heard at one of the
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window-shutters, and Miss Armfeldt would go cautiously to

the door, inquire who was there, and when satisfied that it

was one of her companions would take down the bar and give

him admission. The small, dimly Ughted cabin, the strained

hush of anxiety and apprehension, the soft, mysterious

knocking at the window-shutters, the low but eager con-

versation, and the group of pale-faced men and women who
crowded about me with intense, wondering interest, as if I

were a man that had just risen from the dead, made me
feel like one talking and acting in a strange, vivid dream.

There was not, in the whole environment, a single sugges-

tion of the real, commonplace, outside world ; and when the

convicts, with hushed voices, began to tell me ghastly stories

of cruelty, suffering, insanity, and suicide at the mines, I felt

almost as if I had entered the gloomy gate over which Dante

saw inscribed the dread warning, " Leave hope behind."

About nine o'clock, just as I had taken out my note-book

and begun to write, a loud, imperative knock was heard at

the side window-shutter. Madam Kolenkina exclaimed in

a low, hoarse whisper, " It 's the gendarmes ! Don't let them
come in. Tell them who of us are here, and perhaps they '11

be satisfied." Everybody was silent, and it seemed to me
that I could hear my heart beat while Miss Armfeldt went
to the door and with cool self-possession said to the gen-

darmes, " We are all here : my mother, I, Kurteief, Madam
Kolenkina, and "— the other names I could not catch. After

a moment's parley the gendarmes seemed to go away. Miss

Armfeldt shut and re-barred the door, and coming back into

the room said with a smile, " They were satisfied ; they

did n't insist on coming in." Then, turning to me, she

added in English :
" The gendarmes visit us three times a

day to see what we are doing, and to make sure that we
have not escaped. Their visits, however, have grown to be

formal, and they do not always come in."

Conversation was then resumed, and for two hours or

more I listened to stories of convict life in prison, on the

road, or at the mines, and answered, as well as I could, the
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oagor quostioiis of the convicts with regard to the progress

of the Russian revolutionary movement. In the course of

the talk my attention was accidentally attracted to a per-

son whom I had not particularly noticed before and to

whom I had not been introduced. It was a man thirty or

thirty-five years of age, with a colorless, strangely vacant

face and large, protruding blue eyes. He had seated him-

self on a low wooden stool directly in front of me, had

rested his elbows on his knees with his chin in his open

hands, and was staring up at me with a steady and at the

same time expressionless gaze in which there seemed to be

something unnatural and uncanny. At the first pause in the

conversation he said to me abruptly, but in a strange, drawl-

ing, monotonous tone, "We— have— a—graveyard— of

— our—own—here.—Would—you—like— to— see— it I

"

I was so surprised and startled by his manner and by the

nature of his question that I did not for a moment reply

;

but the conviction suddenly flashed upon me that itwas a po-

litical convict who had lost his reason. As the knocking at

the gate after the murder in Macbeth seemed to De Quincey

to deepen the emotions excited by the tragedy and to reflect

back a sort of added horror upon all that had preceded it,

so this strange, unprompted question, with its suggestions

of insanity and death, seemed to render more vivid and

terrible the stories of human suffering that I had just

heard, and to intensify all the emotions roused in my mind

by the great tragedy of penal servitude.

I remained with the political convicts that night until

after midnight, and then walked home with my blood in a

fever that even the frosty atmosphere of a semi-arctic night

could not cool. Everybody had gone to bed except Mr.

Frost, who was watching anxiously for my return. I

threw myself on the divan in my room and tried to get to

sleep ; but all that I had just seen and heard kept sm-ging

through my mind, and it was morning before I finally lost

consciousness.



CHAPTER VII

STATE CRIMINALS AT KARA

ON the morning after my first visit to the political

convicts of the free command I called again at the

little cabin of the Armfeldts, taking Mr. Frost with me.

Major Potulof was expected back from list Kara that night,

and I knew his return would put a stop to my operations.

It was important, therefore, that I should make the best

possible use of the twelve or fourteen hours of freedom

that still remained to me. I did not expect to be able, for

any great length of time, to conceal from the authorities

my intercourse with the political convicts. I was well

aware that it must, sooner or later, be discovered, and all

that I hoped to do was to get as much information as

possible before the inevitable interference should come.

There was some risk, of course, in visiting the houses of

the free command openly by daylight ; but we could not

afford to waste any time in inaction, and I had promised

Miss Armfeldt that I would return early that forenoon

if not prevented by some unforeseen complication or

embarrassment,

A brisk walk of fifteen or twenty minutes brought us to

our destination, and we were admitted to the house by
Miss Armfeldt herself. In the searching light of a clear,

cold, winter morning, the little cabin, with its whitewashed
log walls, plank floor, and curtainless windows, looked

even more bare and cheerless than it had seemed to me
when I first saw it. Its poverty-stricken appearance,

moreover, was emphasized, rather than relieved, by the
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pr('S(Mi(H\ ill tlio uiiddlo of the room, of ;i large, rudely

fasliioiii'd easel, upon wliicli stood an uufrained oil painting.

There seemed to me something strangely incongruous in

this association of art with penal servitude, this blending

of luxury with extreme destitution, and as I returned Miss

Armfeldt's greeting I could not help looking inquiringly at

the picture and then at her, as if to ask," " How did you
ever happen to bring an oil-painting to the mines of Kara!"
She understood my uns]3oken query, and, turning the easel

half around so that I could see the picture, said :
" I have

been trying to make a portrait of my mother. She thinks

that she must go back to Russia this year on account of

her other childi-en. Of course I shall never see her again,

—she is too old and feeble to make another journey to

Eastern Siberia,—and I want something to recall her face

to me when she has gone out of my life. I know that it

is a bad portrait, and I am almost ashamed to show it to

you ; but I wish to ask your help. I have only a few colors,

I cannot get any more, and perhaps Mr. Frost may be able

to suggest some way of using my scanty materials to bet-

ter advantage."

I looked at the wretched, almost ghastly, portrait in

silence, but with a heart full of the deepest sympathy and
pity. It bore a recognizable resemblance to the original,

and showed some signs of artistic talent and training ; but

the canvas was of the coarsest and most unsuitable quality

;

the colors were raw and crude ; and it was apparent, at a

glance, that the artist had vainly struggled with insuper-

able difficulties growing out of a scanty and defective

equipment. With the few tubes of raw color at her com-

mand she had found it impossible to imitate the delicate

tints of living flesh, and the result of her loving labor was
a portrait that Mr. Frost evidently regarded with despair,

and that seemed to me to be little more than a ghastly

caricature. It was pitiful to see how hard the daughter

had tried, with wholly inadequate means of execution, to

make for herself a likeness of the mother whom she was so
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soon to lose, and it was even more pitiful to think that

before the close of another year the daughter would be left

alone at the mines with this coarse, staring, deathlike por-

trait as her only consolation. I looked at the picture for a

moment in silence, unable to think of any comment that

would not seem cold or unsympathetic. Its defects were

glaring, but I could not bring myself to criticise a work of

love executed under such circumstances and in the face of

such disheartening difficulties. Leaving Mr. Frost to ex-

amine Miss Armfeldt's scanty stock of brushes and colors,

I turned to Mrs. Armfeldt and asked her how she had sum-

moned up resolution enough, at her age, to undertake such

a tremendous journey as that from St. Petersburg to the

mines of Kara.
" I could not help coming," she said simply. " Grod knows

what they were doing to people here. Nathalie was beaten

by soldiers with the butt-ends of guns. Others were starv-

ing themselves to death. I could get only vague and

alarming reports in St. Petersburg, and so I came here to

see for myself. I could not bear to think of Nathalie living

alone in the midst of such horrors."

" When did these things happen ? " I inquired.

" In 1882 and 1883," she rephed. " In May, 1882, eight

prisoners made their escape, and after that the life of all

the political convicts was made so hard that they finally

declared a hunger-strike and starved themselves thirteen

days."

While Mrs. Armfeldt and I were talking, Victor Castiurin,

Madam Kolenkina, and two or three other political convicts

entered the room. Miss Armfeldt brought out the samovar

and gave us all tea, and the conversation became general.

I should be glad, if I had the requisite space, to repeat in

detail the interesting and vivid account of life in the Kara
prisons that was given me at Miss Armfeldt's house that

day ; but six or eight hours' conversation cannot be put into

a chapter or two, and I must content myself with a brief

narrative of niv personal experience, and a short outline

ir 13
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sketch of the life of political convicts at the mines of Kara

between the years 1880 and 1885.

I made my last call at tlu^ house of the Armf(4dts on the

afternoon of November 7th, just twenty-four hours after I

first entered it. I was well aware that the return of Major

Potulof that night would put a stop to my visits, and that,

in all probability, I should never see these unfortunate

people again ; while they, knowing that this was their last

opportunity to talk with one who was going back to the

ciWlized world and would meet their relatives and friends,

clung to me with an eagerness that was almost pathetic.

I promised the Armfeldts that I would call upon Count Leo

Tolstoi and describe to him their life and circumstances,^

left my address with them so that they might communicate

with me should they ever have an opportunity to write,

and took letters from them to their relatives in European

Russia. It may perhaps seem to the reader that in carry-

ing letters to and from political convicts in Siberia I ran

an unnecessary and unjustifiable risk, inasmuch as the act

was a penal offense, and if discovered would probably have

led to our arrest, to the confiscation of all our papers, and,

at the very least, to our immediate expulsion from the

Empire under guard. I fully appreciated the danger, but,

nevertheless, I could not refuse to take such letters. If

you were a political convict at the mines, and had a wife

or a mother in European Russia to whom you had not

been allowed to write for years, and if I, an American trav-

1 I kept this promise, and told Count to violence, and they must expect to

Tolstoi all that he seemed to care to suffer from violence. I was told in

hear with regard to the Armfeldts' sit- Moscow that when Madam Uspens-

uation. He manifested, however, a kaya, wife of one of the political con-

disinclination to listen to accounts of victs at Kara, went to Count Tolstoi to

suffering among the political convicts solicit a contribution of money to be

in Eastern Siberia ; would not . read used in ameliorating, as far as possi-

raanuseripts that I brought expressly ble, the condition of politicals at the

to show him ; and said distinctly that mines, she met with a decided refusal,

while he felt sorry for many of the The Count was not willing, apparently,

politicals he could not help them, and to show even a benevolent and char-

was not at all in sympathy with their itable sympathy with men and women
methods. They had resorted, he said, whose actions he wholly disapproved.
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eler, should come to you and ask you to put yourself in my
power and run the risk of recommittal to prison and leg-

fetters by telling me aU that I wanted to know, and if I

should then refuse to carry a letter to your mother or your
wife, you would think that I must be either very cowardly
or very hard-hearted. I could not refuse to do it. If they
were willing to run the risk of writing such letters, I was
willing to run the risk of carrying them. I always con-
sented, and sometimes volunteered to take them, although
I was perfectly well aware that they would cause me many
anxious hours.

Just before dark I bade the Armfeldts and the other mem-
bers of the free command good-by, telling them that I

should try to see them once more, but that I feared it would
be impossible. Major Potulof did not return until mid-
night, and I did not see him until the next morning. "We
met for the first time at breakfast. He greeted me cour-

teously, but formally, omitting the customary handshake,
and I felt at once a change in the social atmosphere. After
bidding me good-morning, he sat for ten or fifteen minutes
looking moodily into his tea-cup without speaking a word.
I had anticipated this situation and had decided upon a
course of action. I felt sincere regard for Major Potulof,

he had treated us very kindly, I understood perfectly that
I had placed him in an awkward and unpleasant position,

and I intended to deal with him frankly and honestly. I

therefore broke the silence by sajdng that, during his ab-
sence, I had made the acquaintance of the political convicts
of the free command.

" Yes," he said, without raising his eyes from his tea-cup,
" I heard so ; and," he continued, after a moment's pause, " it

is my duty to say to you that you have acted very rashly."

"Why?" I inquired.

" Because," he replied, " the Government looks with gi-eat

suspicion upon foreigners who secretly make the acquain-
tance of the political convicts. It is not allowed, and you
will get yourself into serious ti'ouble."
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"But," I said, " no one lias oxvv told mo that it was not

allowed. lean hardly be sni)posed, as a foreij^iier, to know
that I have no right to speak to people who are practieally

at liberty, and whom I am liable to meet any day in the

village street. The members of the free eommand are not

in prison ; they are walking about the settlement in free-

dom. Everybody else can talk to them; why cannot If"
" I received a telegram," he said gravely, " from Governor

Barabash" (the governor of the territory of the Trans-

Baikal in which the mines of Kara are situated) " saying

that you were not to be allowed to see the political prison,

and, of course, it was the governor's intention that you

should not see the political convicts."

" You did not tell me so," I replied. " If you had told me
that you had received such a telegram from the governor,

it would have had great weight with me. I cannot remem-

ber that you ever intimated to me that I could not visit the

members of the free command."
" I did not know that you were thinking of such a thing,"

he rejoined. " You said nothing about it. However," he

continued, after a moment's pause, " it is Captain Nikolin's

affair ; he has the politicals in charge. All that I have to

do is to warn you that you are acting imprudently and run-

ning a great risk."

I then explained to Major Potulof frankly why I had said

nothing to him about my intentions, and why I had taken

advantage of his absence to carry them into effect. If I

had said to him beforehand that I wished or intended to see

the political convicts, he would have been obliged either to

approve or to disapprove. If he had disapproved, I, as his

guest, should have been bound in honor to respect his

wishes and authority ; while, if he had approved, he would

have incurred a responsibility for my illegal action that I

did not wish to throw upon him. I admitted knowledge of

the fact that my intercourse with the politicals would not

have been permitted if it had been foreseen, and told him
that my only reasons for making their acquaintance secretly
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in tlie way I had were first, to avoid interference, and
secondly, to relieve him as far as possible from any sus-

picion of complicity. " Nobody now," I said, " can accuse

you of having had anything to do with it. You were not

here, and it is perfectly evident that I waited for the op-

portunity that your absence gave me." My explanation

seemed to mollify him a little, and his old cordial manner
gi-adually returned; but he warned me again that secret

intercourse with political convicts, if I continued it, would
almost certainly get me into trouble.

An hour or two after breakfast I was surprised and
a little startled by the sudden reappearance of Captain

Nikolin, the gendarme commandant of the political prison.

He desired to see Major Potulof on business, and they were
closeted together for half or three-quarters of an hour in

the major's writing-room. I was, at the time, in another

part of the house trying to write up my notes ; but Mr.
Frost was at work upon a crayon portrait of the major's

children in the drawing-room, off which the writing-room

opened. At the first opportunity after Captain Nikolin's

departure Mr. Frost came to me in some anxiety and whis-

pered to me that he had accidentally overheard a part

of the conversation between Captain Nikolin and Major
Potulof in the writing-room, and that it indicated trouble.

It related to my intercourse with the political convicts, and
turned uj^on the question of searching our baggage and
examining my papers and note-books. As Mr. Frost un-

derstood it. Captain Nikolin insisted that such an investiga-

tion was proper and necessary, while Major Potulof defended
us, deprecated the proposed search, and tried to convince

the gendarme officer that it would be injudicious to create

such a scandal as an examination of our baggage would
cause. The discussion closed with the significant remark
from Nikolin that if the search were not made in Kara it

certainly would be made somewhere else. Mr. Frost seemed
to be much alarmed, and I was not a little troubled myself.

I did not so much f(^ar a search,—at least while we re-
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niained in Major Potulofs house,—but what I did fear was
being put upon my word of honor ])y Major Potulof him-

self as to the question whether 1 liad any letters from the

political convicts. I thought it extremely probable that he

would come to me at the first opportunity and say to me
good-humoredly, " George Ivanovich, Captain Nikolin has

discovered your relations with the political convicts; he

knows that you spent with them the greater part of one

night, and he thinks that you may have letters from them.

He came here this morning with a proposition to search

your baggage. Of course, as you are my guests, I defended

you and succeeded in putting him off ; but I think under

the circumstances it is only fair you should assure me, on

your word of honor, that you have no such letters."

In such an exigency as that I should have to do one of

two things—either lie outright, upon my word of honor, to

the man in whose house I was a guest, or else betray people

who had trusted me, and for whom I had already come
to feel sincere symj)athy and affection. Either alternative

was intolerable—unthinkable—and yet I must decide upon
some course of action at once. The danger was imminent,

and I could not bring myself to face either of the alterna-

tives upon which I should be forced if put upon my word
of honor. I might perhaps have had courage enough to

run the risk, so far as my own papers were concerned, but

I knew that the letters in my possession, if discovered,

would send Miss Armfeldt and all the other writers back

into prison ; would leave poor, feeble Mrs. Armfeldt alone

in a penal settlement with a new sorrow ; and would lead

to a careful examination of all my papers, and thus bring

misfortune upon scores of exiles and officers in other parts

of Siberia who had furnished me with documentary mate-

rials. All the rest of that day I was in a fever of anxiety

and irresolution. I kept, so far as possible, out of Major

Potulofs way
;
gave him no opportunity to speak to me

alone ; went to bed early on plea of a headache ; and spent

a ^Tretched and sleepless night trying to decide upon a
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course of action. I thought of a dozen different methods
of concealing the letters, but concealment would not meet

the emergency. If put upon my word of honor I should

have to admit that I had them, or else lie in the most
cowardly and treacherous way. I did not dare to mail

them, since all the mail matter from the house passed

through Major Potulofs hands, and by giving them to him
I might precipitate the very inquiries I wished to avoid.

At last, just before daybreak, I decided to destroy them.

I had no opportunity, of course, to consult the writers, but

I felt sure that they would approve my action if they could

know all the circumstances. It was very hard to destroy

letters upon which those unfortunate people had hung so

many hopes,—letters that I knew would have such price-

less value to fathers, mothers, sisters, and brothers in Rus-

sia,—but there was nothing else to be done. The risk of

keeping them had become too great to be justifiable.

As soon as I had come to a decision, I was confronted

by the question, " How are the letters to be destroyed '?

"

Since the discovery of my secret relations with the political

convicts I had been more closely watched than ever. My
room had no door that could be closed, but was separated

from the haU, and from Major Potulofs sitting-room,

merely by a light portiere. Its large curtainless window
was almost' on a level with the ground, and an armed sen-

try, who stood night and day at the front entrance of the

house, could see through it. If I tore the letters into small

bits, they might be found and pieced together. If I burned

them, the odor of the burning paper would be at once dif-

fused through the house ; and, besides that, I was Hkely to

be caught in the act, either by the sentry, or by Major

Potulof himself, who, on one pretext or another, was con-

stantly coming into my room without knock or announce-

ment. There happened to be in the room a large brick

oven, and about half an hour after I got up that morning

a soldier came in to make a fire in it. The thought at once

occurred to me that by watching for a favorable opportu-
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nity, Avlieii jNIajor Potulof was talkiiiij: with Mr. Frost in the

sittiiig-i'oom and the sentry was out of sight, 1 eould throw

the letters unobserved into this fire. As I walked out into

the hall to see that the coast was clear there, I noiselessly

unlatched the iron door of the oven and threw it ajar. Then
returning and assuring myself that the sentry was not in

a position to look through the window, I tossed the letters

quickly into the oven upon a mass of glowing coals. Five

minutes later there was not a trace of them left. I then

erased or j)^it into cipher many of the names of persons

in my note-books and prepared myself, as well as I could,

for a search.

There were two things in my personal experience at the

mines of Kara that I now particularly regret, and one of

them is the burning of these letters. I did not see the

political convicts again, I had no opportunity to explain

to them the circumstances under which I acted, and ex-

planations, even if I could make them, are now, in many
cases, too late. Miss Nathalie Armfeldt died of prison con-

smnption at the mines a little more than a year after I

bade her good-by ; her old mother soon followed her to the

gi'ave, and the letters that I destroyed may have been the

last that they had an opportunity to write. I was not put

upon my word of honor, I was not searched, and I might

have carried those letters safely to their destination, as I

afterward carried many others.

The next unfortunate thing in my Kara experience was

my failure to see Dr. Orest E. Veimar, one of the most dis-

tinguished political convicts in the free command, who, at

the time of our visit, was dying of prison consumption.

He was a surgeon, about thirty-five years of age, and re-

sided, before his exile, in a large house of his own on the

Nevski Prospekt near the Admiralty Place in St. Peters-

burg. He was a man of wealth and high social standing,

occupied an official position in the medical department of

the Ministry of the Interior, and was, at one time, a per-

sonal friend of her Majesty, the present Empress. He was
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in charge of lier field-hospital throug-hont the Rnsso-Turkish

war of 1877-78, was made a cavalier of the order of St.

Anne for distinguished services in that campaign, received

DU. \ 1::I1IAR.

the cross of Vladimir and the cross of Stanislaus "with
swords " for gallantry on the field of battle, and was greatly

beloved by General Gurko, with whom he made the passage

of the Balkans.
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He was ni'vostvd in 8t. Petorshurg on Aj^ril 2, 1879,

and was thrown into one of the casemates of the fortress of

Peti'opjivlovsk. He lay there, in the strictest solitary con-

finement, until May, 1880—almost a year—and was then

tried hy court-martial upon the charge of political conspii'-

acy. He pleaded not guilty, and declared that he had never

had any relations with the revolutionary party; but he

was convicted, nevertheless, upon fragmentary and misinter-

preted circmustantial evidence, and condemned to fifteen

years of penal servitude with deprivation of all civil rights

and banishment to Siberia for life.^ At the time of his

trial the London Times, in a column editorial upon his case,

said

:

Our correspondent at St. Petersbnrg, in a dispatch we publish

this morning, telegraphs the sentences passed yesterday on the

prisoners charged with participation m the Nihilist conspiracy.

Western observers can see in these state trials at St. Petersburg

nothing but a shameful travesty of justice. The whole of these

proceedings are an example of the way in which any one can govern

by the aid of a state of siege. Military justice has had, as a rule,

the merit of being sharp and sudden, but the military justice of the

Russian com'ts has been as cruel in its dilatoriness as grossly illog-

ical in its methods and terribly severe in its sentences. . . . Among
the accused who were condemned yesterday. Dr. Veimar was in

every way a man of whom liis country seemed to have reason to l3e

proud. He is in personal beaiing a gallant gentleman. As a phy-

sician he has devoted his time and skill to the service of his suffer-

ing countrymen. He is (or was tOl yesterday, for to-day he is a

drudge in the deadly mines) decorated with Russian and Roumanian

orders, and with the medal for the Tiu-kish war. He was with the

troops who crossed the Balkans under Gurko— a splendid feat of

anns. The charges against this gentleman, the way in which the

case was got up and pressed, would seem exaggerated in the wildest

biu"lesque. The humors of injustice were never carried so far, if

1 The official report of the trial of Dr. officers of the exile administration who
Veimar, and a number of other polit- knew Dr. Veimar in Siberia that he
ical offenders an'aigned with him, will was an innocent man imjiistly eon-

be fovmd in the St. Petersburg news- demned. Major Potulof and Colonel

paper Oolos for May, 1880, numbers Novikof expressed this belief to me
133-138. It was the ojiinion of all the very strongly.
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we may trust the reports of the trial, bj' Bunyan's ^^^'. Justice Rate-

good or Rabelais's Grippeminaud. . . . Witnesses were brought for-

ward to speak to the character of Dr. Veimar. Their testunouy

was a shower of praises, both as to his moral character and his

bravery in war. This was inconvenient for the prosecution. Sup-

posing the charges against Dr. Veimar true, it would appear that

an exemplary citizen so despau'ed of the condition of his country

that he conspired with miscreants like Soli\'i6f and aided other

dastardly assassins. It might have been surmised that the prosecu-

tion would bring evidence to damage the character of the accused,

or at least to show that the praise heaped on him was imdeserved.

Notliing of the sort. The prosecutor said, "Gentlemen, I could

have produced a series of witnesses whose testimony would have
been quite the reverse. Unfortunately, all of them are absent."

A militaiy com't could hardly avoid taking the word of the presiding

general, but the whole proceeding, the whole conception of testi-

mony and justice, are only to be paralleled in the burlesque trial

witnessed by Alice in Mr. CaiToll's fauy tale. ... No case could

bear more direct e\ddence to the terrible condition of Russian society

and Russian justice. Either a man who seems to have been an
exemplary citizen in other respects was driven by despotism into

secret and dastardly treason, or Dr. Veimar is falsely condemned
and unjustly punished. In either alternative, if the reports of liis

trial are correct, that trial was a scandal even to military law.

After sentence had been pronounced, Dr. Veimar was
taken back to the fortress, and lay there, in what is known
as "the penal servitude section," for nine months more.

The dampness and bad sanitary condition of his cell fi-

nally broke down his health, and in February, 1881, he

was found to be suffering from pleurisy and scurvy, and
was removed to the House of Preliminary Detention. At
last, in August, 1881, after more than two years of soli-

tary confinement, he was sent, still sick, to the mines of

Kara.

The Crown Princess Dagmar (now the Empress), whose
hospital Dr. Veimar had managed duiing the Russo-Turkish
war, took a deep personal interest in him, and was a firm

believer iu his innocence ; but even she could not save him.

When she came to the throne, however, as Empress, in
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18S1, she sent Colonel Nord to the mines of Kara to see Dr.

Veimar and otter him his freedom npon eondition that he

give his word of honor not to engage in any activity hos-

tile to the Government. Dr. Veimar replied that he would
not so hind himself wiiile he was in" ignorance of the state

of atfairs under the new Tsar (Alexander III.). If the Gov-
ernment would allow him to return to St. Petersburg, on
parole or under guard, and see what the condition of Russia

then was, he would give them a definite answer to their

proposition; that is, he would accept freedom upon the

terms offered, or he would go back to the mines. He would
not, however, bind himself to anything until he had had
an opportunity to ascertain how Russia was then being

governed. Colonel Nord had a number of interviews with

him, and tried in every way to shake his resolution, but
without avail.

When Mr. Frost and I reached the mines of Kara, Dr.

Veimar had been released from prison on a ticket of leave,

but was dying of consumption brought on by the intoler-

able conditions of Siberian prison life. The political con-

victs wished and proposed to take me to see him the night

that I was at Miss Armfeldt's house, but they represented

him as very weak, hardly able to speak aloud, and likely

at any moment to die ; and after I saw the effect that my
sudden appearance produced upon Miss Armfeldt and the

other politicals who were comparatively well, I shrank from
inflicting upon a dying man, at midnight, such a shock of

sui'prise and excitement. I had occasion afterward bitterly

to regret my lack of resolution. Dr. Veimar died before

I had another opportunity to see him, and six months
later, when I returned to St. Petersburg on my way home
from Siberia, I received a call from a cultivated and attrac-

tive young woman to whom, at the time of his banishment,

he was engaged. She had heard that I was in Kara when
her betrothed died, and she had come to me hoping that I

had brought her a letter, or at least some farewell message
from him. She was making preparations, in November of
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the previous year, to undertake a journey of four thousand

miles alone, in order to join him at the mines and marry
him, when she received a telegram from Captain Nikolin

briefly announcing his death. Although more than six

months had elapsed since that time, she had heard nothing

else. Neither Dr. Veimar before his death, nor his convict

friends after his death, had been permitted to write to her,

and upon me she had hung her last hopes. How hard it

was for me to tell her that I might have seen him—that I

might have brought her, from his death-bed, one last as-

surance of love and remembrance,—but that I had not done

so, the reader can perhaps imagine. I have had some sad

things to do in my life, but a sadder duty than this never

was laid upon me.

I afterward spent a whole evening with her at her house.

She related to me the story of Dr. Veimar's heroic and self-

sacrificing life, read me letters that he had written to her

from battlefields in Bulgaria, and finally, with a face stream-

ing with tears, brought out and showed to me the most

sacred and precious relic of him that she had—a piece

of needlework that he had made in his cell at the mines,

and had succeeded in smuggling through to her as a little

present and a token of his continued remembrance and love.

It was a strip of coarse cloth, such as that used for con-

vict shirts, about three inches wide and nearly fifty feet in

length, embroidered from end to end in tasteful geometrical

patterns with the coarsest and cheapest kind of colored

linen thread.

" Mr. Kennan," she said to me, trying in vain to choke

down her sobs, " imagine the thoughts that have been sewn
into that piece of embroidery !

"

We remained at the mines of Kara four or five days

after our last visit to the house of the Armfeldts, but

as we were constantly under close surveillance, we could

accomplish nothing. All that there is left for me to do,

therefore, is to throw into systematic form the informa-

tion that T obtained there, and to give a few chapters
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from tlio long and terrible liistory of tli(^ KarA. penal

establishment/

The Russian Grovernment Ix^gan sending state criminals

to the mines of Kara in small numbers as early as 187.'),

but it did not make a regular practice of so doing until

1879. Most of the politicals condemned to penal servitude

before the latter date were held eithi^r in the " penal-servi-

tude section " of the Petropavlovsk fortress at St. Peters-

burg, or in the solitary confinement cells of the central

convict prison at Kharkof. As the revolutionary move-

ment, however, grew more and more serious and widespread,

and the prisons of European Russia became more and more

crowded with political offenders, the Minister of the Interior

began to transfer the worst class of hard-labor state crimi-

nals to the mines of Kara, where they were imprisoned in

buildings intended originally for common felons.-^ In

December, 1880, there were about fifty political convicts in

the Kara prisons, while nine men who had finished their

term of probation were living outside the prison walls in

1 Nearly all of the statements made strengthen my case by showing—as I

in this and the following chapter have might show—that I obtained my infor-

been carefully verified, and most of mation from persons fiiUy competent

them rest upon unimpeachable official to furnish it, and jjersons whose posi-

testimony. There may be trifling er- tions were a sufficient guarantee of

rors in some of the details, but, in the impartiality.

main, the story can be proved, even in '^ The political prison was not in

a Russian coui't of justice. The facts existence at that time, and the state

with regard to Colonel Konon6\ich and criminals were distributed among the

his connection with the Kar4 prisons common-criminal prisons, where they

and mines were obtained partly from occupied what were called the "secret"

political convicts and partly from offi- or solitary-confinement cells. At a

cials in Kara, Chita, Irkutsk, and St. Pe- somewhat later period an old detached

tersburg. The letter in which Konono- building in Middle Kara was set apart

vich resigned his position as governor for their accommodation, and most of

of the Kar4 penal establishment is them lived together there in a single

still on file in the Ministry of the In- large Mmera. They were treated in

terior, and all the circumstances of his general like common convicts, were

retirement are known, not only to the required to work every day in the gold

jjolitical convicts, but to many of the placers, and at the expiration of their

officials with whom I have talked. I term of probation were released from
regret that I am restrained by pruden- confinement and enrolled in the free

tial and other considerations from cit- command,
ing my authorities. I could gi-eatly
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little huts and cabins of their own. Most of the male pris-

oners were forced to go with the common felons to the gold

placers ; but as the hours of labor were not unreasonably

long, they regaj.'ded it as a pleasure and a privilege, rather

than a hardship, to get out of the foul atmosphere of their

prison cells and work six or eight hours a day in the sun-

shine and the open air.

The officer in command of the Kara penal establishment

at that time was Colonel Kononovich, a highly educated,

humane, and sympathetic man, who is still remembered by
many a state criminal in Eastern Siberia with gi-atitude

and respect. He was not a revolutionist, nor was he in

sympathy with revolution ; but he recognized the fact that

many of the political convicts were refined and cultivated

men and women, who had been exasperated and frenzied by
injustice and oppression, and that although their methods

might be ill-judged and mistaken, their motives, at least,

were disinterested and patriotic. He treated them, there-

fore, with kindness and consideration, and lightened so far

as possible for every one of them the heavy burden of life.

There were in the Kara prisons at that time several state

criminals who, by order of the gendarmerie and as a dis-

ciplinary punishment, had been chained to wheelbarrows.^

Colonel Kononovich could not bear to see men of high

character and education subjected to so degrading and

humiliating a punishment ; and although he could not free

them from it without authority from St. Petersburg, he

gave directions that they should be released from their

wheelbarrows whenever he made a visit of inspection to

1 This is a punishment still author- trundling his wheelbarrow before him.

ized by law, and one still inflicted upon Even when he lies down to sleep, the

convicts who are serving out life sen- wheelbarrow remains attached to his

tences. The prisoner is fastened to a feet. Four politicals have been chained

small miner's wheelbarrow by a chain, to wheelbarrows at Kara, namely :

attached generally to the middle link Popko, Berezniiik, Fomichef, and

of his leg-fetter. This chain is long Shchedrin. The last of them was not

enough to give him some freedom of released until 1884. Whether or not

movement, but he cannot walk for any have been thus punished since that

exercise, nor cross his cell, witliout time I do 7iot know.
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tlie prison, so that iit least lie should not be compelled to see

them in that situation. The humane disposition and sen-

sitiveness to human sutt'ering of which this is an illustration

characterized all the dealings of Colonel Kononovich with

the political convicts ; and so long as he w^as permitted to

treat them with reasonable kindness and consideration he

did so treat them, because he recognized the fact that their

life was hard enough at best. Late in the year 1880, how-

ever, the Minister of the Interior began to issue a series of

orders intended, apparently, to restrict the privileges of the

state criminals and render their punishment more severe.

They were forbidden, in the first place, to have any written

communication whatever with their relatives. To such of

them as had wives, childi'en, fathers, or mothers in European

Eussia, this of itself was a terrible as well as an unjustifi-

able privation. Then they were forbidden to work in the

gold placers, and were thus deprived of the only opportu-

nity they had to see the outside world, to breathe pure, fresh

air, and to strengthen and invigorate their bodies with ex-

ercise. Finally, about the middle of December, 1880, the

governor received an order to abolish the free command,
send all its members back into prison, half shave their heads,

and put them again into chains and leg-fetters.^ Colonel

Kononovich regarded this order as unnecessarily and even

brutally severe, and tried in every way to have it rescinded

or modified. His efforts, however, were unavailing, and

1 All of these orders were issued politicals were no more deserving of

while the Liberal Loris-Melikof was sympathy than were the Decembrists

Minister of the Interior, and I have of 1825. The Decembrist conspirators

never been able to get any explanation —although high nobles—were harshly

of the inconsistency between his gen- treated, therefore Nihilists should be

eral policy towards the Liberal party harshly treated. Many of the political

and his treatment of condemned state exiles whom I met in Siberia regarded

criminals. Some of the officials whom Loris-Melikof's professions of sjnnpa-

I questioned in Siberia said without thy with the Liberal and reforming

hesitation it was the minister's inten- party as insincere and hypocritical

;

tion to make the life of the political but my own impression is that he acted

convicts harder ; while others thought in this case upon somebody's advice,

that he acted without fidl information without giving the matter much
and upon the assumption that modern thought or consideration.
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on the 28th of December he called the members of the free

command together, read the order to them, told them that

he had failed to obtain any modification of it, but said that

he would, on his o^vn personal responsibility, allow them

three days more of freedom in which to settle up their

domestic affairs. On the morning of January 1, 1881, they

must report at the prison. To all the members of the free

command this order was a terrible blow. For two years

they had been living in comparative freedom in their own
little cabins, many of them with their wives and childi'en,

who had made a journey of five thousand miles across

Siberia in order to join them. At three days' warning they

were to be separated from their families, sent back into

prison, and put again into chains and leg-fetters. Some of

them were leaving their wives and children alone and un-

protected in a penal settlement, some of them were broken

in health and could not expect to live long in the close con-

finement of a prison Mmera, and all of them looked forward

with dread to the chains, leg-fetters, foul air, vermin, and

miseries innumerable of prison life.

In the free command, at that time, was living a young

lawjer, thu'ty-three years of age, named Eugene Semyonof-

ski. He was the son of a well-known surgeon in Kiev, and

had been condemned to penal servitude for having been

connected in some way with the " undergi'ound " revolution-

ary journal Onward. He was a man of high character and

unusual ability, had had a university training, and at the

time of his arrest was practising law in St. Petersbui^g.

After four or five years of penal servitude at the mines his

health gave way, and in 1879 he was released from prison

and enrolled in the free command. At the last meeting of

the political convicts and then* wives, on New Year's Eve,

it was noticed that Semyonofski seemed to be gi^eatly de-

pressed, and that when they parted he bade his comrades

good-by with unusual manifestations of emotion and af-

fection. About two o'clock that morning Mr. Charushin,

a political convict in whose little cabin Semyonofski was

II 14
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living, was awakened by the report of a pistol, and rushing-

into the room of Seniyonofski found that the latter had

shot himself through the head. He was still living, but he

did not recover consciousness, and died in about an hour.

On the table lay a letter addressed to his father, with a

note to Charushin asking him to forward it, if possible, to

its destination. The letter was as follows

:

Mines of Kara,

Night of December 31, January 1, 1880-1.

My Dear Father : I write you just after my return from watch-

ing the old year out and the new year in with all my comrades. We
met, this New Year, under melancholy and disheartening circum-

stances. You have probably received a letter from the wife of one

of my comrades, whom I requested to inform you that we had been

forbidden thenceforth to write letters to any one— even our parents.

Senseless and inhuman as that prohibition was, there awaited us

something much worse—something that I knew nothing about when
that letter was written. Ten days or so after we received notice of

the order forbidding us to write letters, we were informed that we
were all to be returned to prison and confined in chains and leg-

fetters. There are nine men of us, namely : Shishko, Chariishin,

Kviatkovski, Uspenski, Soyiizof, Bogdanof, Terentief, Tevtul, and I

;

and we have aU been living about two years in comparative freedom

outside the prison. We expected something of this kind from the

very day that we heard of the order of Loris-Melikof prohibiting

our correspondence ; because there was in that order a paragraph

which led us to fear that we should not be left in peace. To-moi'-

row we are to go back to prison. But for the faith that Colonel

Kononovich has in us we should have been arrested and imprisoned

as soon as the order was received ; but he trusted us and gave us a

few days in which to settle up our affairs. We have availed our-

selves of this respite to meet together, for the last time in freedom,

to watch the old year out and the new year in. I shall avail myself

of it for yet another purpose. I do not know whether the canying

out of that purpose will, or will not, be a betrayal of the confidence

that Colonel Kononovich has reposed in us ; but even if I knew that

it would be such a betrayal I should still carry oiit my purpose.

It may be that some one who reads the words " they are going

back to prison " will compare us to sheep, submissively presenting

their throats to the knife of the butcher ; but such a comparison
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would be a grievously mistaken one. The only means of escape

from such a situation as ours is in flight—and how and whither
could we fly, in a temperatm-e of thirty-five degrees below zero, and
without any previous preparation for such an undertaking ? The
reason why no preparations have been made you know, if you re-

ceived the letter that I wrote you last August.

My own personal determination was to attempt an escape if the

order for our return to prison should come in the spring, when it

would be possible to escape, and to do it, not on the spur of the

moment, but after serious preparation. It has not, however, hap-

pened so. In the meantime I feel that my physical strength is fail-

ing day by day. I know that my weakness must soon have its effect

upon my mental powers, and that I am threatened with the danger
of becoming a complete imbecile— and all this while I am hving
outside the prison. The question arises, what would become of me
in prison ? My whole hfe rests on the hope of returning some time

to Russia and serving, with all my soul, the cause of right and jus-

tice to which I long ago devoted myself ; but how can that cause be
served by a man who is mentally and physically wrecked ? When
the hope of rendering such service is taken away from me, what
is there left ? Personal self-justification ? But before the moment
comes for anything like complete satisfaction of that desii-e, they

can put me ten times to the torture. I have, therefore, come to the

conclusion that there is no longer an>i:hing to live for—that I have
earned the right, at last, to put an end to sufferings that have be-

come aimless and useless. I have long been tired— deathly tired

—

of life ; and only the thought of home has restrained me, hitherto,

from self-destruction. I know that I am about to cause terrible

grief, Sasha,^ to you, and to all who love me ; but is not your love

great enough to forgive the suicide of a man tortured to the last

extremity ? Understand that, for God's sake ! I have been literally

tortured to death during these last years. For the sake of aU that

you hold dear, I beseech you to forgive me ! You must know that

my last thoughts are of you— that if I had a little more strength I

would live out my life, if only to save you from flu-ther suffering

;

but my strength is exhausted. There is nothing left for me to do
but to go insane or die ; and the latter alternative is, after all, better

than the former.

Good-by, forever, my dear, kind, weU-remembered father and
friend ! Good-by, Sasha, and you my younger brother, whom T

1 " Sd,sha " was Semy6nofski's brother Alexander
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know so little. Remember that it is better to die, even as I die,

than to live ^^^thont being able to feel one's self a man of principle

and honor.

(^nco more, good-by ! Do not think ill of your unhappy son

and brother, who, even in his unhappiness, finds consolation.

Eugene.

All that was moi'tal of Eugene Semyonofski now lies

in the political convicts' burying-ground on a lonely hill

known as " The Convict's Head " in Eastern Siberia. The
uupainted wooden cross that marks his grave will soon

decay, and then nothing will remain to show where lie the

ashes of a man whose brilliant talents, high standards of

duty, and intense moral earnestness might have made him
an honor to his country and an invaluable worker in the

cause of freedom and humanity.

Among the most gifted and attractive of the women who
were in penal servitude at the mines of Kara when the free

command was sent back to prison was Marya Pavlovna
Kavalefskaya—born Vorontsof—who was arrested with

Miss Armfeldt in Kiev in 1879. She was the daughter of

Paul Vorontsof, a landed proprietor [pomeishchik] in the

south of Eussia, and was the sister of Basil Vorontsof, a

well-known Russian political economist.^ She had a liberal

education, and was characterized as a girl by tenacity of

purpose, generous feeling, and a sensitive nervous organi-

zation. Her brother's interest in political economy led her

at a comparatively early age to study the problems pre-

sented by Russian life, and even before her marriage she

made an attempt, by opening a peasant school, to do some-

thing to improve the condition of the great ignorant mass
of the Russian common people. At the age of twenty-two

or twenty-three she married a teacher in one of the gym-
nasia or high schools of Kiev named Kavalefski—a man of

culture and refinement, who at one time had been a mem-

1 Mr. Vorontsof is the author of political economy in the Eussian maga-
" The Destiny of Capital in Russia," zines European Messenger, Annals of
and of a large number of articles upon the Fatherland, and Russian Thought.
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MADAM KAVALfeFSKAYA.

ber of the city council of Odessa, and who was generally

respected and esteemed. They lived together happily and
had one child— a little girl whom they named " Hallie."

I will not now attempt to trace the series of steps by
which Madam Kavalefskaya passed from the position of a
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moderate liberal to the position of a revolutionist. After

trying, again and again, by peaceful and legal methods, to

remedy some of the evils that she saw about her, and after

being opposed and thwarted at every step by the censor-

ship of the press, the police, and the Russian bureaucratic

system, she became satisfied that nothing could be done
without a change in the existing form of government ; and
she therefore joined one of the secret revolutionary circles

in Kiev. This circle was surprised and captured by the

pohce in February, 1879, and Madam Kavalefski was
condemned as a revolutionist to thirteen years and four

months of penal servitude, with exile to Siberia for life and
deprivation of all civil rights. Professor Kavalefskaya was
not present at the meeting that was broken up by the police,

and there was no proof that he had taken any active part

in the revolutionary movement; but he was exiled by
administrative process, nevertheless, to the little town of

Minusinsk, in Eastern Siberia, nearly a thousand miles dis-

tant from the mines to which his wife was sent. Their

Uttle daughter Hallie was left in Kiev in the care of one of

Madam Kavalefskaya's sisters.

The long and terrible journey of nearly 5000 miles to the

mines of Kara, the separation from her husband and child,

and the hardships and loneliness of penal servitude broke

down Madam Kavalefskaya's health and strength ; and in

the autumn of 1880 she began to show signs of mental

alienation. She had been allowed, up to that time, to cor-

respond with her family ; and I happen to have in my pos-

session a copy of one of the letters that she received from
her little daughter Hallie, who was then at school in Kiev.

I have not space to describe the way in which this letter,

with other documents, was smuggled out of Madam Kava-
lefskaya's cell and put into my hands ; but I will quote it,

in order to show how, by means of such letters, the bleed-

ing wounds of the poor woman's life were kept open until

her brain could no longer bear the torture. If you will

imagine Madam Kavalefskaya in penal servitude at the
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mines of Kara, separated forever from her only child, and
yet receiving from the latter such letters as this, you will

understand, perhaps, how she was, at last, driven insane.

To what extent the Uttle girl Hallie realized the situation

of her mother sufficiently appears from the naive, childish

letter that she ^Tote her. It is as follows

:

My dearly loved precious Mother : I wish you could see how-

pleasant the weather is here. I walk out every day, all along the

bank of the river, and I enjoy it so much ! You ask me to tell

you about the other children. Well, fii-st, there is Sasha. He is

rather fat and good-looking, and he has nice eyes; but I think
he is spoiled by petting. Then there is Diinia. She is not very
pretty, but she is a nice gu-1 and I like her very much. The baby
is only a year old. He creeps all over the floor ; but he can walk
holding on to somebody's hand, and he can say ' Papa,' ' Mama,'
and 'Nianya' [nm-se]. I love him most of all.

I am getting along in my studies pretty well. In history I am
5, grammar 5, German 4, and French 5 ; but, my dear mother, I

must give you some sad news. In arithmetic I could n't do the sum
that was given me, and so was marked 3, and did n't get the reward,
which I hoped so to get because I knew how it would please aunt
and you.

My dear mother, it is terrible to think how far you are from me
— but how glad I am that you love me so. When I grow up and
have children I wall love them as you love me, and as I love you.
My dearest little mother, my darhng, my soul, I love you so much

!

Hallie.

Imagine Madam Kavalefskaya in penal servitude at the
mines, five thousand miles from her home, in shaken health,

with no hope of ever returning to European Russia, with
little hope even of living out her thirteen-year sentence,

and in receipt of such a letter as this from her only child

!

I have often pictured to myself the contrast between what
the child thought was "sad news"— that she could not do
her sum in arithmetic—and the awful tragedy in the life of

the mother.

In 1881, soon after the return of the free command to

prison. Madam Kavalefskaya went insane, shrieked con-
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stautly, broke the windows of her cell, and became so vio-

lent that it was necessary to put her into a strait-jacket.

A short time afterward, however, upon the intercession of

a humane officer— I think of Colonel Kononovich himself

—

she was permitted to join her husband in Minusinsk ; and

there, under more favorable conditions of life, she recov-

ered her reason. About a year later she was regarded as

sane enough to be again subjected to torture, and she was

therefore returned to the mines. When she became once

more "insubordinate" and unmanageable there, she was

brought back to the Irkutsk prison, where, with Mesdames

Rossikova, Kutitonskaya, and Bogomolets, she engaged in a

hunger-strike that lasted sixteen days, and that brought all

four of the women very near to death.' Some time in 1887

Madam Kavalefskaya was sent for the third time to the

mines, and in November, 1889, after the flogging to death of

Madam Sigida, she committed suicide by taking poison.

When Madam Kavalefskaya went insane in 1881, Colonel

Kononovich was still governor of the Kara penal establish-

ment; the free command had just been returned to prison,

and Semyonofski had just shot himself in the house of his

friend Charushin. Of course, Colonel Kononovich was

greatly shocked both by Semyonofski's suicide and by
Madam Kavalefskaya's insanity, but these were not the

only tragedies that resulted from an enforcement of the

Government's orders concerning the treatment of the politi-

cal convicts. Soon after the self-destruction of Semyo-

nofski, Uspenski, another political who had been sent back

into prison, hanged himself in the prison bathhouse, while

Rodin poisoned himself to death by drinking water in

which he had soaked the heads of matches.

Colonel Kononovich was too warm-hearted and sym-

pathetic a man not to be profoundly moved by such terri-

ble evidences of human misery. He determined to resign

his position as governor of the Kara penal establishment,

1 This hunger-strike was a protest against cruel treatment at the hands of

the Irkutsk chief of police.
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whatever might be the consequences ; and in pursuance of

this determination he wrote to the governor-general of

Eastern Siberia and to the Minister of the Interior a very

frank and bold letter, in which he said that he regarded

the late instructions of the Grovernment concerning the

treatment of the political convicts as not only impolitic but

cruel. If they wanted an officer who would treat the polit-

icals in accordance with the spirit of such instructions, they

had best send a hangman there. He, himself, was not a

hangman ; he could not enforce such orders without doing

violence to aU his feelings, and he must therefore ask to be

relieved of his command. The resignation was accepted,

and in the summer of 1881 Colonel Kononovich left the

mines of Kara, and some time afterwards returned to St.

Petersburg. As he passed thi'ough Irkutsk he had an in-

terview with Grovernor-general Amichin, in the course of

which the latter said to him, rather coldly and contempt-

uously, " Of course, Colonel Kononovich, a man holding

such views as you do could not be expected to act as gov-

ernor of the Kara prisons and mines, and I doubt whether

such a man can hold any position whatever in the Govern-

ment service."

" Very weU," replied Kononovich, " then I wiU get out of

it."

Soon after his arrival in St. Petersburg, Colonel Konono-
vich had an interview with Mr. Durnovo, Assistant Minis-

ter of the Interior, in the coui"se of which he said to the

latter, " I did not relax any necessary discipline at Kara,

nor did I violate or neglect to enforce any law. If you
want to have good order among the political convicts at

the mines, and to have your Grovernment respected, you

will have to send there men with convictions like mine.

That I had no selfish aims in view you can understand

from the fact that the course I pursued was dangerous to

me. You have probably received not a few accusations

made against me by other officers. I am not afraid of ac-

cusations, nor of opposition, but I do fear my own con-
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science, and I am
not willing to do
anything thatwould

lose me its approval.

The Government, by

its orders, made it

impossible for me to

serve asgovernor of the

Kara prisons and at the

same time keep an approv-

ing conscience, and I there-

fore asked to be relieved.

If I should be ordered

there again I would act in

precisely the same way."

The subsequent history of the Kara penal establishment

must have made Mr. Durnovo think many times of these

brave, frank words.
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I have not been able to speak favorably of many Siberian

prisons, nor to praise many Siberian officials ; but it affords

me pleasure to say that of Colonel Kononovich I heard

little that was not good. Political convicts, honest officers,

and good citizens everywhere united in declaring that he
was a humane, sympathetic, and warm-hearted man, as well

as a fearless, intelligent, and absolutely incorruptible official.

Nearly all the improvement that has been made in the Kara
penal establishment within the past quarter of a century

was made during Colonel Kononovich's term of service as

governor. In view of these facts I regret to have to say

that he was virtually driven out of Siberia by the worst

and most corrupt class of Russian bureaucratic officials.

He was called " weak " and " sentimental " ; he was accused

of being a " socialist " ; he was said to be in sympathy with

the views of the political convicts; and the isprdvnik of

Nerchinsk openly boasted, in the official club of that city,

that he would yet " send Colonel Kononovich to the prov-

ince of Yakutsk with a yellow diamond on his back." How
ready even high officers of the Siberian administration

were to entertain the most trivial charges against him may
be inferred from the following anecdote. During the last

year of his service at Kara there came to the mines a polit-

ical convict, hardly out of his teens, named Bibikof. As a

consequence of long-continued suffering and ill-treatment

on the road, this young man was as wild, suspicious, and
savage as a trapped wolf. He seemed to regard all the

world as his enemies, and glared at every officer as if he

expected a blow, was half afraid of it, but was prepared to

die fighting. Colonel Kononovich received him courteously

and kindly ; sent ihQ wife of one of the political exiles to

him with clean fresh underclothing ; attended generally to

his physical needs, and finally said to* him, " Remember
that nobody here will insult you or ill-treat you." The
young convict was greatly surprised by such a reception,

and in a letter that he subsequently wrote to a friend in

European Russia he said, " I am glad to know, from the
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little acquaiiitance I have had with Konoiiovich, that a

Russian eoloiiel is uot necessarily a beast." This letter

fell into the hands of the police in European Russia, was

forwarded through the Ministry of the Interior to General

Ilyashevich, the governor of the Trans-Baikal, and was

sent by that officer to Colonel Kononovich with a re-

quest for an " explanation." It seemed to be regarded as

documentary evidence that the governor of the Kara prisons

was on suspiciously friendly terms with the political con-

victs. Kononovich paid no attention to the communica-

tion. Some months later he happened to visit Chita on

business, and Governor Ilyashevich, in the course of a con-

versation about other matters, said to him, " By the way,

Colonel Kononovich, you have never answered a letter that

I wrote you asking for an explanation of something said

about you in a letter from one of the poUtical convicts in

your command. Did you receive it !
"

" Yes," replied Kononovich, " I received it ; but what kind

of answer did you look for? What explanation could I

give I Did you expect me to excuse myself because some-

body regarded me as a human being and not a beast ? Was
I to say that the writer of the letter was mistaken in sup-

posing me to be a human being—that in reality I was a

beast, and that I had never given him or anybody else rea-

son to suppose that a Russian colonel could be a human
being I

"

This presentation of the case rather confused the gov-

ernor, who said that the demand for an explanation had

been written by his assistant, that it had been stupidly ex-

pressed, and that after all the matter was not of much con-

sequence. He then dropped the subject.

After resigning his position at the mines of Kara, Colonel

Kononovich, who was a Cossack officer, went to Nerchinsk,

where he took command of the Cossack forces of the Trans-

Baikal. He soon discovered that a small knot of officers,

including the isprdvnik, were engaged in selling immunity
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from conscription—or, in other words, releasing, for two
or three hundred rubles, per capita, young men who had
been legally drawn as conscripts and who should render

military service. He undertook to bring the corrupt of-

ficials to justice; but they had strong and highly placed

friends in Irkutsk, they trumped up a set of counter

charges, packed the investigating commission with their

own associates, and came very near sending Colonel Kono-
novich to the province of Yakutsk "with a yellow dia-

mond on his back," in fulfilment of the isprdvmk''s boast.

Fortunately Kononovich had influential friends in St.

Petersbui'g. He telegraphed to them and to the Minister

of the Interior, and finally succeeded in securing the ap-

pointment of another commission, in having the isprdvnik

and some of his confederates thrown into prison, and in

obtaining documentary evidence of their guilt. The con-

spirators then caused his house to be set on fire in the

middle of a cold winter night, and nearly burned him alive

with aU his family. He escaped in his night-clothing, and,

as soon as he had gotten his wife and children out, rushed

back to try to save the papers in the pending case against

the isprdvnik, but it was too late. He was di'iven out by
smoke and flames, and most of the proofs were destroyed.

Colonel Kononovich then " shook his hand " against Siberia

—to use a Russian expression—and went to St. Petersburg.

He did not want to live any longer, he said, in a country

where an honest man could not do his duty without run-

ning the risk of being burned alive. In St. Petersburg he

was given another position, as representative on the gen-

eral staff of the Cossack forces of the Trans-Baikal, and he

lived there quietly until the summer of 1888, when he was
promoted to the rank of general and appointed to command
the largest and most important penal establishment in

Siberia ; namely, that on the island of Saghalin. This ap-

pointment is in the highest degree creditable to the Russian

Government, and, taken in connection with the erection of
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the new prison in Verkhni IJdinsk, furnishes a gratifying

proof that the Tsar is not wholly indifferent to the suffer-

ings of Siberian exiles and convicts. As long as General

Koiionovich remains in command of the Saghalin prisons

and mines there is every reason to believe that they will

be intelligently, honestly, and humanely managed.



CHAPTER VIII

THE HISTORY OF THE KARA POLITICAL PRISON

A LMOST the last work that Colonel Kononovich ac-

/A complished at the mines of Kara was the erection of

the new political prison near the Lower Diggings. Captain

Nikolin would not allow me to inspect this building, nor

would he allow Mr. Frost to photograph it; but from con-

victs who had been confined in it I obtained the plan on

page 225 and the picture on page 226, and from memory
Mr. Frost drew the sketch on page 224. In general type it

differs little from the common-criminal prisons, but it is

larger, better lighted, and more spacious than the latter,

and is, in all respects, a more comfortable place of abode.

It contains four kdmeras, exclusive of the hospital, or lazaret,

and in each of them there are three windows, a large table,

a brick oven, and sleeping-platform accommodations for

about twenty-five men. There are no beds, except in the

lazaret, and aU the bed-clothing that the prisoners have

was purchased with their own money. Originally the pal-

isade did not entirely inclose the building, and the prisoners

could look out of their front windows across the Kara val-

ley;, but Governor-general Aniichin, on the occasion of one

of his rare visits to the mines, disapproved of this arrange-

ment, remarked cynically that "A prison is not a palace,"

and ordered that the stockade of high, closely set logs be so

extended as to cut off the view from the windows, and com-

pletely shut the building in. It is hard to see in this order

anything but a deliberate intention on the part of a cruel

official to make the life of the political convicts as miserable
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and intolerable as possible. Every common-criminal prison

in Kara, without exception, has windows that overlook the

settlement or the valley; and every burglar and murderer

in the whole penal establishment can see from his cell some-

w

1
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thing of the outside world. The political convicts, however,

in the opinion of the governor-general, had no right to live

in a "palace" from which they could see the green trees,

the glimmer of the sunshine on the water, and the tender

purple of the distant hills at sunset or at dawn. They must
be shut up in a tight box; the fresh invigorating breeze
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from the mountains must be prevented from entering their

grated windows; and the sight of a human being not clothed

in a turnkey's uniform must never gladden their weary,

homesick eyes. I have wished many times that his Excel-

lency- Governor-gen-

eral Amichin might

be shut up for one

year in the political

prison at the mines

of Kara ; that he

might look out for

365 days upon the

weather-beaten logs

of a high stockade;

that he might lie for

365 nights on a bare

sleeping-platform in-

fested with vermin;

and that he might

breathe, night and

day, for fifty-two con-

secutive weeks, the

PLAN OF THE KAkA POLITICAL PRISON.

A, Main Prison Building; B, Kitchen and Bath-house; C,

Small Solitary-conliiiement cells, not now used ; 1, 2, 3, 4,

Large kdmeraov cells designated resiiectivelyby the prison-

ers as " Acadeniia," " Dvorianka," " Yakutka," and " Kliar-
^' cliofka" ; 5, ATJOTiera used as a prison hospital, or lazaret; (),

air of a close kttnWTCl. Water-closet ; 7, Main Corridor ; 8, Bath-room ; 9, Kitchen ; a,

Ovens ; b, Entry-ways : c. Sentry-boxes ; d. Stockade around
saturated with the prison bulUUngs ; e, Gate to prison yard ; f, Bath-house

. dressing-room.

poisonous stench oi

an uncovered excrement-bucket. Then he might say to

himself, with a more vivid realization of its meaning, "A
prison is not a palace."

When Colonel Kononovich, in 1881, resigned his position

as governor of the Kara penal establishment, his place

was taken by Major Potulof, who had previously been con-

nected in some official capacity with the prison administra-

tion of the Nerchinsk silver mines. Shortly after Potulof

assumed command, all of the male political convicts, who
then numbered about one hundred, were transferred to the

new pohtical prison erected by Colonel Kononovich at the

II 15
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Lower Diggings, where they were divided into gangs of

twenty-tive men each and shut up in four large kdmeras.

Tlieir ht'e, as described in letters surreptitiously written by

some of them to tlieir friends, was hard and hopeless, but

not absolutely intolerable. They were allowed to exercise

every day in the courtyard, they were permitted to receive

small sums of money from their friends, they had in the

jjrison a fairly good library consisting of books purchased
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by them or sent to them from European Russia, and they
could amuse themselves occasionally by working with car-

penter's or blacksmith's tools in a small shop situated in one
corner of the courtyard. On the other hand, they were
Hviug under very bad sanitary conditions; some of them
were kept night and day in handcuffs and leg-fetters; two
or three of them were chained to wheelbarrows; those who
still had possession of their mental faculties were forced to

hsten constantly to the babbhng or the raving of their in-

sane comrades; they were no longer allowed to diversify

their monotonous existence by work in the gold placers;

they were deprived of the privilege of enrolment in the free

command at the expiration of their terms of probation;
they were forbidden to communicate with their relatives;

and their whole world was bounded by the high serrated
wall of the prison stockade. That their life was a terribly

hard one seems to have been admitted, even by the most
indifferent of Siberian ofdcials. In March, 1882, Governor-
general Amichin made a report to the Tsar with regard to

the state of affairs in Eastern Siberia, in the com-se of which
he referred to the political convicts at Kara as follows:

In concluding this part of my report [upon the prisons and the
exile system], I must offer, for the consideration of your Imperial
Majesty, a few words concerning the state criminals now hving in

Eastern Siberia. On the 1st of January, 1882, they numbered in all

430 persons, as foUows:

a. Sent to Siberia by decree of a court and now
1

.

In penal servitude . . . . 123
2. In forced colonization 49
3. In assigned residences [>ia ^Ai^yo] 41

6. Sent to Siberia by administrative process and now
1. In assigned residences \_na zhitelstvo} 217

Total 430 1

1 It is a noteworthy fact, frankly ad- trial, and without even a pretense of
mitted by the governor-general, that judicial investigation. I submit this
out of 430 political offenders banished officially stated fact for the attentive
to Eastern Siberia, 217— or more than consideration of the advocates of a
half— had been sent there without Russo-Ameriean extradition treaty.
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All of the state criiuinals belonging to the penal-servitude class

are held at the Kara gold mines under guard of a foot company of

the Ti'ans-Baikal Cossacks consisting of two hundred men. The

sending of these criminals to work with the common convicts in

the gold placers is impossible.^ To employ them in such work in

isolation from the others is very difficult, on account of the lack

of suitable working-places, their unfitness for hard physical labor,

and the want of an adequate convoy. If to these considerations

be added the fact that unproductive hard labor, such as that em-

ployed in other countries merely to subject the prisoner to severe

physical exertion, is not practised with us, it will become apparent

that we have no hard labor for this class of criminals to perform

;

and the local authorities who are in charge of them, and who are

held to strict accountability for escapes, are compelled, by force

of circumstances, to limit themselves to keeping such state crimi-

nals in prison under strict guard, employing them, occasionally,

in work within the prison court, or not far from it. Such labor

has not the character of penal servitude, but may rather be re-

garded as hygienic. Immunity from hard labor, however, does

not render the lot of state criminals an easy one. On the con-

trary, complete isolation and constant confinement to their own
limited circle make their life unbearable. . . . There have been

a number of suicides among them, and within a few days one of

them, Pozen, has gone insane. A number of others are in a men-

tal condition very near to insanity. In accordance with an under-

standing that I have with the Ministry of the Interior, all sufferers

from mental disorder will be removed, if possible, to hired quar-

ters in the town of Chita,^ since there are in Siberia no regular

1 The governor-general does not say erally we found little attention paid to

why this was ''impossible," nor does the seclusion or care of demented eon-

he try to explain the fact that although victs. In more than one place in the

the politicals were constantly sent to Trans-Baikal we were startled, as we
the gold placers under Colonel Konon 6- entered a crowded prison kdmera, by
vich's management, no evil results fol- some uncared-for lunatic, who sprang

lowed, and not a single attempt was suddenly towards us with a wild cry or

made to escape. with a burst of hysterical laughter.

2 Up to the time of our visit to the The reasons for this state of affairs are

mines, three years and a half later, given, in part, by the governor-gen-

this promised removal had not been eral. There is not an insane asylum

made. Insane politicals were still liv- in the whole country, and it is easier

ing in the same M»ieras with their sane and cheaper to make the prison corn-

comrades, and intensifying, by their rades of a lunatic take care of him than

presence, the misery of the latter's ex- to keep him in seclusion and provide

istence. In East-Siberian prisons gen- him with an attendant. For educated
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asylums for the insane, and all the existing institutions of that

kind in European Russia are full.^

It is a fact worthy, perhaps, of remark that the life of the

political convicts at Kara, which Governor-general Aniichin

describes as "unbearable," was made unbearable by the di-

rect and deliberate action of the Government itself. Anii-

chin caused to be erected in front of the prison windows

the high stockade that hid from the prisoners the whole

outside world and turned their place of confinement into a

huge coverless box ; while the Minister of the Interior, ap-

parently without the least provocation, abolished the free

command, and ordered the "complete isolation" which re-

sulted in the suicide and insanity that the governor-gen-

eral seems to deplore. The condition of the state criminals

was not "unbearable" under the administration of Colonel

Kononovich. It became unbearable as a consequence of

the orders that forced the latter's resignation.

It was hardly to be expected that young and energetic

men would quietly submit to a state of things that was

officially recognized as " unbearable," and that was gradu-

ally driving the weaker among them to suicide or insanity.

In April, 1882, less than a year after Colonel Kononovich's

resignation, and less than a month after the delivery of

Governor-general Aniichin's report to the Tsar, a few of the

boldest and bravest of the state criminals at Kara made an

attempt to escape by digging a tunnel under the prison wall.

The excavation, which was made under the floor in one of

the Mmeras, was not discovered ; but owing to the marshy

nature of the ground upon which the building stood, the

hole quickly filled with water, and work in it was abandoned.

It then occurred to some of the prisoners that they might

political prisoners, who dread insanity i Report of Governor-general Anii-

raore than anything else, it is, of course, chin to Alexander III., Chapter V.,

terribly depressing to have constantly Section 3, under the heading of "Exile

before them, in the form of a wrecked Penal Servitude and the Prison Depart-

intelligence, an illustration of the pos- ment." (See Appendix H.)

sible end of their own existence.
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escape by eoneealiiig tlieinselves during tlie day in the small

shop in one corner of the courtyard where they were allowed

to work, and then scaling the stockade from its roof at night.

The most serious difficulty in the way was the evening " veri-

iication." After supi)er every night the prisoners in all the

cells were counted, and the men concealed in the workshop

would be missed before it grew dark enough to render the

scaling of the stockade reasonably safe. This difficulty the

prisoners hoped to overcome by making dummies to take

the places of the missing men in the kdmeras. It was not

customary to waken prisoners who happened to be asleep

at the time of the evening verification. The officer on duty

merely included them in the count without disturbing them,

and as he did not enter the dimly lighted cell, but made his

count from the door, he was not likely to notice the differ-

ence between the figure of a dummy and the figure of a real

man lying asleep on the platform mth his face to the wall.

If the proposed stratagem should succeed, the men who
escaped were to make their way down the valley of the

Amur River to the Pacific Ocean, and there endeavor to

get on board of some American whaling or trading vessel.

In the mean time their comrades in the prison were to sup-

ply their places with dummies at every verification, in order

to conceal their escape as long as possible, and give them
time enough to reach the coast before the inevitable hue

and cry should be raised. Late one afternoon in April,

when aU necessary preparations had been made, two po-

litical convicts named Muishkin and Khrushchef concealed

themselves in a large box in the prison workshop, and just

before the time for the evening verification their places

were taken by. two skilfully constructed dummies in con-

tact dress which were laid on the sleeping-platform in the

cell that they had occupied. The substitution was not no-

ticed by the officer who made the evening count, and at a

late hour of the night Muishkin and Khrushchef crept out

of the box in the workshop, climbed up on the roof, scaled
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the stockade without attracting tlie attention of the sentry,

and stole away into the forest. A few days later two more
men escaped in the same way, and at the end of two weeks
the prison authorities were counting every night and morn-
ing no less than six dummies, while the six prisoners repre-

sented by these lay figm^es were far on their way towards the

coast of the Pacific. Sometime in the course of the third

week after the departure of Muishkin and Khrushchef two
more dummies were laid on the sleeping-platforms in the

prison kdmeras, and a fourth couple escaped. In getting

away from the stockade, however, one of them unfortu-

nately fell into a ditch or a pool of water, and the splash

attracted the attention of the nearest sentry, who promptly
fii-ed his rifle and raised an alarm. In ten minutes the whole
prison was in commotion. A careful count was made of the

prisoners in all the kdmeras, and it was found that eight

men were missing. A few days before this time a visit of

inspection had "been made to the prison by Mi\ Galkine
Wrasskoy, chief of the Russian prison administration, and
General Ilyashevich, governor of the Trans-Baikal, and when
the escape was discovered these high officials were on their

way from Kara to Chita. In response to a summons from
Major Potulof they hurried back to the Lower Diggings and
personally superintended the organization of a thorough
and widely extended search for the missing men. Tele-

gi-ams were dispatched to all the seaport towns along the

coast of the Pacific, as well as to all points on the Amur
that could be reached by telegraph ; descriptions and pho-

tographs of the fugitives were mailed to police officials

throughout Eastern Siberia; orders were issued to arrest

all suspicious or unknown persons ; and searching parties

of natives, stimulated by the promise of reward, scoured
the forests in all parts of the Trans-Baikal. It was im-
possible, of com-se, for men who were unfamiliar with the

country, who had neither guides, maps, nor compasses, and
who were enfeebled by long imprisonment, to elude, for any
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groat lougtli of tiino, so persi.steut and far-reaching a pur-

suit. Although two of them, Muishkin and Khriishchef,

made a journey of more than a thousand miles, and actu-

ally reached the seai)ort town of Vladivostok, e\ovy one of

the fugitives was ultimately recaptm-ed and brought back

to Kara in handcuffs and leg-fetters/

In the mean time the prison authorities at Kara were

making preparations to "give the political convicts a lesson"'^

and ''reduce the prison to order." This they purposed to

do by depriving the prisoners of all the pri\^leges that

they had previously enjoyed; l)y taking away from them

books, money, underclothing, bedclothing, and every other

thing not furnished by the Government to common criminals

of the penal-servitude class; by distributing them in small

parties among the common-convict prisons at Ust Kara,

Middle Kara, and Upper Kara; and by subjecting them
to what are known to Russian prisoners as "dungeon con-

ditions" {kdrtsernoi polozhenie).^ Anticipating, or pretend-

ing to anticipate, insubordination or resistance to these

measures on the part of the politicals, Ilyashevich and Gal-

kineWrasskoyconcentrated at theLower Diggings six sotnias

of Cossacks, and after ten days of inaction, intended, ap-

parently, to throw the prisoners off their guard, ordered a

sudden descent upon the prison in the night. This unpro-

voked attack of an armed force upon sleeping and defense-

1 The politicals who took part in the Minister of the Interior from their

this unsuccessful attempt to escape (the officials') negligence in allowing

were Muishkin, Khriishchef, Bolomez, eight dangerous criminals to escape.

Levchenko, Yurkofski, Dikofski, Kryz- 3 A prisoner living under " dungeon
hanofski, and Minak6f. conditions " is deprived of money,

2 This was the expression used by books, writing-materials, undereloth-

Major Potulof in speaking to me of ing, bedclothing, tobacco, and all other

the events that followed the escape, luxuries ; he is not allowed to walk for

It is believed by many of the politicals exercise in the courtyard nor to have
at Kar^ that the prison authorities de- any communication with the outside

liberately intended to provoke them world; and he must live exclusively

to violence, in order, first, to have an upon black rye-bread and water, with
excuse for administering corporal pun- now and then a little of the soup, or
ishment, and, secondly, artificially to broth thickened with barley, whicli is

create a "bunt," or prison insurree- known to the political convicts as
tion, that would divert the r^'^ontion of haMudc.
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less prisoners is known in the history of the Kara political

prison as "the j;o_^ro»^ of May 11."^ Three or four hundred

Cossacks with bayoneted rifles marched noiselessly into the

coui'tyard under direction of Lieutenant-colonel Riidenko,

filled the prison corridor, and then, throwing open suddenly

and simultaneously the doors of all the kdineras, rushed in

upon the bewildered politicals, dragged them from their sleep-

ing-platforms, and proceeded with gi'eat roughness and bru-

tality to search them, deprive them of their personal prop-

erty, strip them of their clothing, and hale them out into

the courtyard. All the remonstrances and protests of the

sufferers were answered with insults; and when some of the

more impetuous of them, indignant at the unprovoked

brutality of the assault, armed themselves with boards torn

up from the sleeping-platforms and made an attempt to

defend themselves, they were knocked down and mercilessly

beaten by the Cossacks with the butt-ends of their guns.

Among the prisoners most cruelly maltreated were Volosli-

enko, Rodionof, Kobylianski, Bobokhof, and Orlof. It is not

necessary to go minutely into the details of this scene of

cruelty and violence. I do not wish to make it out any

worse than it really was, and for my purpose it is sufficient

to say that before noon on the 11th of May, 1882, the bruised

and bleeding political convicts, robbed of all their perso-

nal possessions and stripped of the boots and underclothing

that they had bought with their own money and that they

had previously been permitted to wear, set out in three

parties, on foot and without breakfast, for the common-
criminal prisons of Ust, Middle, and Upper Kara. They
were guarded by convoys of from fifty to one hundred Cos-

sacks, who had express instructions from Governor Ilyash-

evich not to spare the butt-ends of their guns. The party

destined for Ust Kara, in which there was one man chained

1 The word pocjrdin has no precise made upon the Jews by infuriated

equivalent in the English language, peasants in Russian towns some years

It means a sudden, violent, and de- ago.

structive attack, like one of the raids
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to a wheelbarrow, asked ])eriiiission to stop and rest on the

road, as they had had nothing to eat or drink that day and

were inarching a distance of fifteen versts (about ten miles).

The soldiers of the convoy, however, refused to allow them

to stoi^, and pricked them on with their bayonets. There-

upon the prisoners who were not handcuffed attacked the

Cossacks with stones. An unequal contest followed, in the

course of which the men who resisted were knocked down
and beaten again with the butt-ends of guns, and all who
were not already manacled had their hands tied securely

behind their backs. Late in the afternoon, bruised, tired,

hungry, and thirsty, they reached Ust Kara, and after being

again carefully searched were shut up by twos in the dark

and dirty "secret" cells^ of the common-criminal prison,

where they threw their weary bodies down on the cold,

damp floors and congratulated themselves that the day was

over. The parties sent respectively to the Amiirski prison

1 " Secret "cells iu Siberian prisons

are those intended for the solitary con-

finement of persons accused of mui-der

or other capital crimes. They were not

generally shown us iu our \dsits to

prisons, but I was permitted by Colonel

Makofski to inspect the "secret" cells

in the prison at Irkutsk. These had
neither beds nor sleeping-platforms,

and contained no furniture of any kind

except ?i pardsha, or excrement bucket.
The prisoners confined in them were
forced to sleep without pillows or bed-

clotliing on the cold cement or stone

floor, and during the day had either to

sit on this floor or to stand. I saw men
who had not yet been tried occupying
such cells as these in the Irkutsk prison.

If I had power to summon as witnesses

the subordinate officials of the House
of Preliminary Detention in St. Peters-

burg, I could prove, in a Russian court,

that even in that show-prison of the

Empire there were Mrtsers, or disci-

plinary cells, where there was not so

much as a pardsha, and where the floors

were covered with excrement. Of

coui'se Mr. Galkine Wrasskoy and Mr.
Kokoftsef, the heads of the Russian
prison administration, were not aware
of this fact ; but, nevertheless, it is a

fact, unless both political prisoners and
the prison officials themselves severally

and independently lied to me. The
political offender Dicheskiilo was put
into such a cell as this after the riot

in the House of Preliminary Detention

that followed the flogging ofBogoUubof

,

I did not see the "secret" cells in the

Kara prisons, but there is no reason to

suppose that they were in any better

condition than the Mmeras that I did

see and that I have described. I do

not mean to have the reader draw the

sweeping and mistaken conclusion that

all cells, or even all "secret" cells, in

Russian prisons are of this kind, nor

that the higher prison officials are in

all cases responsible for such a state

of affairs. All that I aim to do is to

make plain the conditions under which
educated and delicately nurtured polit-

ical offenders in Russian prisons are

sometimes compelled to live.
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and the prison in Middle Kara had an experience similar to

that of the Ust Kara party, except that they were not beaten

by their guards. Before dark the hundred or more state

criminals who had occupied the kdmeras of the political

prison were distributed in small parties among the common-
criminal prisons of Ust Kara, the Lower Diggings, Middle

Kara, and Upper Kara; the long-term [bez srochni] convicts

were in both handcuffs and leg-fetters, and all were living

under "dungeon conditions." In this manner Governor

Ilyashevich and Mr. Galkine Wrasskoy put down the " in-

surrection" that a hundred or more sleeping prisoners pre-

sumably would have raised when they awoke, taught the

"insurgents" a valuable and much-needed "lesson," and
showed the Minister of the Interior how vigorously and
successfully his subordinates could deal with a sudden

and threatening emergency—and with sleeping men! The
political prison had been "reduced to order," but it was the

"order" that once "reigned in Warsaw."

For two months the political convicts lived under "dun-

geon conditions" in the cells of the common-criminal pris-

ons, seeing little of one another and knowing nothing of

what was happening in the outside world. Bad air, bad
and insufficient food, and the complete lack of exercise

soon began injuriously to affect their health; scur\^ broke

out among them, and in less than a month several, includ-

ing Tikhonof and Zhukofski, were at the point of death,^

and many more were so weak that they could not rise

to their feet when ordered to stand up for verification.

Dm^ing all of this time the prison authorities had in their

possession money belonging to these wi*etched convicts;

but they would not allow the latter to use it, nor to direct

its expenditure for the underclothing, bedding, and nourish-

ing food of which the sick especially were in such urgent

need. It was not until scurvy threatened to become epi-

demic that Major Khaltiirin, a cruel gendarme officer from

1 Tikhonof died shortly afterwards.
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Irkutsk who liad sueceedetl IVIajor Potulof in the command
of the pohtical prison, consented to allow the prisoners to

have bedding.

In the women's prison at Ust Kara the state of affairs was
little better. The women, of course, had had nothing what-

ever to do with the escape, nor with the artificially created

"insurrection," but they had, nevertheless, to take their

share of the consequences. The new commandant. Major

Klialtiirin, believed in strict discipline with no favors; and

he regarded the permission that had tacitly been given the

women to wear their own di'ess instead of the prison cos-

tume as an unnecessary concession to a foolish and senti-

mental weakness. He therefore ordered that their own
clothing be taken away from them, and that they be re-

quu^ed to put on the convict garb. Some of the women
were sick and unable to change their dress, others did not

believe that the order would really be enforced, and they

refused to obey it, and finally the overseer of the prison re-

sorted to violence. The scene that ensued produced such

an effect upon Madam Leschern that she attempted to com-

mit suicide.

Outside the political prison at the Lower Diggings were

li^dng a number of women who had voluntarily come to the

mines in order to be near their husbands. Previous to

the escape and the pogr6ni these women had been allowed

to have interviews with their imprisoned husbands once or

twice a week, and had received from the latter small sums

of money, with the help of which they contrived to exist.

After the prison had been "reduced to order" and the poli-

tical convicts had been subjected to "dungeon conditions,"

interviews between husbands and wives were no longer per-

mitted; and as the prisoners' money was all held in the

possession of the authorities, the unfortunate women and

children were soon reduced almost to starvation. Vera

Rogatchof, wife of Lieutenant Dmitri Rogatchof, a young-

artillery officer then in penal servitude, was brought to
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such a state of destitution and despair that she finally shot

herself.

On the 6th of July, 1882, eight of the political convicts,

who were regarded by the Government for some reason as

particularly dangerous, were sent back in chains from Kara
to St. Petersburg to be immured for life in the "stone bags"

of the castle of Schlusselburg.^ A few days later—about

the middle of July— all the rest of the state criminals were

brought back to the political prison at the Lower Dig-

gings, where they were put into new and much smaller ceUs

that had been made by erecting partitions in the original

kdmeras in such a manner as to divide each of them into

thirds. The effect of this change was to crowd every gi-oup

of seven or eight men into a cell that was so nearly filled by
the sleeping-platform as to leave no room for locomotion.

Two men could not stand side by side in the narrow space

between the edge of the platform and the wall, and the oc-

cupants of the cell were therefore compelled to sit or lie all

day on the plank ndri without occupation for either minds
or bodies. To add to their misery, ^^(^f'dshas were set in

their small cells, and the air at times became so offensive

and polluted that, to use the expression of one of them in

a letter to me, "it was simply maddening." No other re-

ply was made to their petitions and remonstrances than

a threat from Khalturin that if they did not keep quiet

they would be flogged. With a view to intimidating them
Khalturin even sent a surgeon to make a physical examina-

tion of one political, for the avowed purpose of ascertaining

whether his state of health was such that he could be flogged

without endangering his life. This was the last straw. The
wretched state criminals, deprived of exercise, living under

1 These "dangerous" prisoners were Trans-Baik&l, told me that she was de-

Messrs. Gellis, Voloshenko, Butsinski, nied a last interview with her husband
Paul Orlof, Malavski, Popof, Shched- when he was taken away from Kara,
rin, and Kobylianski. Nothing is that she never afterwards heard from
known with regard to their fate. Ma- him, and that she did not know whether
dame Gellis, the wife of one of them, he was among the living or the dead,

whose ar-quaintance I made in the
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"dungeon oonditions," poisoned by air laden with the stench

of oxerenient-huekets, and finally thveatened with the whip

when they complained, could endure no more. They re-

solved to make that last desperate protest against cruelty

which is known in Russian prisons as a golodofka, or

"hun^ii'er-strike." They sent a notification to Major Khal-

turiu that their life had finally become unendurable, that

they preferred death to such an existence, and that they

should refuse to take food until they either perished or

foi'ced the Government to treat them with more humanity.

No attention was paid to their notification, but from that

moment not a mouthful of the food that was set into their

cells was touched. As day after day passed, the stillness

of death gradually settled down upon the prison. The

starving convicts, too weak and apathetic even to talk to

one another, lay in rows, like dead men, upon the plank

sleeping-platforms, and the only sounds to be heard in the

building were the footstej^s of the sentries, and now and

then the incoherent mutterings of the insane. On the fifth

day of the golodofka Major Khaltiirin, convinced that the

hunger-strike was serious, came to the prison and asked the

convicts to state definitely upon what terms they would dis-

continue their protest. They replied that the conditions of

their life were unbearable, and that they should continue

their self-starvation until the excrement-buckets were taken

out of their cells, until they were permitted to have books

and to exercise daily in the open air, until they were allowed

to direct the expenditure of their money for better food and

better clothing than were furnished by the Grovernment,

and until he [Khalturin] gave them a solemn assurance

that none of them should be flogged. The commandant
told them that the talk about flogging was nonsense; that

there had never been any serious intention of resorting to

the whip, and that, if they would end their strike, he would

see what could be done to improve the material conditions

of their life. Not being able to get any positive assurances
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that their demands would be compKed with, the prisoners

continued the golocUfka. On the tenth day the state of

affairs had become alarming. All of the starving men were

in the last stages of physical prostration, and some of them

seemed to be near their death. Count Dmitri Tolstoi, the

Minister of the Interior, who had been apprised of the

situation, telegraphed the commandant to keep a skorhnoi

list, or "hospital sheet," setting forth the symptoms and

condition of the strikers, and to inform him promptly of

any marked change.' Every day thereafter a feldslier or

hospital-steward went through the cells taking the pulse

and the temperature of the starving men. On the thirteenth

day of the golodofka Major Khaltiirin sent word to the wives

of all the political convicts living at the Lower Diggings

that they might have an interview with their husbands

—

the first in more than two months— if they would try to

persuade them to begin taking food. They gladly assented,

of course, to this condition, and were admitted to the prison.

At the same time Khalturin went himself to the starving

men and assured them, on his honor, that if they would

end the hunger-strike he would do everything in his power

II have neverbeen able to understand mth the j;?e^, which, according to the

why a government that is capable when testimony of Russian officers, can be

irritated of treating prisoners in this made to cause death in a hundred

way should hesitate a moment about blows. It shrinks from allowing politi-

letting them die, and thus getting rid cal convicts to die of self-starvation

of them. However, I believe it is a and yet it puts them to a slow death

fact that in every case where political in the "stone bags" of the castle of

himger-strikers have had courage and Schlusselburg. To the practical Ameri-

nerve enough to starve themselves to can intelligence it would seem to be

the point of death the authorities have safer, as well as more humane, to order

manifested anxiety and have ultimately political convicts out into the prison

yielded. It is one of many similar in- courtyard and have them shot, than to

consistencies in Russian penal admin- kill them slowly under "dungeon con-

istration. The Government seems to be ilitions." Society would not be half

sensitive to some things and brutally so much shocked and exasperated by
insensible to others. It prides itself summary executions as it now is by
upon its humanity in expunging the suicides, htuiger-strikes, and similar

death penalty from its civil code, and evidences of intolerable misery among
yet it inflicts death constantly by sen- the political convicts in prison and at

tences of courts-martial in civil cases, the mines.

It has abolished the knut, but it flogs
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to satisfy tliiMr (ItMiKuids. The entreaties of the wretched,

lu'art-brokeii women, and the promises of tlie commandant

tinally broke down the resohition of the poUticals, and on

the thirteenth day the first hunger-strike in the history of

the Kara pohtical prison came to an end.

Wliik^ thes(^ events were taking place, a yonng married

woman about twenty-four years of age, named Maria Kuti-

tonskaya, who had been condemned to penal servitude on

account of her revolutionary activity in Odessa, finished

her prison term in Kara, and was sent as a forced colonist

to a small village called Aksha, situated in the southern part

of the Trans-Baikal, on the frontier of Mongolia. She had

been an eye-mtness of the brutalities that attended the

"reduction of the political prison to order" by Rudehko
and Potulof ; she had seen the " lesson " given to the politi-

cal convicts with the butt-ends of guns ; she herself had felt

the shame and misery that impelled Madam Leschern and

Mrs. Rogatchof to attempt self-destruction; she was ac-

quainted with the causes and history of the long and desper-

ate hunger-strike that had just ended; and,. stirred to the

very depths of her soul by a feeling of intense indignation,

she determined, as a last resort and at the cost of her own
life, to assassinate General Ilyashevich, the governor of the

Trans-Baikal, and thus call the attention of the world to

the cruelties practised by his authority, and in part under

his direction, at the mines of Kara. She was at this time

pregnant, and was aware of her condition ; she knew that

it would be impossible to escape after committing the crime

that she contemplated ; she knew that she was about to sac-

rifice her own life, and probably the life also of her unborn

child ; but so intense were the emotions aroused by all she

had seen and known at Kara, that she was ready to com-
mit murder, and to die for it, upon the chance that the deed

and its investigation would give publicity to the wi'ongs and
outrages that she and her companions had suffered. As soon
as she could get together money enough for her traveling
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expenses after her arrival at Aksha, she bought a small,

cheap revolver from a common-criminal colonist, ran away
from her place of banishment, and, hiring horses from the

peasants in the \allages through which she passed, made
her way towards Chita, which was the governor's place of

residence. As it was not customary for young and attrac-

tive women to travel entirely alone in that part of the

world, she was regarded with a good deal of interest and
curiosity by the peasants, and just before she reached her

destination she was arrested by a \dllage official upon sus-

picion. She persuaded this man to take her to Chita and

tm-n her over to the ispydrnlk, with whom she was person-

ally acquainted. To the isprdvnik she admitted frankly that

she had run away from her place of exile, but said that in so

doing she had not intended to escape, but merely to get an

inter\dew mtli the governor. After some conversation the

isprdvnik went with her to the governor's house, and, leaving

her in a reception-room, went to apprise Ilyashevich of her

presence and her desire for an inter\dew.

"Have you searched her!" inquired the governor sus-

piciously.

"No," replied the isprdvnik; " I did n't think of it."

"Never mind," said Ilyashevich. "What can a woman
do ? " And with these words he entered the reception room
where Madam Kutitonskaya, with a cocked revolver hid-

den under a handkerchief in her right hand, was awaiting

him. As he advanced to greet her she raised the revolver,

and saying, "This is for the 11th of May,"^ shot him through

the lungs. The wound was not mortal, but he fell to the

floor and was carried to a couch by some of the servants,

while the isprdvnik seized and disarmed Madam Kutitans-

kaya, caused her to be bound, and sent her under strong

guard to the Chita prison. Her life there was a life of ter-

nble loneliness and misery. . She was put into a cold, dirty,

"secret" cell, which the district architect of the Trans-Bai-

1 The date of the pogrom in the Kara political prison.
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kal (l(>sci-il)(Ml to uie as "hardly long enough to lie down in

or liiuli enough to stand up in." Her own dress and under-

(.•lothing Avere taken away from her, and in plaee of them

she was given an old prison suit that had already been w^orn

by a common eonviet and was full of vermin. She lived

under strict "dungeon conditions," and for three months

lay without bed-clothing on the bare floor. 'VVlien, as a re-

sult of such hardships and privations, she became sick, and

asked for straw to lay down on the planks where she slej^t,

she was told by the chief of police, Melnikof, that there was

no straw for her. But for the food smuggled into her cell

and the aid sm-reptitiously given to her by sjanpathetic

common-criminal convicts in the same prison, she would

undoubtedly have died before the meeting of the court ap-

pointed to investigate the case. After three months of this

wretched existence she was tried by court-martial and sen-

tenced to be hanged. Then, for another whole month, she

lay under sentence of death, arguing with herself, through

many long, sleepless nights, the question whether or not she

should make knowm to the authorities her pregnant condi-

tion, which had not yet become apparent. She knew that

an announcement of the fact that she was with child would,

in accordance with the custom in such cases, secure a long

reprieve if not a commutation of her sentence; but, on the

other hand, life held no ho]3e for her, and she believed that

if she allowed herself to be hanged under such circumstances,

the fact of her pregnancy, wdiich would inevitably be dis-

covered after her death, w^ould intensify the feeling of hor-

ror that she hoped would be excited by the series of events

which had led up to the catastrophe—would give to such

events even greater publicity, and w^ould inspire all lovers

of humanity and justice with a deeper and bitterer hatred

of the Government. The questions that tormented her most

were first, whether, if she allowed herself to be hanged
without revealing her condition, she w^ould not be the mur-
derer of her unborn child, and secondly, whether that child
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would die when she died, or would live for a time in her
dead body. This last ghastly doubt seems to have been
particularly harrowing to her in her morbid mental condi-
tion, but even in the face of such reflections she finally

decided to allow herself to be hanged. Early in January,
1883, the Grovernmeiit, without reference to her condition, of

which it was still ignorant, commuted her sentence to penal
servitude for life' and sent her with a returning party of

common-criminal exiles to the city of Irkutsk. Although it

was mid-winter, she was not provided with a sheepskin
overcoat, nor with felt boots, and she might have perished
from cold on the road if the common criminals in the party
had not taken pity upon her and furnished her with warm
clothing at the expense of their own comfort. ^Yhen she
reached Irkutsk she was in such a condition that she had to

be lifted out of her sleigh. As a result of this prolonged
agony of mind and body, her child, a short time afterwards,

was born dead in the Irkutsk prison. AVhen we left Sibe-

ria in 1886 she was still living. All that I know of her life

since that time is that it has ended.

When one of my informants first knew Madam Kutitons-
kaya she was a happy, careless school-girl in Odessa, and no
one would have ventured to predict that in less than ten

years she would develop into a woman of such extraordinary

energy, courage, self-control, and fii-mness of purpose. There
are few things more remarkable in the records of heroism
than the determination of Madam Kutitonskaya to allow
herself to be hanged, with a child in her womb, in order
that the horror of such an execution might stir the emotions
of every man and woman who heard of it, and give widel-

publicity to the series of events of which it was the final

II was credibly informed, and in jus- stirrings of pity and remorse, or
tiee the fact should be stated, that this wliether he merely wished to make a
commutation of sentence was asked for showing of magnanimity in order to
by Governor Ilyashevich, whose life throw doubt upon the reports of his
Madam Kutitonskaya had attempted, cruelty at the mines and break their
Whether he felt, upon reflection, some effect, I do not know.
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ontoonio. Such, liowover, is tlio type of eliaraetor that is

t'('n\iz:«Hl in tlio funiac'o of oppression and tempered in the

eold bath of solitary confinement.

Th(» statements tliat I have made with regard to the

events tliat led to the shooting of Grovernor Ilyashovieh are

based npon conversations with the political convicts who
were actors in them, and npon three independently pre-

jiared acconnts in mannscript of the escape, the pogrom^ and

the hnnger-strike. The story of the attempted assassina-

tion, and of Madam Kntitonskaya's life in prison is from

one of her letters, written after her ari'ival in Irkutsk. The

brief transcript of her intentions, thoughts, and reflections,

while lying under sentence of death in Chita, was obtained

from an exiled lady who had many long talks with her in

the Irkutsk prison, and whose acquaintance I subsequently

made. The whole story, in its main outlines, is known to

political exiles throughout Siberia, and I heard it in half a

dozen different places. All the efforts that I dared make to

get at the Government's side of the case were unsuccessful.

The officials to whom I applied for information—with a few

exceptions— either manifested such a disinclination to talk

that I could not pursue the subject, or else made prepos-

terous attempts to deceive me. A young surgeon in the

Irkutsk prison whom I questioned about Madam Kutitons-

kaya was so frightened that he got rid of me as soon as

possible and never dared return my call. The isprdvnik of

Nerchinski Zavod, who went to Kara with some of the re-

captured fugitives after the escape, described the political

convicts to me as lofki moshenniki [clever rogues] who were

liot deserving of either sympathy or respect. Most of them,

he said, were "priests' sons, or seminarists who had been ex-

pelled from school." Lieutenant-colonel Novikof, who was

for three years or more commander of the Cossack battalion

at the mines of Kara, assured me that the political convicts

were mere malcMshki [miserable insignificant boys], without

any definite aims or convictions; that out of one hundred
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and fifty of them that he had known at Kara only three or

four had any education, and that Madam Kutitonskaya's

attempt to assassinate Governor Ilyashevich was "a mere
crazy freak"—that "she didn't know herself what she did

it for." The attentive reader will see that I have had no

difficulty in making my choice between such preposterous

statements as these and the clear, coherent, and detailed

narratives of the political convicts themselves. If my his-

tory of the Kara political prison is one-sided, it is simply

because the other side either refused to give me information,

or was too ignorant to state its own case with any show of

plausibility.

How far from the real truth were the statements made to

me by officials with regard to the character of the political

convicts at Kara, I purpose to show by giving brief biog-

raphies of three or four of the men and women who took

an active part in the series of events that I have tried to

describe, or who were identified with the later history of the

political prison. One of the ablest and most distinguished

of them was Anna Pavlovna Korba, whose portrait, made
from a photograph taken before her exile, will be found on
page 247. She was the daughter of a Russian nobleman
named Paul Mengart, and was born in the province of Tver,

near Moscow, in 1849. She was carefully educated under
the direction of her mother, a cultured and deeply religious

woman, and at the early age of eighteen or nineteen she

was married to a Swiss gentleman residing in Russia named
Victor Korba, Her beauty and accomplishments made her

gi'eatly sought after in society, her husband was wealthy

and was proud of her social success, and for a time she lived

the life of a woman of the great world. This life, however,

could not long satisfy a young girl of bright mind and
serious character, and in 18G9, when she was only twenty

years of age, she made an attempt to fit herself for some-

thing better. A school for the higher education of the

daughters of the nobility was opened about that time in
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coiuuH'tioii with a boys' college in St. Petersburg, and

Madam Korbii at once enrolled herself as a student, with

tlie intention of finally completing her education in one of

tlu' institutions, for women at Zurich or in Paris. In 1870

her husband failed in business: she was forced to abandon

tlu^ hope of tinishing her collegiate training abroad, and a

short time afterwards went with her husband to reside in

the small prc^vincial town of Minsk, where he had obtained

employment. Here she began her career of public activity

by organizing a society and raising a fund for the pui--

pose of promoting popular education and aiding poor

students in the universities. Of this society she was the

president. In 1877 the Russo-Turkish war broke out, and

opened to her ardent and generous nature a new field of

benevolent activity. As soon as wounded Russian soldiers

began to come back from Bulgaria, she went into the hos-

pitals of Minsk as a Sister of Mercy, and a short time

afterwards put on the uniform of the International Associa-

tion of the Red Cross, and went to the front and took a

position as a Red Cross nurse in a Russian field-hospital

beyond the Danube. She was then hardly twenty-seven

years of age. What she saw and what she suffered in the

com*se of that terrible Russo-Turkish campaign caii be im-

agined by those who have seen the paintings of the Russian

artist Vereshchagin. Her experience had a marked and

permanent effect upon her character. She became an en-

thusiastic lover and admirer of the common Russian peas-

ant, who bears upon his weary shoulders the whole burden

of the Russian state, but who is cheated, robbed, and op-

pressed, even while fighting the battles of his country. She

determined to devote the remainder of her life to the edu-

cation and the emancipation of this oppressed class of the

Russian peoj)le. At the close of the war she returned to

Russia, but was almost immediately prostrated by typhus

fever contracted in an overcrowded hospital. After a long

and dangerous illness she finally recovered, and began the
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task that she had set herself; but she was opposed and

thwarted at every step by the police and the bm-eaucratic

officials who were interested in maintaining the existing

ANSA I'AVLOVNA KOKBA.

state of things, and she gradually became convinced that

before much could be done to improve the condition of the

common peoj^le the Government must be overthrown. She

soon aftei-wards became a revolutionist, joined the party of
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urThe Will of the People," and participated actively in all

the attempts that were made between 1879 and 1882 to

overthrow the autocracy and establish a constitutional form

of government. On the 5tli of June, 1882, she was arrested

and thrown into the fortress of Petropavlovsk, and some
months later was tried before the Governing fc^enate upon
the charge of being a terrorist. At the end of the trial she

was asked if she had any last words to say in her own
defense, and she replied as follows

:

" I do not admit my guilt. I will, however, admit that I

belong to the revolutionary party,—the party of the Will of

the People,— and that I believe in its principles and share

its views. As for an organization that chooses and pre-

fers a path of bloodshed, I do not know of any such organ-

ization, and I doubt whether any such organization exists.

Such a party may arise in time, if the revolutionary move-

ment extends; but if I be living when the time comes, I will

not belong to it. If the party of the Will of the People adopts

the policy of terror, it is not because it prefers terrorism,

but because terrorism is the only possible method of attain-

ing the objects set before it by the historical conditions of

Russian life. These are sad and fateful words, and they

bear a prophecy of terrible calamity. Gentlemen— Sena-

tors, you are well ac(|uainted with the fundamental laws

of the Russian Empire. You are aware that no one has a

right to advocate any change in the existing imperial form

of Government, or even to think of such a thing. Merely to

present to the Crown a collective petition is forbidden— and

yet the country is growing and developing, the conditions of

social life are becoming day by day more and more compli-

cated, and the moment approaches when the Russian people

will burst through the barriers from which there is no exit."

The presiding judge, interrupting: "That is yom* personal

opinion."

Madam Korba, continuing :
" The historical task set be-

fore the party of the Will of the People is to widen these
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barriers and to obtain for Russia independence and free-

dom. The means for the attainnient of these objects depend
directly upon the Government. We do not adhere obstinately

to terrorism. The hand that is raised to strike will instantly

fall if the Government will change the political conditions

of life. Our party has patriotic self-control enough not to

take revenge for its bleeding wounds ; but, unless it prove

false to the Russian people, it cannot lay down its arms until

it has conquered for that people freedom and well-being.

As a proof that the aims of our party are wholly peaceful,

I beg you to read the letter wi'itten to Alexander III. soon

after the 1st of March.^ You ^^dll see from it that we desire

only reforms, but reforms that shall be sincere, complete,

and vital."

Madam Korlja's last words did not soften towards her

the hearts of her judges, and of course she did not expect

that they would. She was found guilty, and was sentenced

to twenty years of i^enal servitude with deprivation of all

civil rights, and forced colonization in Siberia for life at the

expiration of her penal term.- At the date of my last ad\T.ces

from the mines of Kara she was still li^dng, but she was
greatly broken, and there was little i^robability that she

would long endure the hardships and privations of penal

servitude.

Among the male political con^dcts at the mines of Kara
whose careers most interested me was Hypolyte Muishkin,

whose portrait was engraved from a police photogTaph

taken while he was in the fortress of Petropavlovsk. In

the year 1864 a well-known author and political economist

named Chernishefski, whose famous novel, "What is to be

Done?" has recently been translated into English, was tried

in St. Petersbm'g as a revolutionist and banished to Siberia.

He was at first sent to the Alexandrofski central prison,

1 The date of the assassination of ^ The official report of the trial of

Alexander II. A translation of the let- Madam Korba and others may be found
terto which Madam KorbA referred will in the St. Petersburg newspaper N6-

be found in Appendix C. vosti, No. 9, April 9, 1883.
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11 vroi.vTi; ,M I isiiKiN.

(From a police pilotograpli takeu iu convict dross.)

near Irkutsk, l)ut ultiinately lie was transferred to the small

town of Yilluisk, in the sub-avctic province of Yakutsk,

where he lived many years under the strictest police sur-
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veillaiice. When, in 1870, the modern revohitionary move-

ment began, it was the dream of all the ardent yonng Ens-

sian revolutionists to rescue Chernishefski from Siberian ex-

ile, and enable him to escape from the Empire to some place

where he could continue his work mimolested. Several at-

tempts were made to liberate him, but they all failed, and the

project was finally abandoned as impracticable. In 1875 a

young student in the Technological Institute at St. Peters-

burg named Hyi^olyte Muishkin conceived the idea of going

to Siberia in the disguise of a captain of gendarmes and

presenting himself boldly to the isprdvnik in Villuisk with

forged orders from the gendarmerie directing him [Muish-

kin] to take charge of the exile Chernishefski and carry him
to Blagoveshchinsk, on the Amur River. Such transfers of

dangerous political exiles were not at that time uncommon,
and Muishkin felt confident that he should accomplish his

purpose. He went as a private traveler to Irkiitsk, resided

there several months, succeeded in getting into the corps

of gendarmes as a subordinate officer, and in a short time

made himself so useful that he was generally trusted and

was given the freedom of the office. He provided himself

with the necessary blanks, filled them up with an order ac-

crediting him as a gendarme officer intrusted with the duty

of taking the exile Chernishefski to Blagoveshchinsk, forged

the signatures, affixed the proper seals, pro\dded himself

with the uniform of a captain of gendarmes, and then re-

signed his position in the gendarmerie upon the pretext that

he had received news that made it necessary for him to re-

turn at once to European Russia. He disappeared from

Irkutsk, and as soon as he deemed it prudent to do so he

set out for Villuisk, with the uniform of a gendarme officer

in his satchel, and a forged order in his pocket directing

the isprdvnik of Villuisk, Captain Zhii'kof, to turn over the

exile Chernishefski to him for conveyance to Blagovesh-

chinsk. Muishkin was an accomplished conspirator, an

eloquent talker, and a man of fine personal presence, and
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wlioii lio j-)rcseiitod liinisolf in the uniform of a gendarme

oflicer to the isprdiiiik at Villiiisk he was received at first

with unquestioning deference and respect. He stated his

business, and produced the order directing the isprdvnik to

turn over the distinguished exile to him for conveyance to

Blagoveshchinsk. The plot came very near succeeding, and

probably would have succeeded if Muishkin had had money
enough to bring with him two or three confederates in the

disguise of soldiers or gendarmes and in the capacity of

escort. It is very unusual for a commissioned officer to

travel in Siberia without at least one soldier or Cossack to

look after his baggage, to see about getting post-horses

promptly, and to act generally in the capacity of body-

servant. The absence of such a man or men was especially

noticeable and unusual in this case, for the reason that

Muishkin was to take charge of an important and danger-

ous political offender. The absence of an escort was the

fii'st thing that excited the isprdvnik''s suspicion. It seemed

to him very strange that a gendarme officer should be sent

there after Chernishefski without a guard of two or three

soldiers to help him to take care of the dangerous prisoner,

and the more he thought about it the more suspicious the

whole affair appeared to him. After a night's reflection he

decided not to tmii over Chernishefski to this gendarme

officer without the sanction of the governor of the pro\dnce,

who resided in Yakiitsk, and at breakfast the next morn-

ing he told Muishkin that Governor Chernaief was his—
the isprdvnik\s—immediate superior, and that without an

order from the governor he did not feci justified in sur-

rendering an exile of so much importance as the political

economist Chernishefski. He proposed, therefore, to send

a com-ier to Yakutsk with Muishkin's papers, and to await

the return of this courier before taking any action.

"Very well," replied Muishkin coolly. "I did not sup-

pose that it would be necessary to obtain the consent of the

governor before complying with the orders of the imperial
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police; l)ut if such consent is indispensable, I will go to

Grovernor Chernaief myself and get it."

When Muishkin set out for Yakutsk, the isprdvnik, whose

vsuspicions had meanwhile grown stronger, said to him, "It

is not proper for an officer of your rank to travel about

without any escort, and if you will permit me to do so I

will send with you a couple of Cossacks." Muishkin could

not object, and the Cossacks were sent— the isprdvnik in-

structing them that they were on no account to lose sight

of this gendarme officer, because there was something sus-

picious about him, and it was not certain that he really was

what he pretended to be. As soon as Muishkin had gone,

the isprdvnik wi-ote a letter to the governor, apprising him

of his suspicions, and sent it by another Cossack, with di-

rections to get ahead of Muishkin if possible and deliver

it before the latter reached his destination. The Cossack

overtook Muishkin on the road, and in the course of con-

versation among the soldiers the fact transpired that the

third Cossack had a letter from the isprdvnik to the gov-

ernor. Muishkin knew then that the game was lost, and at

the fo'st favorable opportunity he attempted to escape by

dashing suddenly into the woods. The Cossacks, in pm--

suance of their instructions, endeavored to keep him in

sight; but he drew his revolver, fired at them, wounded one

of them, and finally made his escape. For nearly a week

he wandered around in the great primeval forests that bor-

der the river Lena; but at last, half dead from cold, hun-

ger, and exhaustion, he was captured.^ After some months

of imprisonment in Irkutsk he was sent under strong guard

to St. Petersburg and was there thrown into the fortress of

Petropavlovsk. For nearly three years he lay in a bomb-

proof casemate of the Trubetskoi bastion awaiting trial, and

all that I know of this part of his life I learned from an

exile in Siberia who occupied a cell in the fortress near him.

This gentleman said that Muishkin was often delirious from

1 Indictment in the case of "the 193." Official Copy, pp. 239 and 240.
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fever, exeitemeiit, or the inadcleiiing effect of long solitary

eoiitiiieineiit, and that he frequently heard his cries when
he was put into a strait-jacket or strapped to his bed by the

fortress guard.

In October, 1878, Muishkin was finally tried Avith "the

193" before a special session of the Governing Senate. All

of the political prisoners brought to the bar on the occasion

of this famous trial insisted that the public should be ad-

mitted to hear the proceedings, and that they— the pris-

oners—should be allowed to have their own stenographer.

The Government declined to accede to either of these de-

mands, and, as a consequence, most of the politicals refused

to make any defense or to take any part in the proceedings.

At the end of the trial Muishkin, when asked if he had any

last words to say, made a fiery speech denouncing the

secrecy of the trial, and declaring that they did not desire

nor expect to escape punishment, but thought they had a

right to ask that they be tried in open com't and that their

case be laid before the people through the press. As soon

as Muishkin began to attack the Government he was or-

dered by the presiding judge to be silent, and when he

refused, and insisted upon his right to be heard, the gen-

darmes were directed to remove him from the coui't-room.

The last words he uttered before he was choked into silence

and di'agged out were: "This court is worse than a house

of ill-fame; there they sell only bodies, but here you pros-

titute honor, and j ustice, and law ! " For his original offense,

aggi^avated by this outrageous insult to the court, Muishkin

was sentenced to ten years of penal servitude with depriva-

tion of all civil rights, and was shortly afterwards incarcer-

ated in the central con\dct prison at Kharkof.' I have not

space for even the briefest description of the sufferings of

the political convicts in that prison. The story has been

written by one of them and published surreptitiously in

1 A brief summary of Muishkin's were published in the New-York Trib-

speech and a description of this scene une for March 7 or 8, 1878.
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Eussia under the siguificaut title, "Last Words over the

Cof&n of Alexander II." I hope sometime to translate and

republish this document, and I need only say now that I

have the names of six politicals who went insane in that

prison during the short time that it was used as a place of

confinement for such offenders. Muishkin was put into a

small cell in the lower story that had formerly been occu-

pied by the distinguished political Prince Tsitsianof. His

courage and energy soon led him to meditate plans of

escape, and before the end of the first year he had made a

dummy to lie in his place on the sleeping-platform, and

^vith only his hands and a small piece of board had dug a

tunnel out mider the prison wall, disposing of the earth

that he removed by packing it into a space between the

floor of his cell and the ground. He had also made himself

a suit of clothing to put on in place of the prison costume

after he should make his escape. Prince Tsitsianof, who

had occupied the cell before him, was a scientist, and dur-

ing his term of imprisonment had been allowed to have

some large maps. These maps had been left as old rub-

bish on the oven, and Muishkin had soaked the paper off

from the muslin on which they were mounted and had

made out of the cloth a shirt and a pair of trousers. His

preparations for escape Avere \irtually complete, and he was

only waiting for a favorable opportunity, when one of the

prison officials came to his cell at an unusual hour to speak

to him. Muishkin happened to be down in his tunnel,

while the dummy was l>dng in his place on the bed as if

he were asleep. The official soon discovered that the lay

figure was not the prisoner, an alarm was raised, the mouth

of the tunnel was found, and Muishkin was cbagged out

like a rat from its hole. He was then put into another cell,

from which escape was impossible. At the expiration of

two or three months, fearing that he was about to become

insane, he determined to do something for which he would

be shot. He asked and obtained pernnssion to attend
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service in tlie prison eliurcli one Sunday, and while there

contrived to get near the governor of the prison; and as

the hitter turned around, after kissing the cross in the hands

of the priest, INFuishkin struck him in the face. For this

oti'ense he woukl, under ordinary circumstances, have been

shot ; but just at that time the attention of the Minister of

the Interior was attracted to the Kharkof central prison by

the kivge number of deaths and cases of insanity among the

politicals, and Professor Dobroslavin, a sanitary expert from

St. Petersburg, was sent to the prison to make an investi-

gation. He reported that it was not fit for human habita-

tion, said that the cases of death and insanity among the

political convicts were not surprising, and recommended

that all the prisoners of that class be removed. In the

light of this report it was presmned that Mnishkin was in-

sane, or at least in an aljnormal mental condition, at the

time when he struck the governor of the prison, and he was

not even tried for the offense. Shortly afterward he was

sent, with all his fellow-prisoners, to the mines of Kara.

While they were in the city of Irkutsk on their way to the

mines, one of the party, a man named Leo Dmokhofski,

died. All the convicts in the party were permitted to at-

tend the funeral in the prison church, and at the conclusion

of the brief services Mnishkin felt impelled to say a few

words over the body of his comrade. He referred to the

high moral character of the dead man and his lovable per-

sonality, quoted a verse from the Russian liberal poet Ne-

krasof, and said, " Ont of the ashes of this heroic man, and

of other men like him, wiU grow the tree of liberty for

Russia." At this point he was stopped by the chief of

police, and at once taken back to his cell. For making

what was regarded as a revolutionary speech within the

sacred precincts of a church, and in the presence of the

"images of the Holy Saints of the Lord," he was condemned

to fifteen years more of penal servitude. In talking to me
about Muishkin, some of his comrades described him as
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"a born orator who never made but two speeches in his

life; one of them cost him ten years of penal servitude,

and the other fifteen." Muishkin himself said, after reach-

ing the mines of Kara, that there was only one thing in his

life which he regret-

ted, and that was his

speech over the dead

body of his comrade

Dmokhofski in Ir-

kutsk. The world

could not hear it, it

did no good, it was
merely the gratifica-

tion of a personal im-

pulse, and it added

so many years to his

term of penal servi-

tude that, even if he

should live out that

term, he would be too

old, when finally re-

leased, to work any
more for the cause of

Russian freedom.

Muishkin was one

of the first of the eight

prisoners who escaped from the Kara political prison in

April, 1882, and he was recaptured, as I have said, in the

seaport town of Vladivostok, to which American vessels

•come every summer. In 1883 he was sent back to St.

Petersburg, with a party of other "dangerous" politicals,

and incarcerated in the castle of Schlusselburg. In the

autumn of 1885, fearing that, as a result of long solitary

confinement, he was about to go insane, he struck one of

the castle officers, with the hope that he would be put to

death. The experiment that had failed in the Kharkof
II 17

MADAM BOGOJi6lETS.

(From a police pliotograpli taken in convict dress.)
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central })ris()n succeeded in Scliliisselbui"g. He was promptly

tried by court-martial and shot.

lu Juiiiuiry, 1882, al)out three months before the escape

of the eight convicts from the i)olitical prison at Kara, two

married women, Madam Kavalskaya and Madam Bogomo-
lets, escaped from

prison while passing

through Irkiitsk on

their way to the

mines. They were

recaptured before

they could get out of

the city, and when
they were brought

back to their cells

they were subjected

to thecustomaryper-

sonal search. These

searches are always

made by men, even

when the prisoners

are women, but in

most cases they are

conducted with de-

cency and with the

forms of respect. On
this occasion, however. Colonel Soliviof, an adjutant of

the governor-general, and a man of disreputable personal

character, who happened to be in the prison when Madam
Kavalskaya and Madam Bogomolets were brought back,'

conducted the search himself, and in the course of it not

only insulted the women, but caused them to be stripped

naked in his presence. He then had the audacity to go to

a kdmera in which were confined a number of male political

convicts and boast of his exploit, remarking contemptuously,

"Your political women are not much to look at." Among

N. SHCIIEDltfN.

(From a police pliotograpli taken in convict dress.)
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the convicts in the cell was a school-teacher named Shched-

rin who, exasperated beyond endurance by the recital and

the insulting taunt, sprung towards Soliviof, and, calling

him a " despicable coward and liar," struck him in the face.

For this insult to an officer, and for an attempt that he had

made to escape, Shchedrin, upon his arrival at Kara, was

chained to a wheelbarrow. In July, 1882, he, with the other
" dangerous " political convicts named on page 237, was sent

to St. Petersbm-g to be incarcerated in the castle of Schlus-

selburg. He was not released from the wheelbarrow, even

when put into a vehicle ; but as the roads were rough, and

as he was constantly being bruised by the jolting of the

barrow against him, it was finally found necessary to un-

chain him and lash the wheelbarrow on behind. Colonel

Vinokiirof, inspector of exile transportation for Western

Siberia, told me that he saw Shchedrin, with the wheelbar-

row still lashed to his vehicle, passing through the province

of Tobolsk.

After the hunger-strike in the Kara political prison in

the summer of 1882 the life of the prisoners became a little

more tolerable. They were again allowed to have books,

money, and some warm clothing of their own, and they were

permitted to walk two hom'S a day in the courtyard. The

sanitary conditions of their life, however, continued to be

very bad, little attention was paid to the sick, and the

death-rate was abnormally high.*

Between the resignation of Colonel Kononovich in 1881

and the appointment of Captain Nikolin in 1885 there were

1 I have not been able to obtain a Armfeldt, and Madam Kutitonskaya.

complete list of the prisoners who died, Suicides: Semyonofski (shot himself),

committed suicide, or went insane in Rodin (poisoned himself), Uspenski
the Kard political prison between 1879 (han<i;ed himself). Insane: Matveivich,

and 1886, but I know of the following Ziibk6fski, P6zen, and Madam Kaval-

cases: efskaya (the last named recovered). At
Deaihs (all except one from prison the time of our visit to the mines eight

consumption) : Ishfitinof, Krivoshein, out of the eleven women in the women's
Zhiikof, P6peko, Madam Lis6fskaya, political prison were sick.

Tikhonof, Rogatch6f, Dr. Veiraar, Miss
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seven cliauges of commandnient' and the prison was man-

aged in a Int-or-niiss sort of way, according to the caprice

of the man who was at the head of it. At one time the

prisoners were allowed books, daily walks, money, and com-

mnnication with their relatives, while at another time all

these privileges were taken away from them. The parti-

tions that were erected in the kdmeras to reduce the size of

the cells in 1882 were removed in 1884. The free command,

which was abolished in 1881, was reestablished in 1885.

With every new officer there was a change in the regula-

tions, and official whim or impulse took the place that

should be occupied only by law. The best of the com-

mandants, according to the testimony of the prisoners, was

Burlei. Khaltiirin was brutally cruel, Slmbin was a man
of little character, and Manaief was not only a drunkard,

but a thief who destroyed hundreds of the prisoners' letters

and embezzled 1900 rubles of money sent to them by their

relatives and friends in Em-opean Eussia." All of these

officers were from the gendarmerie in Irkutsk. On the

16th of January, 1884, the political prison was put under the

exclusive control of the imperial police, and early in 1885

Captain Nikolin was sent from St. Petersburg to take

command of it.

Every word that Colonel Kononovich said to Assistant

Minister of the Interior Durnovo in 1881 with regard to the

management of the political prison was shown by the sub-

sequent course of events to be true. The Government forced

an honest and humane man to resign, and sent, one after

another, half a dozen cruel or incapable men to take his

place, and it reaped, in tragedies and scandals, the harvest

that might have been expected.

After we left Kara the state of affairs went from bad to

1 Kononovich, Potulof, Khaltiirin, and nobility, and banished as a crimi-

Burlei, Shubin, Manaief, Burlei (a nal to the territory of Yakutsk,

second time), and Nikolin. (Newspapers Sibir, April 4, 1885, p. 8,

'^ In .January, 1887, three years later, and Fostdchnoe Ohozrenie, Jan. 8, 1887,

Manaief was deprived of rank, orders, p. 4.)
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worse. Ill March, 1888, Mr. Galkine Wrasskoy, chief of the

Eiissian prison administratioii, issued the following order

with regard to the treatment of political convicts of the

hard-labor class.

Ministry of the Interior,

Chief Prison Administration. No. 292G.

St. Petersburg, March 1, 1888.

To THE Governor op the Island of Saghalin.

Your High Excellency : On the steamer Nizhni Novgorod of the

volunteer fleet, which is to sail from the port of Odessa on the 20th

of March, 1888, there is a party of 525 convicts banished to the

island of Saghalin. Among these criminals condemned to penal

servitude are the political offenders Vassilli Volnof, Sergei Kuzin,

Ivan Meisner, and Stanislaus Khrenofski. In notifying you of

this fact the Chief Prison Administration has the honor respect-

fully to request that you make arrangements to confine these po-

litical offenders, not in a separate group by themselves, but in the

cells of other [common criminal] convicts. In making such ar-

rangements it is desirable not to put more than two poUticals into

any one cell containing common criminals. In making the ar-

rangements for confining these politicals in prison and employing
them in work, no distinction whatever must be made between them
and other criminals, except in the matter of surveillance, which must
be of the strictest possible character. Neither must any differ-

ence be made between them and other convicts in respect to pun-
ishments inflicted for violations of prison discipline. You will not

fail to inform the Chief Prison Administration of the manner in

which the above political offenders are distribnted on the island

of Saghalin, and to forward reports with regard to their behavior.

[Signed] M. Galkine Wrasskoy,
Director of the Chief Prison Administration.

Up to the time when the above order was issued some
difference had been made in Siberian convict prisons be-

tween the treatment of political offenders and the treatment

of burglars, highway robbers, and mm-derers. Both classes

were confined in the same prisons, received the same food,

and wore the same dress and leg-fetters, but the politicals

were isolated in cells specially set apart for them, and were
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virtually oxenipt from corporal pniiisliinoiit. They did not

enjoy this exemption, however, by virtue of any law. The-

oretieally and legally they were liable to the same punish-

ments that were intlicted upon common criminals— namely,

twenty to onc^ hundred l)lo\vs with the "rods" or the plrt [a

heavy whip of hardenetl rawhide with a number of lashes].

In practice, however, it was the custom for the prison sur-

geon to make a pro forma examination of the political

offender who had rendered himself or herself liable to cor-

poral punishment, and certify to the governor of the prison

that, in his judgment, such offender was not strong enough

to take a flogging without danger to life. Whether, as a

matter of fact, this certificate was true or false, the governor

always made it his warrant for substituting some other form

of punishment. The Government did not venture at that

time to use the whip upon the backs of educated and re-

fined men and women, and the surgeon's certificate was a

mere legal fiction, intended to relieve the prison adminis-

tration from the necessity of actually enforcing its right to

flog political convicts and, at the same time, to hold that

right in abeyance. The issuance in March, 1888, of the

order above set forth marked a new departure in the treat-

ment of political convicts, and since that time they have

been put into the same cells with thieves, burglars, and

murderers, and have been flogged precisely as if they were

common criminals. On the 16th of September, 1888, a little

more than six months after the above order appeared, two

of the very political offenders named in it—Vassilli Volnof

and Ivan Meisner—were flogged at the penal establishment

on the island of Saghalin as the result of a collision with

the local authorities, caused by the failure of one of them

to take oft* his cap to a petty official whom he happened to

meet.

At the mines of Kara, however, Mr. Galkine Wrasskoy's

order had much more tragic consequences than these, inas-

much as it led there to the flogging to death of a cultivated
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woman, the suicide of three of her companions, and an at-

tempt at self-destruction on the part of more than twenty

men. I have received from political exiles in Siberia four

separate and independent accounts of the series of events

that led up to this tragic climax, and it would be easy to

compile from them a graphic and sensational story of " Si-

berian horrors." I have no desire, however, to exaggerate

or color with imagination the facts of Siberian convict life,

and I shall therefore lay aside these exile manuscri^jts, and

offer the reader, instead, a translation of a private letter

written to me by a Russian gentleman who lives near the

mines of Kara, who is not an exile nor a political offender,

who occupies a position that affords him every opportunity

to know the truth, and who not only writes coolly and dis-

passionately, but confines himself to a bare statement of

facts. The letter is as follows:

X , Eastern Siberia, April 11-23, 1890.

My Dear Mr. Kennan : The events herein described seem to

me so important that although I have already written about them

once I am going to repeat what I said for fear that my first letter

has not reached you. I give you facts only, and I assure you,

upon my honor, that they are facts, and facts with regard to which

there is no doubt or question.

On the 5th of August, 1888, Baron Korf, governor-general of

the Amur,!^ paid a visit to the Kara convict prisons. One of the

political prisoners— Elizabeth Kavalskaya^— did not rise to her

feet when the governor-general entered her cell, and upon his

making some remark to her with regard to it she replied that she

1 In the j'eai- 1884 Eastern Siberia of the governor-general of the Amiir,

was dividedinto two governor-general- whose headquarters were at Khabar-

shios, one including the provinces of ofka. [Author's note.]

Irkutsk and Yeniseisk and the territory '-^Elizabeth Kavalskaya was tried by
of Yakutsk, the other comprising the court-martial at Kiev in May, 1881, and
maritime territory, the Amur territory, condemned as a revolutionist to penal

and the territory of the Trans-Baikal, servitude for life. While in Irkutsk,

This administrative rearrangement of on her way to the mines of Kara, she

the political divisions of the country made her escape, but was recaptured,

took the mines of Kara out of the juris- stripped naked, and searched as de-

diction of tiie Irkutsk governor-general scribed in this chapter. At the time

and subjected them to the authority to which this letter refers she was an
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did not tliiiik it necessary to get up.^ About a week later General

Khoroshkin, the governor of the Trans-Baikal, ordered that she

be' taken to the central convict prison at Verkhni Udinsk.^ The

execution of the order was attended with rough treatment and in-

sult. Lieutenant-colonel Masiukof, the gendarme officer in com-

mand of the political prisons,^ intrusted the whole matter to a petty

ollicer of the prison administration, named Bobrofski. The latter

did not think it necessary to inform Madam Kavalskaya before-

liand that she was to be taken away, but suddenly appeared in

liei- cell with a file of soldiers at four o'clock in the morning, and

dragged her, half-naked, out of bed. The soldiers tore off from her

all of her own underclothes, making meanwhile various insulting

remarks, and dressed her forcibly in the clothing provided by the

Government for common criminal women.* At this she fainted,

whereupon they laid her, still unconscious, upon a blanket, carried

her down to the bank of the river, and put her into a small boat for

transportation to Stretinsk.^ [The water in the Shilka was so shal-

low at that time that the steamers were not running.] As a result of

all this the women in the women's political prison demanded that

the commandant Masiukof, who had permitted such treatment of

Madam Kavalskaya, be removed, and they enforced their demand

with a hvinger-strike [voluntary self-starvation] that lasted sixteen

daj^s. Although the men's political prison was secretly in com-

munication with the prison of the women, the male convicts did

invalid, or semi-invalid, and all of my lin since my visit to Kard. [Author's

other informants agree that she had note.]

consumption. Her name must be 4 At the time of our visit to Kard. po-

earefully distinguished from that of litical convicts of both sexes were al-

Madam Kavalefskaya, which it resem- lowed, as a rule, to wear undercloth-

bles. Both women were at Kara. [Au- ing purchased by themselves with their

thoi-'s note.] own money, and to have their own bed-

1 It is a rule in all Russian prisons ding. Under the order issued by the

that when an officer— and particularly prison administration on the 1st of

an officer of high rank— enters a cell, March, 1888, they wo^^ld not be eji-

every prisoner shall rise to his or her titled to this privilege, particularly if

feet and stand in the attitude of atten- they were about to be subjected, as

tion. Madam Kavalskaya neither rose Madam Kavalskaya was, to "dungeon

to her feet nor noticed in any way conditions." [Author's note.]

the governor-general's entrance. [Au- 5 The distance from Ust Kara to Str^t-

thor's note.] insk is about seventy miles up-stream,
'^ The new prison described in chap- and Madam Kavalskaya must have

ter IV. of this volume. It is distant spent at least three days in the small

from Kara about 600 miles. [Author's rowboat with the soldiers who had al-

note.j ready stripped her naked and insulted

3 Appointed in place of Captain Niko- her. [Author's note.]
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not participate in this hunger-strike for the reason that, in their

opinion, the action of the commandant Masiiikof was not the re-

sult of an evil intention, but rather of a weak character and
general stupidity. [It is said that Masiukof, really, is not a bad
man.] Finally, at the expiration of sixteen days , the male politi-

cal convicts persuaded

the women to abandon

their hunger-strike, and

send memorials to the

governor of the Trans-

Baikal and the chief of

the Irkutsk gendar-

merie.i All of these

memorials embodied a

protest, on the part of

the signers, against the

violent treatment of

Madam Kavalskaya, and

some of them con-

tained a demand that

Masiukof, as the person

chiefly to blame for

the trouble, should be

removed. In due course

of time the memorials

were answered. The
governor of the Trans-

Baikal replied that the

right to pass judgment
on the acts of officials

belonged exclusively to the Government which employed such offi-

cials, and that any person who should affront or insult a Government
official would be held to legal accountability. The colonel of gen-

darmes in Irkutsk, who was Masiukof's direct superior, replied that

he expected to come to Kara soon, and that he would then make a

personal investigation. Some weeks later this officer— Colonel

von Plotto— did go to Kara, instituted there an inquiry into the

1 Political exiles and convicts are for- subject, but this prohibition does not
bidden to address to the authorities a extend to a number of separate indi-

coUeetive petition, or to take joint vidual memorials, provided they are
action of any kind with regard to any notideutical in terms. [Author's note.]

ELIZABETH IvAVALSKAYA.

(From a police photograph taten in convict dress.)
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ciiviunstanoos of tlic ease, and then promised the politicals that,

at tlie expiration of a certain fixed period, Masii'ikof should be re-

moved. The specified time elapsed, and Masiukof still continued

to hold his position as commandant of the political prisons. Then
began in the women's prison a second hunger-strike, which was
supported this time by the convicts in the men's prison, and which

lasted twenty-two days. It ended in Masiiikofs promising that

witliin three months he would leave Kara of his own accord.

During these three months the women refused to send or receive

anything that would have to pass through his hands— that is,

they gave up correspondence with their relatives, and declined to

take money, books, etc., sent to Masiukof for them. The three

months ended August 31, 1889. [You see the affair had dragged
along for a whole year.] Madam Siglda [Hope Sigida] then tried

to shame Masiukof into leaving Kara by striking him in the face.^

She was at once seized and thrown into the common criminal prison

of Ust Kara [that is, separated from her companionsj. Imme-
diately after this, on the 1st of September, 1889, began the third

hunger-strike in the women's political prison, which was finally

broken up by the removal to the common criminal prison of

Miss Kaliizhnaya, Miss Smirnitskaya, and Madam Kavalefskaya.

Madam Kavalefskaya and Madam Sigida continued for a time to

starve themselves, but were fed by force. Masiukof made a re-

port upon this series of occurrences, and, as a result of it, a procla-

mation was received from the governor of the Trans-Baikal and
read to the political convicts, saying that, in view of the disorders

at Kara, the governor-general had directed the commandant of the

political prisons to resort to various severe disciplinary measures,

among them corporal punishment. At the same time the governor

or director of the Kara penal establishment ^ received an order

from Governor-general Korf directing him to punish Hope Sigida

with 100 blows of the ''rods" in the presence of the surgeon,

but without previous surgical examination."^ The surgeon of the

Kara prison hospital, Dr. Giirvich, thereupon gave notice oflBcially

that, in his opinion, Madam Sigida could not endure so much as

1 The other accounts that I have re- filled at the time of my visit by Major
ceived from Siberia differ as to the Potulof. [Author's note.]

circumstances in which this blow was 3 This was intended apparently to

given and the reasons for it. The pre- preclude the possibility of a report on
cise facts, probably, will never be the part of the surgeon that the pun-
known, ishment would endanger life. [Au-

2 The officer who had taken the place thor's note.]
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a single blow, and that, furthermore, since he was not legally

obliged to witness punishments inflicted by administrative order

and without the sentence of a court, he should decline to be

present. [It should be noted here that there had been no formal

inquiry into the circumstances of Madam Sigida's case and no ex-

amination [sledstvie].] The governor of the Kara penal estab-

lishment, Gomuletski, did not at once execute the order of the

governor- general, but reported to his immediate superior the state-

ment and declaration of the prison surgeon. Baron Korf there-

upon directed that the previous order be executed without the

presence of the surgeon. Gomuletski still put off the punishment,

Masiiikof refused to take charge of the affair, and finally Bobrof-

ski— the same officer who had ill-treated Madam Kavalskaya—
was brought from Nerchinski Zav(3d to serve as executioner. [I

forgot to mention in its proper place the fact that after the

Kavalskaya affair Bobrofski was promoted to be assistant super-

intendent of the convict prisons in the whole Nerchinsk mining

district.]

On the 6th of November, 1889, Bobrofski arrived at Kara, and

immediately carried the order of Governor-general Korf into

execution.

Many stories are in circulation with regard to the repulsive de-

tails of this infernal act of cruelty, but I will not write them to

you because I cannot answer for the truthfulness of them. After

the execution Madam Sigida, in a state of unconsciousness, was

carried back into the prison, and on the 8th or 9th of Novem-

ber she died— I think from poison. On the night of the 10th

Marie Kavalefskaya, Marie Kaluzhnaya, and Nadezhda Smirnits-

kaya, who also had taken poison, were brought from their cells to

the prison hospital, and died there, one after another.^ A few

days later—November 15tli—Dr. Gurvich was summoned by Ma-

siiikof to the men's political prison to treat twenty more con-

1 Miss Marie Kaluzhnaya, aged ten or twelve years ago— was a stu-

twenty-three, was the daughter of a dent in one of the high schools for

merchant in Odessa, and had been eon- women \^vitishi zhenski Mrsi^ in St.

demned to twenty years of penal servi- Petersburg. She had been sentenced

tude. Her story may be found in the to fifteen years of penal servitude,

article entitled "Prison Life of the ["Russian State Prisoners," Century

Russian Revolutionists," in T/«eC'e?ii?(n/ Alagazine for March, 1888, p. 759.]

Magazine for December, 1887, p. 289. The story and portrait of Madam
Miss Hope Smirnitskaya, aged thirty- Kavalefskaya were given in chapter

seven, was the daughter of a Russian VII of tliis volume. [Author's note.]

priest, and at the time of her arrest—
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vii'ts wlio had poisoned tlicniseh'es. All were saved except Ivan

Kali'izlini
|
brother of the young girl who committed suicide on the

lOtli], and Sergei Bobokhof, both of whom died on the morning

of November IGth. It is said that, at first, the authorities lost

their heads and became demoralized; but the governor of the

Trans-Baikal soon took energetic measures to prevent the affair,

as far as possible, from becoming known. He went to Kara him-

self, as did also the territorial procureur and the colonel of gen-

darmes; but what happened afterward I do not know.

I was unable to write you more promptly with regard to this

affair on account of circumstances beyond my control.

With sincere respect, I am yours

N N .

Hope Sigida, the heroine of this terrible prison tragedy,

was the daughter of a well-knov^n merchant named Malak-

sianof, who lived and was engaged in business in the city

of Taganrog in European Russia. She was born there in

the year ISG-t and was therefore, at the time of her death,

about twenty-five years of age. She received a good educa-

tion, and was graduated from the women's gymnasium in

Taganrog with the highest honors and the gold medal for

the year. It was her intention to continue her studies in

one of the high schools for women in St. Petersburg, but,

soon after her graduation, her father failed in business,

and she was forced to become a teacher in one of the public

schools in order to help to support her family. In 1884 she

was married to Mr. A. S. Sigida, an officer of the Taganrog

Circuit Court. Both she and her husband were revolution-

ists, and in 1885 they, with a number of others, established in

Taganrog a secret printing-office, devoted to the dissemina-

tion of revolutionary ideas. On the 23d of January, 1886,

this printing-establishment was discovered and captured

by the police, and Madam Sigida, with many others, was

arrested and thrown into prison. She was held in solitary

confinement from January, 1886, to October, 1887— almost

two years—and was then tried, found guilty, and sentenced

to a long term of penal servitude at the mines of Kara.
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A lady in Russia who knew Madam Sigida well, and

who was at one time closely associated with her, has wi'it-

ten me the following estimate of her character:

Hope Sigida was a woman naturally endowed with great men-

tal ability and intrepidity. In her appearance and behavior there

was nothing whatever to suggest the blue-stocking, or the ''Nihil-

ist," and for that reason all who knew her merely in her official

capacity as a teacher in the public schools were astonished when

she was arrested in the secret printing-office. But, apart from the

official side of her character, there was another, never seen by the

curious eyes of the uninitiated. She was a conspirator. You

know, Mr. Keunan, how innocent, and even praiseworthy, are

the objects that a Russian has to attain by means of conspiracy.

If you try to help your comrades and friends by bringing them to-

gether at intervals for study and discussion, the Government im-

mediately invents anew and previously unheard-of crime called

''organizing circles for self-cultivation." If you try to teach poor

peasants to read, and to instruct them with regard to their rights

and duties as human beings, you are accused by the Government of

another ''crime''— viz: "having dealings with peasant laborers."

Of course, Hope Sigida had every reason to be a conspirator. She

was a woman of great independence and self-reliance, she had a

rarely developed sense of justice, she was intelligent and cultivated

in the highest degree, she was absolutely fearless in the domain of

thought, and she was a fanatical idealist. She naturally played a

leading part, therefore, both in the gymnasium and in the "circle

for self-cultivation," and by all of her associates in those organiza-

tions she was greatly beloved. In personal appearance Madam
Sigida was very attractive. She was a rather slender brunette of

medium height, with an oval face full of expression and energy,

and remarkably beautiful eyes. She was always dressed neatly

and with taste, but very simply.

In February, 1890, soon after the receipt in Europe of the

first news of the Kara tragedy, the St. Petersburg Novoe

Vremija and the Journal de St. Petershourg [the official organ

of the Russian Foreign Office] declared that "the reports of

the flogging to death of Madam Sigida and the suicide of

three other female prisoners at Kara, in the province of the
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Ainur,aiviiiu|nalilio(lfalsoliood8;" TluMlonial was doubtless

iiisi)ired by the cliiot' of tlic prison adiniiiistratioii or the Min-

ister of the Interior, but it was ii()n<' the less futile and ill-ad-

vised, because the

,.j,^,|ijljg|«»^ salient facts of the

1% case were at that

time knowTi, and

known through of-

ficial statements

and admissions, to

at least half the

population of East-

ern Siberia. Only

a month later the

chief of the pris-

on administration

himself admitted

the flogging, but

pleaded justifica-

tion. He declared

that "Kennan and

others etherealized

Nihilistwomen out

of all recognition,"

that the political

exiles and convicts

"brought troubles upon themselves by being excitable and

intractable" and that "an example was necessary."-^

In June, 1891, a gentleman Hving in a European

city wi-ote to the editor of The Century Maf/adne, ap-

parently for pubHcation, a letter upon this subject, in

which he gave what seemed to be an officially inspired

version of the facts; and, as I have not been able to

find any other defense of the action of the East-Siberian

MADAM SUKHOMLINA.

(Went voluntarily to tlie mines witli lier husband in 1888.)

1 Cable despatch dated London, Feb-

ruary 20, 1890.

2 Cable despatch dated St. Peters-

burg, March 13, 1890.
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officials in this case, I submit the letter for what it may
be worth.

X Hotel, X , June 3, 1891.

To THE Editor of the Century Magazine:

Sir : As your contributor Mr. George Kennan and other per-

sons still circulate stories as to flogging in Russia, and insist that

Madam Sigida was flogged to death, I ask space for a few words

in reply. More women have been flogged in the United States

than in Russia during the last ten years. Indeed, I doubt if there

is any instance of flogging a Russian lady except Madam Sigida.

Her case was as follows

:

In the year 1888 the discipline of the prisoners in Siberia being

very bad, an ordinance was adopted rendering them liable to flog-

ging for grave breaches of discipline. Good conduct was, of coiu-se,

all that was necessary to avoid punishment. The prisoners at

Kara, however, came to a resolution that if any of their number

was flogged they would all commit suicide. Shortly after this

Madam Sigida sent for the governor of the jail, on the pretext of

important business, and on his arrival she struck him in the face.

There could scarcely be a grosser or more unprovoked breach of

disciphne, especiaUy as such a blow is considered a greater insult

in Russia than elsewhere. [This was more than a year after the

ordinance.] That Madam Sigida was a healthy woman at the

time is evident from the fact that she had just gone through a

" hunger-strike " which lasted either fourteen or seventeen days.

No delicate woman could have endured this. But as she was

puUed down by long fasting the prison doctor refused to permit

her to be flogged until she had recovered her strength. The pun-

ishment was accordingly postponed, and she was not flogged until

about three weeks after the " hunger-strike " was over. The flog-

ging would not have been considered severe if inflicted by the

White Caps or Regulators of America. Three days afterward

Madam Sigida, and three female companions who had not been

flogged, died, and the male prisoners also took poison, though with

less fatal results. It is admitted that the other three women com-

mitted suicide. It is admitted that Madam Sigida was one of those

who had agreed to commit suicide if any prisoner was flogged, and

it is admitted that she died on the same day with the suicides.

Yet, in the face of all this, an attempt has been made to persuade

the American public that she was flogged to death. It is not
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allcirt'd that the prison doctor ascribed her death to the flogdng.

It is not anegod that any one who saw her after the flogging saw her

terribly cut np and fainting from weakness, or giving any other

indication of fatal flogging. The only evidence that the flogging,

which she actually courted, was unduly severe, is that she died

in three days afterward— the day when the other prisoners

connnitted suicide. Your obedient servant,

C M .

There seems to me to be very little in the quibble that

Madam Sigida was not flogged to death because, so far as

we know, she did not actually die under the lash. If Mr.

C M ^'s younger sister, a cultivated, generous, im-

pulsive, and patriotic young Irish girl, we will say, had

been sent to the Andaman Islands for twenty years as a

hard-labor convict because she had helped to maintain a

secret "Home Rule" printing-office in Belfast; if, driven to

despair by cruel treatment of herself and her companions in

penal servitude, she had starved herself twenty-two days in

order to bring about, by the only means of compulsion open

to her, the removal of the officer responsible for such cruel

treatment; if, finally, she had been fed by force through a

rubber tube; if, in the abnormal mental condition that would

naturally be caused by so terrible an experience of hunger

and outrage, she hadcommitted a breach of prison discipline;

if she had then been stripped, held by the wrists on a sol-

dier's back, and flogged until she fainted; and if, at last, in

an agony of helplessness, shame, and despair, she had taken

her own life, I do not think that Mr. C M would re-

gard it as an overstatement if I should say that his sister

had been "flogged to death." But the question is unimpor-

tant. It seems to me that, so far as moral responsibility is

concerned. Madam Sigida and her three companions were

just as truly put to death by the East-Siberian officials as

if their throats had been cut in the prison com-tyard by the

prison executioner. You may so treat a high-spirited

woman, if she is wholly in your power, that she will cer-
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A IJELK.KJUS >I.K\ 1. I. AT AN OROZHANNI KNCAMinil.M.

tainly commit suicide if she cau; but the mere fact that

she dies by her own hand does not reheve you from moral

accountability for her death.

Since the tragedy of 1889 (communication vdth. the polit-

ical convicts at Kara has become more difficult, and all that

I know of their life is that it has changed again for the worse.

TlKi order issued by the i)rison administration on the 1st of

March, 1888, has been (tarried into execution, and no dis-

II 18
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I'KASAMS 1 1II£I>I1IN(> DtAIN l)N TllK ICK.

tinction is now made between politicals and common crim-

inals. Many of the former—but how many I do not know
—have been transferred from Kara to the famous and

dreaded mine of Akatiii, in the Nerchinsk district, where
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they live and work with ordiuaiy felons of the hard-lal^or

class. This is a retui'u to the method of treating polit-

icals that was practised more than forty years ago, when
the gifted Russian novelist Dostoyefski was sent to Si-

beria in chains, and worked and was flogged with common
criminals in the convict prison of Omsk. Most intelligent

Russian officials are now ashamed of that episode in the his-

tory of their literature and their Grovernment. The time,

I hope, is not far distant when they will be even more

ashamed of flogging women, chaining school-teachers to

wheelbarrows, and subjecting political convicts generally to

treatment from which they gladly escape by suicide.

On the 12th of November Mr. Frost and I left the mines

of Kara forever, and with glad hearts tui'ued om* faces, at

last, homeward. As we drove away, with Major Potulof,

from the Lower Diggings, two political convicts, in long gray

overcoats, who werewalking towards the prison at a distance

of one hundred and fifty or two hundi-ed yards from the

road, saw and recognized us, and as we passed they stopped,

removed their caps, and made towards us what the Russians

call a "waist bow"—a bow so low that the body is bent at

I'ight angles from the waist. It was their last mute farewell

to the travelers w^ho had shown them sympathy and pity,

and it is the last remembrance I have of the mines of Kara.

We spent that night in the house of the overseer of the

Ust Kara prison, at the mouth of the river, and on the

following morning remounted our horses for another ride

across the mountains to Stretinsk. Major Potulof opened

a bottle of white Crimean wine after we had climbed into

our saddles, and, pouring out a glassful for each of us and

for himself, said, "Here 's to the beginning of a journey to

America ! " We drank the stirrup-cup with bright anticipa-

tions of a return to home and friends, thanked Major Potu-

lof for his kindness and hospitality, promised to apprise him
by telegraph of our safe arrival at JStretinsk, and rode away
into the mountains.
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The couiitvy lying along the Shilka, in the vicinity of

!\;ira, is iiihnbitod, away tVmii the rivei', only by a tribe of

HETURMNG FKOM KAKI ON THE ICE OF THE SIIILKA lilVEU.

half-wild nomads, known to the Rnssians as " Orozhanni."

They acknowledge allegiance to the Russian Government,

y)ay taxes, and are nominally Christians; but they rarely

<-ome into the Russian settlements, unless brought there by
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a desire to exchange their furs or reindeer for knives, ket-

tles, or tobacco. The Russian priest at Kara visits them

from time to time to conduct religious services; and the

picture of an Orozhanni encampment during one of these

services, on page 273, is from a photograph made and

given to me by a political exile in Nerchinsk.

For two days after leaving Kara we rode on horseback

across the rugged, forest-clad mountains that skirt the river

Shilka, suffering constantly from cold, hunger, and fatigue.

On the third day we reached Boti, the village from which

we had taken our horses, and found most of the population

engaged in threshing out grain with flails on the ice. The

peasants manifested great pleasure at seeing us, and said

we had been gone so long that they had almost given us up

for lost. The excitement and anxiety of our life at Kara,

and the hardships of our ride across the mountains in a

temperature below zero had so exhausted my strength that

when we reached Boti my pulse was running at 120, and I

(iould hardly sit in the saddle. I should not have been able

to ride on horseback another day. Fortunately, we fomid

the river at Boti solidly frozen, and were able to continue

om- jom-ney in sledges on the ice. Late on the night of No-

vember 16th, tired, half-starved, and deadly cold, we reached

the town of Stretinsk, and found food, shelter, and rest in

the little cabin of the young peasant Zablikof, where we had

left most of our baggage when we set out on horseback for

the mines of Kara.



CHAPTER IX

THE SILVER MINES OF NERCHINSK

MR. FROST and I reached Stretinsk on our return from

the mines of Kara in a state of physical exhaustion

that made rest an absokite necessity. Excitement, priva-

tion, and exposure, v^ithout sufficient food, to intense cold

had so reduced my strength that I could not walk a hundred

yards without fatigue, and the mere exertion of putting on

a fur overcoat would quicken my pulse twenty or thirty

beats. It did not seem to me prudent, in this weak condi-

tion, to undertake a ride of six hundred miles, in springless

telegas, through the wild and lonely region in which are

situated the Nerchinsk silver mines. For three days, there-

fore, we rested quietly in the log-house of the young peas-

ant Zablikof, on the bank of the Shilka River, eating all

the nourishing food we could get, sleeping as much as pos-

sible, and bracing ourselves up with quinine and Liebig's

extract of beef.

Sunday morning, finding my strength measurably re-

stored, I walked across the ice of the river to the town of

Stretinsk and called upon the zaseddtel., or district inspector

of police, for the purpose of obtaining horses. Through
the greater part of the Nerchinsk silver-mining district

regular post-roads are lacking; l)ut we had received au-

thority by telegraph from the governoi' of the province to

ask the cooperation of the police in hiring horses from the

peasants along our route, and I had letters of introduction

to most of the police officials from Major Potulof. The
zaseddtel ivceived me r-ourteously, and at once made the
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necessary requisition for horses, but said he must warn me

that an epidemic of smallpox prevailed in all the region

between Stretinsk and the mines, and that it would be

unsafe for us to sleep at night in the peasants' houses, or

even to go into them for food. This unwelcome intelligence

discouraged us more than anything that we had yet heard.

The journey to the mines would involve hardship enough

at best, and if, in a temperature that was almost constantly

below zero, we could not enter a peasant's house to obtain

food or shelter without risk of taking the smallpox, we

should be between the horns of a very unpleasant dilemma.

I was strongly tempted to proceed westward to the town of

Nerchinsk, and enter the mining district from that side

;

but such a course would greatly increase the distance to

be traveled, and finding that Mr. Frost was willing to share

with me the risk of infection, I finally decided to adhere to

our original plan. Sunday afternoon we loaded our bag-

gage into a small, shallow tdcfia, lashed on behind a bag of

frozen bread upon which we could not comfortably sit, and

set out, with two horses and a ragged, low-spirited driver,

for the Alexandrofski Zavod and the mine of Algachi.

The silver mines of Nerchinsk are not situated, as one

might suppose them to be, at or near the town of Nerchinsk,

but are scattered over a wild, desolate, mountainous region,

thousands of square miles in extent, known as " The Ner-

chinsk Silver-mining District." This district is coterminous,

on its southern side, with the frontier line of MongoHa, and

occupies the greater part of the irregular triangle formed

by the rivers Shilka and Argun, just above the point where

they unite to form the Amur. The existence of silver and

lead ore in this region was known even to the prehistoric

aborigines of Siberia, and traces of their primitive mining

operations were found near the Argun by the first Russian

explorers of the country. In the year 1700 Greek mining

engineers in the employ of tlie Russian (Tovernment founded

the Neivhinski Zavod, or Nerdiinsk Works, near the Mon-

gohan frontier, and before tlic cud of the century shafts
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liad been sunk in more than twenty plucey between the

Argun and the Shilka, and eight zavods, or smelting-fur-

naces, had been constructed for the reduction of the ore.

Tlie mines were Avorked at first by peasants brought from

other parts of Siberia and forcibly colonized at points

where their labor was needed, but in 1722 their places were

taken to some extent by hard-labor convicts deported from

the prisons of European Russia. Since that time the mines

have been manned partly by colonized peasants and partly

by common criminals of the penal-servitude class. With

the exception of Poles and a few of the Decembrist con-

spirators of 1825, political convicts have not been sent to

the Nerchinsk silver-mining district until within the last

two or three years. Thousands of Polish insurgents were

transported thither after the unsuccessful insurrection of

18G3,' but since that time pohtical offenders, as a rule, have

been sent to the mines of Kara.

Our first objective point, after leaving Stretinsk, was the

Alexandrofski Zavod, or Alexander Works, distant in a

southwesterly direction about one hundred and twenty-five

miles. The " Works," from which the place originally de-

rived a part of its name and all of its importance, were

abandoned many years ago and gradually fell into ruins,

but the village attached to them still lingers in a mori-

bund condition and now sustains a small convict prison. As

we wished to examine this prison, and as the Alexandrofski

Zavod, moreover, was a convenient point of departure for the

once famous but subsequently abandoned mine of Akatiii,

we decided to make there a short stay. The weather when

we left Stretinsk was cold and cloudy, with a raw wind from

the northeast. The low, desolate mountains between which

we traveled w^ere whitened by a thin film of snow, but the

1 Afcording to Maximof, who had and 7109 of them were eoiidemned to

access to the official records, the niim- penal servitude. Nearly all of the last-

her of Poles exiled to Siberia between named class went to, the Nerchinsk sil-

the years 1863 and 18GG was 18,623. ver mines. Maximof, "Siberia and

Of this number 8199— including 4252 Penal Servitude," Vol. Ill, pp. 80, 81.

nobles—were sent to Eastern Siberia St. Petersburg: 1871.
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road was bare and di-y, and we were soon covered with

dust thrown up by the wheels of our vehicle. By the time

we had made the first stretch of twenty miles we were cold,

tired, and hungry enough to seek rest and refreshment;

but the village where we stopped to change horses had a

deserted, pestilence-stricken appearance, and we did not

even dare to alight from our telerja. Cold and hunger were

preferable to smallpox. Our driver tried to reassure us

by declaring that the disease was of a mild type, but Mr.

Frost expressed a fear that it might resemble Siberian

vermin in being comparatively "mild" and harmless to

natives but death to foreigners. When we reached the

village of Kopun, at the end of the second stretch, it was
beginning to grow dark, the mercury had fallen nearly to

zero, and I was so deadly cold that I could hardly move
my stiffened and benumbed limbs.

"I can't stand this any longer," I said to Mr. Frost.

" One might as well get the smallpox as freeze to death.

I'm going to knock at the door of this house and ask

whether they have the confounded disease or not. If they

say they have n't, I'm going in to warm myself and get

something to eat."

I knocked at the door and it was opened by a pale-faced,

weary-looking woman.
" Will you be kind enough to tell me whether you have

smallpox in the house '? " I inquired.

" Yes," she replied ;
" we have."

That was enough. I did not wait for particulars, but

hastened back to the tehU/a, and said to Mr. Frost that, as

we seemed to be between the devil and the deep sea, I was

going for the bread-bag. Another disappointment, how-

ever, awaited me. The loaves not only were frozen to the

consistency of geodes, but were completely covered with

dust and sand that had been thrown up by the wheels of

the telerja, and had sifted through the loose meshes of the

homespun linen bag. I gave one of them to Mr. Frost,

took another myself, and for three-quai'ters of an hour we
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sat thoiv in tlic diH'iH'iiiiiii- twilight, shivering' with cold and

gnawing frozen bread, while we waited for horses.

" O Keuuan !
" said Mr. Frost with a groan, " if I onl}-

had some warm milk-toast !

"

But it was of no use to wish for sueli a luxury as warm
milk-toast in the silver-mining district of Nerchinsk. What
we had to do was to warm and aerate with imagination

tlu^ food that we could get, and congratulate ourselves upon
having escaped the smallpox. I proposed, however, that

we should sit on the bread throughout the next stretch,

and thus protect it to some extent from dust and the refrig-

erating influence of an arctic climate. The proposition was
approved and adopted, but the result was merely to ex-

change one sort of discomfort for another.

Horses were forthcoming at last, and after another long,

cold, and dreary ride we reached, about nine o'clock at

night, the comfortable station of Shelapugina, on the post-

road between the town of Nerchinsk and the Nerchinski

Zavod. I did not feel able to go any further that day, and

as the postmaster assured us that there had never been a

case of smallpox in the station, we brought in our baggage,

drank tea, and, without removing our clothing, lay down
as usual on our sheepskin overcoats upon the floor of the

travelers' room. Monday morning, refreshed by a good

night's sleep and a breakfast of tea, fresh bread, and fat

soup, we resumed our journey and rode all day through

shallow valleys, between low, treeless, and dreary-looking

mountains, towards the Alexandrofski Zavod. The sky

was clear and the sunshine inspiriting; but the mercury
had fallen to fifteen degrees below zero, our horses were

white and shaggy with frost, the jolting of our vehicle

made it difficult to keep our furs wrapped closely about us,

and we suffered severely all day from cold. About half-

past six o'clock in the evening we stopped for an hour to

di'ink tea in a village whose name, Kavwikuchigazamiirs-

kaya, seemed to me to contain more letters than the place

itself had iidiabitants. We met there a young technologist
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from St. Petersburg, who had been sent to the mines to

teach the convicts the use of dynamite, and who was on

his way home. He gave us a most gloomy account of Hfe

in the silver-mining district. The convict prisons, he said,

were " the very worst in the Empire " ; the officials were
" cruel and incompetent " ; the convicts were " ill-treated,

beaten by everybody, with or without reason, forced to

work when sick, and killed outright with explosives which

the overseers were too ignorant or too careless to handle

with proper precautions." He referred to the mining-

authorities with bitterness, as if his personal relations with

them had been unpleasant; and, in view of that fact, it

seemed to me prudent to take his statements with some

allowance. I give them for what they may be worth in

connection with my own later investigations.

Just before midnight on Tuesday we reached the village

of Makarovo, 112 miles from Stretinsk, and stopped for the

night in what was known as the zemskl kvartfr, a log house

occupied by a peasant family whose duty it was to give

food and shelter to traveling officials. As soon as possible

after drinking tea we went to bed, Mr. Frost lying on the

floor, while I stretched myself out on a bench near one of

the windows. The room was intolerably hot, the pine logs

of the walls in the vicinity of the oven emitted a strong-

resinous odor, the air was close and heavy, and for a long-

time I could not get to sleep. I had just lost consciousness,

as it seemed to me, when I was aroused by a loud and pro-

longed " Cock-a-doo-oo-dle-doo-oo !
" which proceeded, ap-

parently, from a point distant only a few inches from my
head. Upon investigating this singular phenomenon 1

discovered that the space under the bench upon which 1

lay had been inclosed with slats and turned into a chicken-

coop. A large cock, thinking, doubtless, that it must b«'

near morning, had put his head out and up through the

slats, and crowed lustily in my very ear. This performance

he repeated, at short intervals, throughout tlie r(^mainder

of the night, so that, although I finally took a position as
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t'iir away from him as possiblo on the floor, I could .i>:et little

rest. I have slept in Siberian cabins with colts, dogs, cat-

tle, and sheep, but one wakeful Shanghai rooster will make

r

<2r'

more disturbance in a small room at night than a whole

ark-load of quadrupeds.

We reached the Alexandrofski Zavod at ten o'clock Tues-

day morning, and found it to be a dreary, dead-and-alive

Siberian village of two or three hundred inhabitants, sit-

uated in the middle of a flat, uncultivated steppe, with

a rickety, tumble-down bridge in the foreground, and low,
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bare, snow-covered mountains in the distance. The con-

vict prison, to which we were conducted by the warden,

Mr. Fomin, proved to be nothing more than a hogadielnia,

or infirmary, to which were sent hopelessly disabled and

broken-down convicts from other parts of the Nerchinsk

mining district. The main building, which is shown on

the right of the bridge in the iUustration, on page 284, is

a one-story log structui*e of the usual Kara type, and con-

tained, at the time of our visit, 137 prisoners. It had been

standing, the warden said, about half a century, and its

sanitary condition, as might have been expected, was bad.

The floors were dirty, the air in the cells was heavy and

vitiated, and the corridors were filled with the stench of

privies and neglected jj«>yLs7/«.s\ In two of the kameras we

found lunatics Hving with their sane comrades. The hos-

pital attached to the prison is small, but it was not over-

crowded, and it seemed to me to be clean and in fairly good

condition. The coarse Hnen on the cot beds was dirty, but

the feldsher, or hospital-steward, said that this was not his

fault. The supply of bed-hnen was scanty, and he did the

best he could with what was furnished him. He seemed

to be very much gi-atified when I told him that his hospital,

although small, impressed me as being the cleanest and

best-managed institution of the kind that I had seen in the

Trans-Baikal.

After having inspected the prison, Mr. Frost and I re-

turned to Mr. Fomin's comfortable house, where we met the

isprdvnik of Nerchinski Zavod, a tall, well-built, good-look-

ing man about forty years of age, who was making a tour

of his district. He was very pleasant and communicative,

talked with us frankly about the Nerchinsk mines, and said,

without hesitation, that the Government's management of

them was " clumsy, incompetent, and wasteful." He thought

that it would be much better for the country if the whole

Nerchinsk silver-mining district were thrown open to pri-

vate enterprise. Many of the engineers in the employ of

the Government were either corrupt or incapable, and the
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mines did not prodnco lialf as much silver as they ought.

As an ilhistration of \ho existing state of atfairs he referred

to two gold placers in his district, which had been carefully

examined by engineers of the Tsar's cabinet ' and had been

pronounced Avorthless. They had subsequently been sold

or granted by the Tsar to private individuals, and had then

produced 600 2)uds, or more than 27,000 pounds of pure

gold. The ispraniik intimated, although he did not ex-

plicitly say, that the (xovernment engineers who examined

the placers and declared them worthless were in league

with the private individuals who desired to obtain title to

them ; and that the proceeds of this robbery of the Crown
were shared by the parties to the corrupt agreement. I

have no doubt that such was the case. The Tsar himself

is constantly robbed and defrauded by the officials to whom
he intrusts the management of his Siberian property.

After a good dinner of soup, fish, roasted gi'ouse, vegeta-

bles, and compote of fruits, with rckUri and two or three

kinds of wine, which Mr. Fomin set out in honor of his

guests, the isprdvnik, the warden, Mr. Frost, and I started

with two troikas of horses for the mine of Akatui, which

w^as distant about twelve miles. This mine had long before

l)een abandoned by the Government and had filled with

water ; but I was particularly anxious to see how it was

situated, partly because it once had been the most dreaded

place of punishment in all Siberia, and partly because the

Government was then making preparations to transport to

it all of the political convicts at the mines of Kara. The

road ran across the desolate steppe to the foot of a low

mountain range six or eight miles northwest of the Zavod,

and then entered a shallow valley between rounded and

perfectly barren hills, about a thousand feet in height,

1 Nearly all the mines in this part quaintance began the compilation of

of the Trans-Baikal belong to the Tsar a work that he intended to publish

in person and are known as the "cabi- abroad under the title, " The Origin of

net mines." How the Tsar acquired the Wealth of the Romanofs," but he

title to them I do not know. An edu- was sent to Siberia before he could

cated Russian gentleman of my ac- coraj^lete his investigation.
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whose snowy slopes limited the vision in every direction.

As we ascended this valley the hills shut it in more and

more closely, until, a mile and a half or two miles beyond

the small village of Akatiii, it became a secluded and inex-

pressibly dreary glen, where there were no signs of life

except the stunted and leafless bushes which here and there

OLD POLITICAL PRISON AT THE MINE OF AKATUI.

broke the uniform whiteness of the snow-covered hills. It

seemed to me that I had never seen a place so lonely, so

cheerless, so isolated from all the living world. It might

have been a valley among the arctic hills of Greenland near

the Pole.

" Here is the old political prison," said the isprcmiih ; and

as he spoke we stopped in front of a peculiar, half-ruined

log building, which had once apparently l^een covered with

stucco or plaster, and through the middle of which ran a

high-arched gateway. On the flanks of this structure, and

forty or fifty yards from it, stood two weather-beaten

prisons of stuccoed brick, one of them roofless, and both

gi-adually falling into ruins. It was evident that these

prisons had once been surrounded by a stockade, and that

the log building with the arched gateway was the corps-

de-garde through which admission was had to the inclosure.

The stockade, however, had long before disappeared, the

iron gratings had been removed from the windows, and little

remained to indicate to a careless observer the real nature
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of the ruins or the i)iirpoyes that tlioy liad sorved. I

alighted from my tvlcija and eiitcivd tlie prison on the right

of the eorps-de-garde, thinking that I might discover a mural

inscription left by some lonely and unhappy i^risoner, or

[)erhaps lind one of the iron rings or staples in the wall to

which refractory convicts were chained. Every scrap of

iron, however, that could be used elsewhere had been

stripped from the building ; the floors had rotted away

;

the plaster had fallen ; and nothing whatever remained to

suggest to one's imagination the unwritten history of the

gloomy prison, or bear witness to the cruelties and tragedies

that had given to Akatui its evil fame. The prison on the

left of the corps-de-garde was in a much better state of re-

pair than the other, and would doubtless have repaid a

careful examination; but its windows were fastened, its

heavy plank doors were secured with padlocks, and the

warden said he did not know where the keys were or how
we could gain admission. The entrance to the mine of

Akatui was on the hillside, five or six hundred feet above

the bottom of the valley, and we could just see, in the

deepening twilight, the outlines of a small tool-house that

stood near the mouth of the shaft. At an earlier hour of

the day I should have proposed to visit it ; but the dark-

ness of night was already gathering in the valley, the air

was bitterly cold, and as the isprdvnik and the warden
seemed anxious to return to the Zavod I was obliged to

content myself with such an examination of Akatui as could

be made in the vicinity of the prisons. Liinin, one of the

Decembrist conspirators of 1825, lived and died in penal

servitude at this mine, and somewhere in the neighborhood
lie buried many of the Polish patriots sent to Akatui after

the insurrection of 1863. I was unable, however, to find

their graves. The Russian Government does not take

pains to perpetuate the memory of the political offenders

whom it tortures to death in its Siberian prisons, and over

the moldering bodies of most of them there is not so much
as a mound. Since my return from Sil)eria a new prison
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has been erected in the dreary valley of Akatiii, and to it

have been transported many political convicts from Kara.

The intention of the Government is to pump the water out

of the abandoned mine and set the politicals at work in its

damp and gloomy galleries. The change, of course, will be

for the worse. If there is in Siberia a more lonely, a more

cheerless, a more God-forsaken place than Kara, it is the

snowy, secluded valley of Akatui.

At a late hour Tuesday night we returned to the Alex-

andi'ofski Zavod, and about noon on Wednesday, after a

refreshing night's sleep and a good breakfast, we set out

for the mine of Algachi, distant about twenty-two miles.

There was little, if any, change in the appearance of the

country, as we made our way slowly into the silver-mining

district. One range of low, barren, round-topped mountains

succeeded another, like great ocean swells, with hardly a

sign of life or vegetation, except in the shallow haystack-

dotted valleys. From the summit of the last divide that

we crossed before reaching Algachi, the country, which we
could see for thirty miles, looked like a boundless ocean

suddenly frozen solid in the midst of a tremendous Cape

Horn gale when the seas were running mountain-high. Far

down in a snowy trough between two of these mighty surges

we could just make out a little cluster of unpainted log-

houses, which our driver said was the mining village of

Algachi. I wondered, as we stopped for a moment on the

summit to look at it, whether in all the world one could find a

settlement situated in a more dreary and desolate spot. As

far as the eye could see there was not a tree, nor a dark object

of any kind, to break the ghastP}^ whiteness of the rolling

ocean of snowy mountains ; and it was not hard to imagine

that the village itself was nothing more than a little colle(>-

tion of floating driftwood, caught in the trough of the sea

at the moment when the tremendous billows were suddenly

turned to snow and ice. We descended the steep slope of

the mountain to the village by a stony, zigzag road, entered

a long, dirty, straw-littered street between two rows of un-

II 19
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painted woodoii houses, passed tlirovigh several herds of

eattle that sheepskiii-eoated boys were driving in from

l)astuv(s and finally stopped, amid a crowd of curious idlers,

ill front of the ^ems/i/ hrartli., or official lodging-house,

where we intended to spend tlu^ night. It was already

five o'clock,— too late for a visit to the jtrison or an in-

spection of the mine,— and as soon as W(^ had brought in

our baggage and explained to the people of the house who
we were, we set about the preparation of supper. Our

resources were rather limited, but our peasant hostess fur-

nished a steaming samovdr with a little milk and butter,

Mr. Frost produced, with triumph, a can of Californian pre-

served peaches, which he said he had l)Ouglit in 8tretinsk

" for a holiday," and we thawed out and toasted on a stick,

before a cheerful open fire, some of our frozen, sand-pow-

dered bread. Altogether we made out so good a sup-

per that Mr. Frost's imagination never once suggested to

him the desirability of milk-toast, and we went to bed

on the floor about nine o'clock—warm, comfortable, and

happy.

Wednesday morning, after breakfast, we called upon Mr.

Nesterof, the resident mining engineer, and Lieutenant-

colonel Saltstein, the warden of the prison, for the purpose

of getting permission to examine and investigate. Mr.

Nesterof received us with generous Russian hospitality,

insisted upon our taking a supplementary breakfast with

him, and filled and refilled our glasses with vodka, cor-

dial, Crimean wine, and Boston canned lemonade, until we
feared that we should have to postpone our investigations

indefinitely. Lieutenant-colonel Saltstein, who lived in a

large, comfortable house full of blossoming oleanders, ge-

raniums, and abutilon, then declared that we must drink

another bottle of wine and eat a third breakfast with him,

and it was after one o'clock when we finally set out for the

prison and the mine.

Lieutenant-colonel Saltstein was a Finn by birth, and

spoke Russian badly and with a strong German accent, but
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he seemed to he honest and trustworthy, and talked to me
with great frankness and good-humor.

" I am afraid," he said, as we drove through the village

street, " that yon will find our prison the worst you have

I. THK VALLEY AND MINING SETTLED KXT OF ALGACHI. 2. THE PKISON AT ALGACHf.
3. THE PRISON CORBIDOR.

ever seen. It is very old and in bad condition, but I can't

do much to improve it. We are too far away from Peter "

[St. Petersburg.]

I replied reassuringly that I did not think it could be

worse than the common-criminal prison at Ust Kara, and

said that I had had experience enough to understand some
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of tlu' (litlii'iiltios ill the way of prison veforni. He said

nothing, Init sliooiv liis head doubtfully, as if he thought

that my experience would not be complete until I had ex-

amined the prison at Algachi. We presently stopped in

front of a high log stockade, and, alighting from our vehicle,

were received by a sentry with presented arms and then

admitted by the officer of the day to a spacious courtyard,

in the middle of which stood the jn-ison. It was a long,

low, (piadrangular l)uildiiig of sciuanMl logs, with a plain

board roof, a small porch and a door at one end, and a long

row of heavily grated windows. It seemed to me at first

sight to be falling down. The wall on the side next to us

had sunk into the ground until it was apparently two feet

or more out of plumb, and, so far as I could see, nothing-

prevented it from giving way altogether except a row of

logs braced against it nearly at a right angle on the side

towards which it leaned. All of the walls, at some remote

time in the past, had been covered with plaster or stucco

and then whitewashed; but this superficial coating had

fallen off here and there in patches, giving to the building

a most dilapidated appearance. It was, manifestly, a very

old prison ; but exactly how old. Lieutenant-colonel Salt-

steiu could not tell me. For aught that he knew to the

contrary it might have been standing since the opening of

the mine in 1817. We entered the door at one end of the

building and found ourselves in a long, dark, foul-smelling

corridor, which was lighted only at the ends, and which

divided the prison longitudinally into halves. Immediately

to the left of the door as we entered was the pharmacy, and
next to it a large square Camera used as a hospital or lazaret.

In the latter were eight or ten low beds, upon which, under
dirty, and in some cases bloody, sheets, were lying eight

or ten sick or wounded convicts, whose faces were whiter,,

more emaciated, and more ghastly than any I had yet seen.

Two or three of them, the warden said, had just been torn

and shattered by a premature explosion of dynamite in the

mine. The atmosphere of the lazaret, polluted by over-
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respiration, heavy with tlie fevered breath of the siek, and

pervaded by a faint odor of hniment and drugs, was so in-

sufferable that I was ghid, after a quick glance about the

room, to escape into the corridor. The first regular Mmoa
that we examined was about tw^enty-two feet square and

seven or eight feet high, with two windows, a large brick

oven, and a plank sleeping-platform extending around three

of its sides. There was no provision for ventilation, and

the air was almost, if not quite, as bad as in the worst cells

of the prisons at Ust Kara. I could breathe enough of it

to sustain life, and that was all. The first thing that par-

ticularly attracted my attention, after I entered the kmiioa,

was a broad band of dull red which extended around the

dingy, whitewashed walls, just above the sleeping-platform,

like a spotty dado of iron rust. Noticing that I was look-

ing at it with curiosity, Lieutenant-colonel Saltstein re-

marked, with a half-humorous, half-cynical smile, that the

prisoners had been " trying to paint their walls red."

" What is it, any way t " I inquired, and stepping to one

end of the sleeping-platform I made a closer examination.

The dull-red band at once resolved itself into a multitude

of contiguous or overlapping blood-stains, with here and

there the dried and flattened body of a bedbug sticking to

the whitewash. I had no further difficulty in guessing the

nature and significance of the discoloration. The tortured

and sleepless prisoners had been " trying to paint their

walls red " by crushing bedbugs with their hands, as high

up as they could reach while lying on the ndri, and in this

way had so stained the dingy whitewash with their own
l)lood that at a little distance there seemed to be a dado of

iron rust around the three sides of the Jxdiuera where they

slept. How many years this had been going on, how many
thousand convicts had helped to " paint " those " walls red,"

I do not know ; l)ut I had suffered enough in Siberia myself

from vermin fully to understand and appreciate the signifi-

<;ance of that dull-red band.

It is unnecessary to descrilx' in derail tlie other kdmeras
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of tliis \vrot('li(Hl prison. They were all precisely like the

first one except that they (littered slightly in dimensions.

All were overerowdcnl, all were swarming with vin'min, and

the air in them was x)ollnted almost beyond endurance.

At the time of our visit the prison as a whole contained

lOJ) convicts—about twice the number for which there was

adequate air space.

At the first favoral)le opportunity I said to Lieutenant-

colonel Saltstein :
" I cannot understand why you allow

such a prison as this to exist. You have here 169 convicts.

Only forty or fifty of them work in the mine ; the rest lie

all day in these foul cells in idleness. Why don't you take

them out to the nearest forest, set them to w^ork cutting-

timber, make them drag the logs to the village, and have

them build a better and larger prison for themselves!

They would be glad to do it, the expense would be trifling,

and in a few months you would have here a prison fit for

a human being to live in."

" My dear sir," he replied,^ " I cannot send convicts into

the woods without orders to do so. Suppose some of them

should escape,— as they probably would,— I should be held

responsible and should lose my place. I don't dare to do

anything that I have not been ordered to do by the prison

department. The authorities in St. Petersburg are aware

of the condition of this prison. I have reported on it year

after year. As long as five years ago, after calling atten-

tion as urgently as I dared to the state of affairs, I received

orders to consult with the district architect and draw up a

plan and estimates for a new prison. I did so ; but you

know how such things go. Letters are two or three months

in reaching St. Petersburg from here. When our plans

and estimates finally get there they go to the prison de-

partment, where they have to take their turn with hundreds

of other documents from hundreds of other prisons in all

parts of the Empire. Perhaps for months they are not even

1 I do not pretend to quote Lieu- but I give accurately, I think, the sub-

tenant-colonel Saltstein's exact words, stance of his statements.
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looked at. Finally they are examined, and some decision

is reached with regard to them. If they require an extraor-

dinary expenditure of money they may have to go to the

Minister of the Interior and the Minister of Finance, or

await the making up of the budget for the next fiscal year.

In any event twelve months or more elapse before their

fate is finally determined. Somewhere and by somebody
objection is almost sure to be made, either to the plans

themselves, or to the amount of money that they require,

and the documents are returned to us for modification or

amendment in accordance with the suggestions of some
official who knows little or nothing about our needs and

circumstances. Thus, a year or more after the departure

for St. Petersburg of our plans and estimates they come
back to us for alteration. We alter them in such a way as

to meet the views of our superiors and send them to St.

Petersburg again. In the meantime the persomiel of the

prison department has perhaps changed. New officials

have taken the places of the old ; new ideas with regard to

prisons and prison reform have become prevalent ; and our

modified plans and estimates, which would have satisfied

the prison authorities of 1880, are found defective by the

prison authorities of 1882. After the lapse of another

period of sixteen or eighteen months the papers again come
back to us for revision and alteration. And so it goes on,

year after year. Plans and estimates for a new prison at

the mine of Algachi have been in existence ever since 1880.

Meanwhile they have twice been to St. Petersburg and back,

and are now there for the third time. What are you going

to do about it ! Even when the erection of a new prison

has been authorized, the work proceeds very slowly. It is

now almost ten years since the Government actually began

to build a new brick prison at the mine of Gorni Zerentui,

and the carpenters have n't even got the roof on, to say

nothing about floors."'

1 This prison was not finished until tlie Chief Prison Administration for

1888—three years later. (Report of 1888, p. 99.)
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'*But," I said, "such a systoni is all wrong; tliero 'h no

sense in such nianagvment. What is the use of correspond-

ing for years with indifferent officials in St. Petersburg

about a matter that might be settled in twenty-four hours

by the governor of the province, or even by a petty

isjjrdrnik f All over Eastern Siberia I have found miser-

able, decaying, tumble-down log prisons, and everywhere

in such prisons 1 have seen able-bodied convicts living

month after month in al)solute idleness. The country is

full of trees suitable for timber, you have plenty of labor

that costs you nothing, every Russian peasant knows how

to put up a log building—why don't you let your idle con-

victs build prisons for themselves ?

"

" We have n't a strong enough convoy here to guard con-

victs in the woods," said the warden ;
" they would escape."

" That is no reason," I replied. " It is easy enough for a

Grovernment like yours to strengthen the convoy during

the time that the timber is being cut ; and suppose that a

few of the prisoners do escape ! From my point of view it

would be better to let half of them escape than to keep

them shut up in idleness in such a prison as this. Nobody

yet has given me a satisfactory explanation of the fact that,

although hundreds, if not thousands, of convicts lie idle for

months or years in overcrowded and decaying log prisons,

no attempt is made to utilize their labor in the erection of

larger and better buildings."

'

The warden shrugged his shoulders in the significant

Russian way, but did not pursue the subject. I have never

seen any reason to change the opinion that I formed at

Algachi with regard to this prison. As a place of confine-

ment, even for the w^orst class of oft'enders, it was a disgrace

1 Siuc-e this chapter was written. State C'oiuieillor Petrof, of the Irkutsk

convict labor has been utilized, as here provincial administration, in a much
suggested, in the erection of a new shorter time than was anticipated, and

exile forwarding prison at Alexan- at a cost twenty-five per cent below

drofsk, a short distance from Irkutsk, the estimates. (Report of the Chief

The building was put up under the Prison Administration for 1888, p.

immediate personal supervision of 103.)
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to a civilized state, and the negligence, indifference, and
incompetence shown by the Government in dealing with
its admitted evils were absolutely inexcusable.

After having thanked Lieutenant-culuncl JSaltstein for
his hospitality, and for his courtesy in showing us the
prison, Mr. Frost and I set out, with Mr. Nesterof, for th(^

Algachi mine, which is situated about a mile from the vil-

lage, on the northern slope of one of the great mountain
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waves that t'orni tlie vnlU^y. The day was eleai' and pleas-

ant, bnt very cold; tlie gTonnd was everywhere covered

witli snow, and a most dreary arctic landscape was pre-

sented to ns as we rode from the prison down into the

valley. A few hnndred yards tVom the village our atten-

tion was attractinl to half a dozen dark objects—apparently

animals of some kind—on the "white slope of the adjacent hill.

" I verily believe," said Mr. Frost, after a prolonged stare

at them, " that they 're camels !

"

" Camels !
" I exclaimed incredulously. " Who ever heard

of camels at the mines of Nerchinsk ! and how could they

live in such a climate as this ?

"

As we drew nearer to them, however, it became evident

that camels they were. To whom they belonged, whence

they had come, and whither they were going I do not

know ; but it seemed strange enough to see a herd of great

double-humped Bactrian camels nibbling the tufts of frost-

bitten grass that appeared here and there above the snow
in the foreground of that bleak, desolate arctic landscape.

If we had expected to find at the mine of Algachi the

buildings, the steam-engines, the hoisting machinery, and

the stamp-mills that would have marked the location of an

American mine, we should have been greatly disappointed.

The mining-plant consisted of a powder-magazine, a roofed-

over cellar used for the storage of dynamite, a shanty or

two, and a small log tool-house which served also as a

smithy, a repair shop, a crushing and sorting room, and a

guard-house. In the building last mentioned half a dozen

convicts, including two or three women, were breaking up
ore with short hammers and sorting it into piles, an over-

seer was sharpening a drill on an old worn grindstone, and

three or four soldiers were lounging on a low bench, over

which, in a rack against the wall, hung their Berdan rifles.

It was, without exception, the most feeble exhibition of

mining activity that I had ever witnessed.

Mr. Nesterof did not seem inclined to go down into the

mine with us, but turned us over to one of the convicts,
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who, he said, would show us all that there was to be seen.

Meanwhile he himseK would attend to some matters of

business and await oui' reappearance. Our guide gave to

each of us an unsheltered tallow candle, with a piece of

paper wrapped around it, provided himself with a similar

light, thrust half a dozen dynamite cartridges about as big

as cannon firecrackers into the breast of his sheepskin coat

in such a manner as to leave the long white ftises hanging

out, and said that he was ready. We followed him out of

the tool-house, ascended the mountain-side about a hun-

dred yards, and entered through a narrow wooden door a

low horizontal gallery, the sides of which were timbered,

and upon whose inclined floor had been laid a rude wooden
tramway. Stopping for a moment just inside the door to

Ught our candles, we groped our way in a half-crouching

attitude along the low gallery, our convict guide stumbling

now and then over the loose planks in such a way as to

suggest to my mind the idea that he would eventually fall

down, bring the flame of his light into contact with the

dangling fuses of his dynamite cartridges, and blow us all

out of the tunnel like wads from a Fourth-of-July cannon.

About 150 feet from the entrance we came to the black,

unguarded mouth of the main shaft, out of which projected

the end of a worn, icy ladder. Down this our guide climbed

with practised ease, shouting back at us a warning to be

careful where we stepped, since some of the rungs were

missing and the ladders were set diagonally parallel with

one another at such an angle as to necessitate a long stride

across the shaft from the bottom of one to the top of the

next. We were not half as much afraid, however, of losing

our foothold as we were of being blown into fragments by
an accidental explosion of his djmamite cartridges. I still

had a vivid remembrance of the ghastly forms lying under

the bloody sheets in the prison hospital, and every time I

looked down and saw the guide's candle swaying back and
forth in close proximity to the white fuses that hung out of

the breast of his sheepskin coat I could not help imagining
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the appearance tliat I should present when hiid out for suv-

ii'ieal treatment, or perhaps for burial, on one of those dirty

pi'ison eots.

As we slowly descended into the depths of the nunc,

sometimes on ladders and sometimes on slippery notched

logs, 1 became conscious of a peculiar, unpleasant odor,

which I presumed to be due to a recent explosion of dyna-

mite' in one of the adjacent galleries. Our candles began

to burn blue and finally went out altogether, matches could

hardly be made to light, and we found ourselves clinging

to a worn ladder, in total darkness, over a bottomless abyss,

wondering how long air that would not support combustion

M'ould support life. We did not feel any sensation of oj^-

pression, nor did we seem to be in any immediate danger

of asphyxiation ; but there was evidently very little of

oxygen in the air, and we were not a little relieved when,

by dint of striking innumerable matches, we succeeded in

groping our way down two or three more ladders to the

mouth of a gallery where our candles would again burn.

Along this gallery we proceeded for a hundred yards or

more, clambering here and there over piles of glittering ore

which convicts were carrying on small hand-barrows to one

of the hoisting shafts. The temperature of the mine seemed

to be everywhere below the freezing point, and in many
places the walls and roof were thickly incrusted with frost-

crystals, which sparkled in the candlelight as if the gallery

were lined with gems. After wandering about hither and
thither in a maze of low, narrow passages, we came to

another shaft, and descended another series of worn, icy

ladders to the deepest part of the mine. Here six or eight

men were at work getting out ore and drilling holes in the

rock for the insertion of blasting cartridges. Their tools

and appliances were of the rudest, most primitive descrij)-

tion, and the way in which the work w^as being carried on

would have brought a contemptuous smile to the face of a

Nevada miner. The air almost everywhere on the lower

level had been exhausted of its oxygen and vitiated by ex-
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plosives to such an extent that our candles went out almost

as fast as we could relight them ; but no adequate provision

had been made for renewing the air supply. The only

ventilating apparatus in use was a circular iron fan, or

blower, which a single convict turned by means of a clumsy

wooden crank. It made a loud rumbling noise that could be

heard all over the lower part of the mine, but, as there were

no pipes to it or from it, it was absolutely useless. It merely

agitated the impure air a little in the immediate vicinity,

and so far as desiral^le results were concerned the convict

who operated it might as weU have turned a grindstone.

After wandering about the mine for half an hour, examin-

ing at various points the silver-bearing veins, collecting

specimens of the ore, and watching the work of the sheep-

skin-coated convicts, we retraced our steps to the bottom

of the main shaft, laboriously climbed up thirty or forty

ladders and notched logs to the upper level, and returned

to the tool-house.

A cold, piercing wind was Ijlowing across the desolate

mountain-side, and ten or fifteen shivering convicts who
had finished their day's task, and were standing in a group

near the tool-house asked permission of Mr. Nesterof to

return to their prison, where they might at least keep warm.

He told them i-ather roughly that the day's output of ore

had not all been " sorted," and that they must wait. There

was no place where they could go for shelter; they had

had nothing to eat since morning ; and for an hour and a

half or more they were compelled to stand out-of-doors on

the snow, exposed to a piercing wind, in a temperature

below zero, while the " sorters " in the tool-house were fin-

ishing their work. It was, perhaps, a trivial thing, but it

showed a hardness and indift'erence to suffering on the part

of the mining officials that went far to confirm the state-

ments made to us l)y the young technologist from St.

Petersburg. Mr. Nesterof seemed to be irritated by the

very reasonable request of the half-frozen convicts as if it

were an evidence of impudence and insubordination.
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After watc'liiiig for a few nionients the breaking up and

sorting of tlie ore in the tool-house we drove to the Pokrof-

ski mine, wliich was situated on the side of another bare

mountain ridge about four miles farther to the northwest-

ward. Th(> country between the two mines was as dreary

THK roKKCJFSKl MINE.

and desolate as any we had yet traversed. Not a tree nor

a bush was to be seen in any direction, and the rolling,

snow-clad mountains suggested in general contour the im-

mense surges and mounds of water raised by a hurricane

at sea. The buildings at the entrance to the mine consisted

of a tool-house like that at the mine of Algachi, a magazine

or storehouse, a few i^-shaped shanties, in which lived the

convicts of the free command, and two small prisons, one

of which was apparently new. On the summit of a rocky

ridge just over these buildings were two sentry-boxes, in

each of which stood an armed soldier on guard. Mr. Frost,

who was very tired, did not care to inspect any more mines,

and taking a position on the snow near the tool-house he

proceeded, with hands encased in thick gloves, to make a

sketch of the scene, while Mr. Nesterof and I, under the

guidance of a convict, descended the main shaft. The

Pokrofski mine did not differ essentially from that of

Algachi, except that it was not so extensive nor so deep.
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The air in it was damp and comparatively warm, water

di'ipped from the roofs of the galleries into little pools here

and there on the floors, and the ladders in the main shaft

were slippery with mud. Why it should thaw in this mine
and freeze in the mine of Algaehi, only four miles away, I

could not understand, nor did Mr. Nesterof seem to be able

to give me a satisfactory explanation. In the mine of

AlgachI there was no water, and the galleries for seventy-

five or a hundred feet together were lined with frost-crys-

tals and ice. In the mine of Pokrofski there was no ice at

all, and the shaft and galleries were dripping with moisture.

The air in the Pokrofski mine seemed to be pui-e, and our

candles everywhere barned freely. Only a few men were

at work, and they seemed to be engaged in hauling up ore

in small buckets by means of a cable and a primitive hand-

windlass.

After climbing up and down slippery ladders until I was
covered with mud, and walking in a bent posture through

.Uff-^'^-^**'^'^

Till:, I'OKltolSKl PRISON.

low galleries until my ])ack ached, I told Mr. Nesterof that

I was satisfied, and we returned, tired and bathed in per-

spiration, to the tool-house. The convict who had accom-

panied us through the mine blew out his tallow candle,

and without taking the troul)le comi)letely to extinguish

the wick laid it, still all aglow, in a small wooden box,
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Avliic'li eoiitaiiiod anioiii^ oihov tliiiiii:s a dyiiainito cartridge

luji' enough to l)low the whole tool-liouse into the air. I

(lid not regard myseh' as naturally timorous or nervous,

hut when the convict shut down the lid of that box over

the long glowing wick of a tallow candle and a dynamite
cartridge with fuse attached, I had business out-of-doors.

When I thought time enough had elapsed for the wick to

go out, I reentered the house, washed my muddy liands

in the grindstone trough, inspected Mr. Frost's sketches,

and asked Mr. Nesterof a long series of questions about the

mines.

The silver-bearing veins or lodes in the mines of Algachi

and Pokrofski vary in thickness from 12 or 14 inches to 5

or 6 feet. The ore, which has a bright glittering appear-

ance, consists of silver and lead in the proportion of about

1 to 100, with a greater or less admixture of wdiat the Rus-
sian miners call Httkori obDidida, or " zinc deceit." As the

metal last named is nuich less fusible than le,ad, it liecomes

very troublesome in the reducing furnaces, and, so far as

possible, the miners get rid of it l)y lireaking up the ore

into small pieces and discarding that part of it in which
the zinc predominates. The work of crushing and sorting-

is performed by the w^eaker male convicts and the women,
and is regarded as the lightest form of hard labor. It is

about equivalent to breaking stones on the road with a

heav>^, short-handled hammer. Out of the mines of Algachi

and Pokrofski, wdiicli are the most productive in the dis-

trict, there are taken every year nearly 400 short tons of

ore, which, when reduced, yields about 1440 pounds of

silver, valued at $20,000, and 144,000 pounds of lead. The
lead, owing to the expense of transportation to a market,

is virtually worthless, and at the time of our visit nearly

2000 tons of it v, ere lying at the Kutomarski Zavod, where
the ore from these mines for many years has been reduced.

The average number of convicts employed in the two mines
is 220, and each of them gets out *)G00 pounds of ore a

year, or about 10 pounds a day. These figures alone are
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enough to show how feebly and inefficiently the mines are

worked. Until the early part of 1885 the convicts were

sent down the shafts every day in the year with the excep-

tion of a few gi-eat church holy days, but since that time

they have been allowed two days' rest a month, viz., the

1st and the 15th. They work by stents or " tasks," which
can be completed by able-bodied men in from eight to ten

hours. They receive, in quantity and kind, substantially

the same food and clothing that are given to the hard-labor

convicts at the mines of Kara, and their maintenance costs

the Government about $40 a year, or a little less than 11

cents a day per capita.

Regarded as places of punishment the Nerchinsk mines
did not seem to me so terrible as they are often represented

to be. It is not very pleasant, of course, to work eight or

ten hours every day in a damj) or icy gallery 300 feet un-

derground ; but even such employment is, I think, less pre-

judicial to health than unbroken confinement in a dirty,

overcrowded, and foul-smelling convict prison. The mines
are badly ventilated and the gases liberated in them by the

explosives used are doubtless injurious ; but there are no
deadly fumes or exhalations from poisonous ores like cin-

nabar to affect the health of the laborers, and experience

seems to show that the death-rate is no higher among the

convicts who go regularly every day into the mines than

among those who lie idle day after day in the vitiated air

of the prison kdmeras. If I were permitted to make choice

between complete idleness in such a prison as that of Algachi

or Ust Kara and regular daily labor in the mines, I should,

without hesitation, choose the latter. So far as I could

ascertain by careful inquiry among the convicts themselves,

no one has ever been compelled to live and sleep in these

mines day and night, and I believe that all the stories to

that effect pu])lished from time to time are wholly imagi-

nary and fictitious. TIk^ working force may occasionally

have been divided into <lay and night gangs, or shifts, sent

into the mines alternately, but the same men have never
II 20
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THE VILLAGE WELL AT ALGACHf.

been required to remain tliere continuously for twenty-four
hours. At the present time there is no night work and all

of the convicts return to their prisons Ijefore dark, or, in the
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short days of mid-winter, very soon after dark. I do not

wish to be understood as saying that the life of Russian

convicts at the Nerchinsk silver mines is an easy one, or

that they do not suffer. I can hardly imagine a more ter-

rible and hopeless existence than that of a man who works
all day in one of the damp, muddy galleries of the Pokrof-

ski mine, and goes back at night to a close, foul, vermin-

infested prison like that of Algachi. It is worse than the life

of any pariah dog, but at the same time it is not the sensa-

tionally terrible life of the fictitious convict described by
Mr. Grenville Murray—the convict who lives night and day

underground, sleeps in a rocky niche, toils in hopeless

misery under the lash of a pitiless overseer, and is slowly

poisoned to death by the fumes of quicksilver. Such
things may be effective in a sensational drama, but they

are not true. The worst featiu-e of penal servitude in

Siberia is not hard labor in the mines ; it is the condition

of the prisons.

When Mr. Frost, Mr. Nesterof, and I returned from the

Pokrofski mine to the village of Algachi it was beginning

to grow dark, and the village girls were watering their cows

and filling their icy l)uckets at a curbed spring or well near

the zemski kvartir. We drove to the house of Mr. Nesterof

for dinner, spent an hour or two in conversation, and de-

voted the remainder of the evening to writing up note-

books and completing sketches.

Friday morning, November 20tli, we bade Mr. Nesterof

and Lieutenant-colonel Saltstein good-by, and set out with

two horses, a small uncomfortable telega, and a fresh supply

of provisions for the village and mine of Kadaiya, distant

from Algachi about ninety miles. The weather was still

very cold, the road ran through the same dreary, desolate

sea of snow-covered mountains that surrounds the mine

of Algachi, and for two days we neither saw nor heard

anything of particular interest. At half-past eleven o'clock

Friday night, tirecl, hungry, and half frozen, we reached

the village of Dono, fcn'ty-six miles from Algachi; Satin*-
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(lay aftoriux^ii we passed the Kutomai'ski Zavod, where we
stopped for two or three hours to examine the smelting

works; and early Sunday morning, after having traveled

nearly all night at the expense of not a little suffering from

cold and hunger, we finally reached the miserable, forlorn

mining village of Kadaiya, found the zemsk'i JivarUr, and as

soon as we could warm and refresh ourselves a little with

tea went promptly to bed—Mr. Frost on top of the large

])rick oven, and I on the floor.
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About ten o'clock Sunday forenoon we got up, somewhat
rested and refreshed, and after a hasty and rather unsatis-

factory breakfast of bread and tea went out into the broad,

snowy, and deserted street of the village— Mr. Frost to

make a sketch, and I to find the ustdvsJich'd; or officer in

charge of the mine.

The Kadainski mine, which is one of the oldest and most
extensive silver mines in the Nerchinsk district, is situated

on the side of a bold, steej), round-topped mountain about

300 yards from the village and 200 or 300 feet above it. It

has been worked for more than a century, and was at one
time very productive; but the richest veins of ore in it

have been exhausted, ancl it does not now yield nearly as

much silver as the Pokrofski mine or the mine of Algachi.

The KstdvslicJul; whom I found at work in a log house

near the mine, and who seemed to be an intelligent and
well-educated Siberian peasant, received me pleasantly but

with some surjDrise, read my letters of introduction, ex-

pressed his willingness to show me everything that I desired

to see, and in ten minutes we were on our way to the mine.

In the tool-house, which stood over the mouth of the main

shaft, I put on the outer dress of one of the convicts,

—

which I soon found to be full of vermin,—the ustdvslichlk

donned a long, mud-stained kJialdt, a battered uniform cap,

and a pair of heavy leather mittens, and providing ourselves

with tallow candles we lowered ourselves into the black

mouth of the Voskresenski or Ascension shaft. After de-

scending ten or twelve ladders, we reached, at a depth of

about 120 feet, a spacious chamber from which radiated

three or four horizontal galleries much wider and higher

than any that I had seen in the mines of Pokrofski and

Algachi. The floor of the chamber was covered with water

to a depth of three or four inches and moisture was drip-

ping everywhere from the walls. At a depth of 200 feet we
reached another landing and entered the mouth of a very

wide and high gallery leading away into the heart of the

mountain. There had just been a blast somewhere in this
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part of the mine, and as we proceeded through the gallery,

whieh was filled with powder smoke, I eould see absolutely

nothing except the faint glimmer of the ustavslwhik^s candle

in the mist ahead. Guided l>y that, T stumbled along the

uneven tloor of the gallery, stepping now and then into a

hole or splashing into a pool of water, and imagining for

an instant that I had tumbled into an abandoned shaft. In

one place we passed a very extensive excavation, out of

which the ustdvshchik said an immense body of ore had

been taken as long ago as the middle of the last century.
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A vast area of roof had been left supported by quadi-au-

gular piles of crossed logs, which were so black from lapse

of time that they were hardly recognizable as wood, and

in many cases so soft that I could take pinches of rot-

ten fiber out of them with my fingers. This part of the

mine the nstcivsJicJiik said was regarded as very dangerous,

and he did not think it prudent to go any farther. From
the point where we turned to retrace our steps black, irreg-

ular caverns could still be seen stretching away in every di-

rection— some upward, some horizontally, and some down-
ward at a steep angle into an aljyss of darkness. It was

evident that the ore had been followed wherever it went

and scooped out in the cheapest and most expeditious man-
ner possible, without regard to safety, and with little atten-

tion to timbering. It was the most dangerous-looking place

I had ever seen.

From these gTeat caverns, of the time of Catherine II.,

we proceeded to the deepest part of the mine by descending

a shaft cut through the solid rock at an angle of about

forty-five degrees and not provided with ladders. A heavy

and rusty chain had been festooned against one side by
means of staples driv^en into holes drilled in the rock, and

clinging to this chain we cautiously descended the shaft,

with a stream of w^ater running ankle-deep around our legs

and tumbling in cascades into the depths of the mine. On
the lowest level that we reached, a party of convicts was at

work blasting out a new gallery with dynamite. A perpen-

dicular climb of 300 or 400 feet up slippery ladders in

another shaft brought us once more to the surface, and

when, wet, muddy, and breathless, I stepped from the end

of the last ladder upon the floor of the tool-house I was so

exhausted that I could hardly stand on my feet.

After having visitcsd and inspected the gloomy mine and

the wretched, dilapidated log prison of Kadaiya, Mr. Frost

and I proceeded across an apparently interminable series

of bare, snowy mountain ridges to the mining settlement of

Gorni Zerentiii, which is situated in a wide, treeless vaUey
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about forty milos iiortli of the Kadtiiiiski mine, and thirty

miles from the boundary line between Eastern Siberia and

Mongolia. We reached our destination at a late hour in

the night, awakened the inmates of the zemski kvartir, or

official lodging-house, warmed and refreshed ourselves with

tea, and lay down to sleep, as usual, on the hard, vermin-

infested plank floor of the travelers' room. Monday morn-
ing we called ujDon Captain Demidof, the commanding
officer of the post, and, at our request, were conducted at

once to the prison. It consisted of two old, weather-beaten

log buildings of the common East-Siberian type, and pre-
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sented nothing that was either new or interesting. One
hundi'ed and eighty convicts were confined in the two
buildings, and about as many more, who had finished their

terms of probation, were Hving outside in the free com-
mand. A new three-story brick prison was in process of

erection a short distance away, but work upon it had ap-

parently been suspended or abandoned. It was already ten

years old, and in view of the corrupt, shiftless, and inefficient

management of prison affairs throughout Eastern Siberia,

it seemed to me altogether likely that work upon it would
di-ag along for five or six years more. At the time of our
visit the structure had neither floors nor roof, and was still

surrounded with scaffolding. Meanwhile 180 idle convicts

were being slowly poisoned to death by bad air in the over-

crowded Mmeras of the log prison that the brick building

was intended to replace.^

It is hard for an American to understand or make allow-

ances for the shiftlessness, indifference, and inefficiency

that are everywhere manifested throughout the Nerchinsk
silver-mining district. The mines themselves are not half

worked; hundreds of hard-labor convicts lie idle, month

1 Upon my return to St. Petersbui'g repairs to a few others, had pocketed
in the spring of the following year, I 61,099 ri<6?e.s for salaries and expenses,
had an interview with Mr. Galkine and had not furnished to the prison

Wrasskoy, the chief of the Eussian administi'atiou a single plan or esti-

prisou administration, in the course of mate. (These facts were set forth in

which I ventured to call his attention the annual report of the prison admin-
to the condition of the prisons in the istration for 1882, pp. 72, 73.)

Nerchinsk silver-mining district, and to "Well," I said, "what was done in

the unfinished prison at Gorni Zerentiii view of this state of affairs f
"

in particular. He admitted that the "I recommended," he replied, "that

necessity for new places of confinement the construction committee be abol-

at the Nerchinsk mines was evident as ished."

early as 1872, and said that in 1874 "And was it abolished? "

a special con.struction committee was "It was."

appointed to investigate, report, and " I did not see anything at the Ner-

submit plans. When he [Galkine chiusk mines," I said, "to show for the

Wrasskoy] made a tour of inspection 74,000 rubles that the committee is

through SiVjeria in 1881 — seven years supposed to liave expended, except one
later—he found that tliis specially ap- small log prison that appeared to be
pointed committee had spent 74,318 new at the mine of Pokrofski and the

ruhlcH in the erection of two or three unfinished brick building at G6rni
small log buildings and in temporary Zerentiii. Why has the latter been so
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after inontli, in dirty, overcrowded cells; plans and esti-

mates for new buildings go back and forth, year after year,

between the mines and St. Petersburg ; and when, at last,

a prison Kke that at Gorni Zerentiii is authorized, work

upon it drags along, in a lazy, shiftless fashion, for a whole

decade, without the least apparent reason. I said one day

to the resident mining-engineer at the Kutomarski Zavod,

" Why don't you provide yourself with suitable iron ma-

chinery, furnish your laborers with improved modern tools,

set up steam-pumping, hoisting, and ventilating appa-

ratus, and work your mines as they ought to be worked?

What is the use of pottering along in the way you do ?
"

" My dear sir," he replied, " do you know what iron costs

here! We have to bring it with horses from Petrofski

Zavod, a distance of more than GOO versts, and it costs,

delivered here, 5^ rubles a jpud [about 7§ cents a pound].

We can't afford to put in iron machinery.

"

•" But," I said, " is n't there iron ore in this vicinity !

"

" Yes," he replied ;
" but it has never been gotten out."

long— ten years— in process of erec- Neither Mr. Galkine Wrasskoy nor

tion?" liis assistant, Mr. Kokoftsef, gave me
"The delay has been due in part," any satisfactory explanation of the

he replied, "to repeated changes of delays, mistakes, and bad management

plan. The biiilding ought not to have generally that seemed to me to char-

been made of brick, in the first place, acterize the administration of prison

Careful estimates show that a brick affairs in the mining district of the

prison for 300 convicts will cost at the Trans-Baikal. They were doing, they

mines about 160,000 rubles, while a said, all that they could do to improve

good log prison, to accommodate the the situation ; but they had inherited

same number of men, can be built for most of the existing evils from their

52,000 rubles. A brick prison has no official predecessors, and time enough

advantage over a wooden one in point had not elapsed for complete and

of permanency, because when the mine sweeping reforms. It is possible that

near which it stands has been worked I did not fully appreciate the difficulties

out, the building must, of necessity, be and embarrassments with which they

abandoned ; and it is less wasteful, of had to contend ; but it seemed to me
course, to abandon a log prison than that many, if not most, of the evils of

one made of brick. The prison at the exile system in general, and of the

Gorni Zerentui, however, was so far prison administration in particular,

advanced when I assumed the direction were the result of indifference, ineffi-

of the prison department that it hardly ciency, and a complicated bureaucratic

seemed worth while to suspend work method of transacting public business,

upon it and begin another."
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" Why dou't you get it out, set up smelting-furnaces, and

make your iron here on the ground where you need it!

More than hah of your convicts lie constantly idle in their

cells—why don't you utihze their labor?"

THE SAVENSKI MINE-

"We can't open an iron mine," he replied, " without a

razreshenia [a permit or an authorization] from St. Peters-

burg."

"Then why don't the proper authorities give you a

razreslienia ? What is the reason that a useful and neces-

sary work of this kind cannot be accomplished ? I don't

see how the present state of affairs can be profitable to

anybody."

His only reply was a shrug of the shoulders, which I in-

terpreted to mean either that he did not know or that it

was not his business.

From the prisons of Gorni Zerentiii we drove in Captain

Demidofs drdslihy to the Savenski mine, which we found

on a snowy, desolate mountain slope about two miles from

the village. The buildings at the mouth of the shaft were
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cheap and iiisiii,iiifi('aiit, as usual, but one of thcui contained

a small stoani-engiiie— the first and only niaehine of the

kind that 1 saw in the Trans-Baikal. While Mr. Frost was

making a sketch of the building and of the dreary arctic

landscape, I went through the mine, but found little to

reward me for the labor of clind)ing up and down the icy

ladders. The shaft was less than a hundred feet in depth

;

the galleries were so low that I could not anywhere stand

upright ; the atmosphere was damp and chilly ; and the

roofs and walls were thickly incrusted with frost or ice.

Only thirty-five convicts were at work in the mine, and

most of them seemed to be engaged in carrying ore in small

wicker baskets to the hoisting shaft, emptying it into square

wooden buckets holding about a bushel each, and then

raising it to the surface, a bucketful at a time, by means
of a clumsy old "wooden windlass. I doubted whether

methods more primitive were employed even by the abo-

rigines who worked these silver veins three centuries earlier.

Certainly none more primitive had ever come under my
observation. I said to the u^tdvshchik, or overseer, who
conducted me through the mine, " Why don't you set more
men at work here? I have just come from the prison,

where I found at least 150 convicts idle."

" We have n't room for more than thirty-five or forty

men in the galleries," he replied soberly.

" But you can extend the mine, can you not !
" I inquired.

" Fifty or a hundred more laborers could soon make room
for themselves by digging and blasting. If the ore is there,

why not extend yonr operations and get it out as rapidly

as possible ? You ought to widen and heighten your gal-

leries, lay down tramways in them, improve your hoisting

apparatus, employ horse power, and work on a larger scale."

The itstdvsJicJiik made no reply, but looked at me in a

surprised way, as if he regarded my ideas as utterly wild

and impracticable.

The number of hard-labor convicts in the Nerchinsk

silver-mining district at the time of our visit was approxi-
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mately 952, distributed as follows: at the Alexandrofski

Zavod, 188 ; at the mine of Algachi, 150 ; at the Pokrofski

mine, 70 ; at the Kadainski and Smlrnovo mines, 184 ; and

at the Savenski and Gorni Zerentuiefski mines, 360. Prob-

ably not more than one-third of these men, and certainly

not more than half of them, were actually engaged in hard

labor. The rest lived, month after month, in enforced idle-

ness, notwithstanding the amount of work that there was

everywhere to be done. The only reasons I could get for

this state of affairs were, first, that room could not be found

for the idle men in the mines ; secondly, that the convoys

of soldiers were not strong enough to guard large parties

of convicts on the roads or in the forests ; thirdly, that it

would cost more to erect new prisons with convict labor

and under official supervision than to have them built by

contract ;
^ and fourthly, that the convicts could not be set

to work in any of the ways that I suggested without a raz-

resMnia, or authorization, from St. Petersburg. None of

these reasons had, to my mind, the least force or validity.

The idleness of the convicts, and the failure of the author-

ities to do any one of the scores of things that needed

doing, were the direct result, it seemed to me, of official in-

difference, incapacity, or lack of enterprise. An energetic

American with plenary powers and a capital of $10,000

or $15,000 would take the 950 convicts imprisoned in

the Nerchinsk silver-mining district, and in less than two

years would have a new prison built at every mine in

1 This reason was based on the admit- spondence of the St. Petersburg Eastcni

ted incompetence and dishonesty of the h'criew, No. 2, Janiiary 12, 1884, p. 8.

local officials nnder whose supervision A well-known photographer in Siberia

the work would have to be done, showed me a jihotograph of a new

There are cases on record in which the Government building which he had just

local Siberian authorities embezzled taken, he said, upon an order from St.

the whole of the sum appropriated for Petersburg, and which he was about

the erection of a Government building to send to the higher authorities in

and reported such r)uilding as com- that city as a proof that the structure,

pleted and occupied when even its which had been ordered and paid for,

foundations had not been laid. Such was really in existence and had been

a case— that of the Ukirski ctape—ia built in accordance with the plans.

cited in the Verkhni Udinsk corre-
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tlio ^vholo n^gioii, and in loss than five years would double,

if not quadrui)le, the pi'oductiv(^ capacity of the mines

themselves, without callin<^ upon the imperial treasury for

a single dollar in the shape of extraordinary expenditure.

Such, at least, was the opinion that I formed on the ground,

after as careful an examination as I could make of the

working methods of the local officials.



CHAPTER X

ADVENTUEES IN EASTEEN SIBERIA

THE Savenski mine was the last one that we visited in

Eastern Siberia. Monday afternoon, November 23d,

we di'ove to the Nerchinski Zavod, or Nerchinsk Works, a

large village about ten miles from Grorni Zerentui, and Tues-

day morning we set out on om- retm-n journey to the Shilka

River and the town of Nerchinsk, distant about two hundred

OUR KOL'TE FKOM NERCHINSKI ZAVOD TO THE ANGArX.

miles. It is not necessary to describe in detail our long,

tedious, and exhausting ride. The country through which

we passed was a dreary desert of low, rolling mountains,

thinly covered with snow; the thermometer ranged con-

stantly from zero to twenty-seven degrees below, the roads
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woro goiK^rally roTit»:li, liard-frozeii, aiul bare; Wiv telegas and

tdranfdses fiu'iiisliod us were the worst and most uncomfort-

able vehicles of their kind in all Eastern Siberia; and we
suffered from cold, hunger, jolting, and sleeplessness until

we were reduced to a state of silent, moody, half-savage

exasperation, in which life—or at least such a life— seemed

no longer worth li\dng, and we were ready to barter all

our earthly rights and possessions for a hot bath, a good

dinner, and twelve hours of unbroken sleep in a warm,

clean bed.

At foui* o'clock Thursday morning, a little more than

forty hours after leaving the Nerchinski Zavod, we reached

the post-station of Biankinskaya, on the bank of the Shilka

River, and, transferring our baggage for the first time from

a wheeled vehicle to a sledge, we continued our journey to

Nerchinsk over the ice in a temperature of twenty degrees

below zero. We had had for several days very little to eat,

and in the absence of nourishing food the intense cold

forced me to put on, one over another, no less than three

heavy sheepskin sJmhas, which extended from my neck to

my heels and transformed me into a huge perambulating

cotton bale surmounted by a fur cap and a dirty, unshaven,

frost-bitten face. Even under all my furs I was cold to the

very marrow of my bones; and Mr. Frost, who had only two

warm coats and wore only one, suffered much more than I

did. Wlien we reached Nerchinsk, late that forenoon, we

found that there was no snow in the streets, and as om* un-

derfed and feeble horses could not di-ag us over bare ground,

we alighted from our sledge and waddled ingloriously be-

hind it into the city, like stiff-jointed arctic mummies
marching after the hearse in a funeral procession.

At Nerchinsk, for the first time in a month, we stopped

in a hotel; but in point of cleanliness and comfort it was

far inferior to the zemski hvartirs in which we had slept at

the mines. It was, in fact, the very worst hotel that we

had seen in Siberia. The main hall, which divided the one-
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•story log building into halves, was dark and dirty, and had

been fitted up with shelves in order that it might serve also

a,s a butler's pantry ; the room to which we were shown was

^chilly and bare, and its stale, heavy atmosphere was per-

vaded by a faint odor of ugdr, or charcoal gas; half of

the paper had fallen or been torn from the walls and was

hanging here and there in ragged strips; yellow, dirt-in-

crusted paint was peehng in flakes from window-sashes and

casings that apparently had never been dusted or washed;

the rough, imcovered plank floor was not only dirty, but

had sunk unevenly in places and was full of rat-holes ; cock-

roaches were running briskly over the tea-stained, crumb-

besprinkled cotton cloth that covered the only table in the

room; there was no bed upon which the tu*ed wayfarer

might repose, nor muTor in which he might have the melan-

choly satisfaction of sm*veying his frost-bitten countenance.

The only servant in the establishment was a half-grown boy
in top-boots and a red flannel shirt; and the greenish-

yellow brass pan that he brought us to wash our hands

^nd faces over had e\ddently been used habitually for an-

other and a much more ignoble purpose, and had never

been rinsed or cleaned. Tired, cold, and hungry, and ac-

customed as we were to dirt, disorder, and discomfort,

we regarded this cheerless, neglected hotel with dismay;

but it was the only one that the place afforded, and we
were compelled to make the best of it. The proprietor

was an exiled Pole named Klementovich, and I could

not help thinking that if he kept in Poland such a

hotel as he maintained in Nerchinsk, there were reasons

enough, based upon sound public policy and a due regard

for the general welfare, to justify his banishment by ad-

ministrative process to the most remote part of Siberia,

regardless of his political opinions. After a breakfast

of tea, sour rye-bread, and greasy pancakes, we set our

di'ess to rights as well as we could before a diminutive mir-

ror that the proprietor finally brought us, and walked out

II 21
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to take a look at the town and deliver one or two letters of

introduction.

The town of Nerchinsk, which has about 4000 inhabitants,

is situated on the left bank of the Nercha River, two or

three miles above the junction of the latter with the Shflka,

and about 4600 miles east of St. Petersburg. In point of

culture and material prosperity it seemed to me to compare
favorably with most. East-Siberian towns of its class. It
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has a bank, two or three schools, a hospital with twenty beds,

a library, a museum, a public garden with a fountain, and

fifty or sixty shops, and its trade in fm'S and manufactm-ed

goods from Em'opean Russia amounts to about $1,000,000

per annum. The most striking feature of the town to a

new-comer is the almost palatial residence of the wealthy

mining proprietor Butin,which would compare favorably not

only with any house in Siberia, but with most houses in the

capital of the Empire. The Butin brothers were in financial

difficulties at the time of our visit to Nerchinsk, and all

of their property was in the hands of a receiver; but we
had a note of introduction to the latter from the younger

member of the firm, and upon presentation of it we were

allowed to inspect the deserted but still beautiful mansion.

Going into it from Klementovich's hotel was like going into

Aladdin's palace from an East-Siberian etape; and as I en-

tered the splendid ball-room, and caught the full-length re-

flection of my figm-e in the largest mirror in the world,^ I

felt like rubbing my eyes to make sure that I was awake.

One does not expect to find in the wilds of Eastern Siberia,

nearly 5000 miles from St. Petersbm-g, a superb private

residence with hardwood marquetry floors, silken curtains,

hangings of delicate tapestry, stained-glass windows, splen-

did chandeliers, soft Oriental rugs, white-and-gold fm'niture

upholsteredwith satin, old Flemish paintings, marble statues,

family portraits from the skilful brush of Makofski, and an

extensive conservatory filled with palms, lemon-trees, and

rare orchids from the tropics. Such luxury would excite no

remark in a wealthy and populous European city; but in

the snowy wilderness of the Trans-Baikal, 3000 miles from

the boundary-line of Europe, it comes to the unprepared

1 This huge pier-glass was boiifjht by Amur and Shllka to Nerchinsk in a

Mr. Butin at the Paris Exposition in barge made expressly for the purpose.

1878, and was then said to be the larg- It is now in the ball-room of Mr. Butin's

est mirror in existence. It was taken house, and does not look at all out of

half around the world by sea to the place or out of liarmoiiy with its sur-

East-Siberian port of Nikolaievsk, and roundings.

was thence transported up the rivers
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travclor with the shock of a complete surprise. The house

had not been occupied for several months, and of course

did not appear at its best; but it seemed to me that I had
rarely seen more evidences of wealth, refinement, and cul-

tivated taste than were to be found within its walls. The
ball-room, which was the largest room in the house, was

about sixty-five feet in length by forty-five in width, and

over it, in a large semicircular gallery reached by a grand

stairway, there was an orchestrion, as big as a church organ,

which played sixty or seventy airs and furnished music for

the entertainments that the Butins, in the days of their

prosperity, were accustomed to give to the people of the

town. The library, which was another spacious apartment,

was filled with well-selected books, newspapers, and maga-

zines, in three or four languages, and contained also a large

collection of Siberian minerals and ores. Adjoining the

house were the offices and shops where the Butins carried

on the various branches of their extensive and diversified

business, and where they had accumulated the wealth that

the house partly represented or embodied. In addition to

gold-mining, they were engaged in trading, distilling, iron-

manufacturing, and the construction of steamers, and their

business operations extended to all parts of Eastern Siberia,

and gave employment to many hundreds of men.

After thanking the receiver, Mr. Pomazkin, for his cour-

tesy in going through the house with us, we retm'ued to the

hotel, and later in the afternoon called upon Messrs. Charii-

shin and Kuznetsof, two political exiles who had served out

terms of hard labor at the mines, and had then been sent as

forced colonists to Nerchinsk, where they were living with

their families in comparative comfort. We found them

both to be intelligent, cultivated, and very companionable

men, and during our three-days' stay in the town we passed

with them many pleasant hours. They had had a very

hard experience at the mines of Kara, but after their ar-

rival at Nerchinsk they had been treated with reasonable
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courtesy and consideration, and had even been permitted
to engage in branches of business, such as teaching and
photography, that by law are closed to political offend-

ers. All of their correspondence was still "under control"

—that is, subject to official super^dsion and censorship—
but they were not constantly watched, regulated, and
harassed by the police, as political exiles are in so many
other parts of Siberia, and it seemed to me that their life,

although hard and lonely, was perfectly tolerable. Mr. Cliaru-

shin, before his banishment, spent four years and a half in

solitary confinement, and for two years and a half lay in

one of the bomb-proof casemates of the Petropavlovski for-

tress. His offense was carrying on a revolutionary propa-
ganda among the factory operatives in one of the suburbs
of St. Petersburg. AVlien he was finally sent to Siberia, in

1878, his wife voluntarily accompanied him, and at the mines
of Kara she lived alone in a wi-etched Httle cabin at the

Lower Diggings until, upon the expiration of his term of

probation, Mr. Charushin was permitted to join her. He
was one of the nine political convicts of the free command
sent back to prison l)y order of Loris-Melikof on the 1st of

January, 1881, and it was in his house that poor Eugene
Semyonofski committed suicide on the eve of that day.

Sunday morning, November 29th, after bidding good-by
with sincere regret to Mr. and Mrs. Chaitishin, whose warm
hearts and lovable characters had won our affection and es-

teem, we left Nerchinsk in a sleigh for Chita, the capital of

the Trans-Baikal.

The icicles that hung from the nostrils of our frost-

whitened horses, the sharp metallic creaking of the crisp

snow under our sledge-runners, the bluish, opalescent tints

of the distant mountains, and the high, slender columns of

smoke that stood, without waver or tremble, over the chim-
neys of the houses were all evidences of a very low, if not
an arctic, temperature; and I was not siu'prised, when I

looked at our thermometer, to find the mercury stationary
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at twenty-seven degrees below zero. As night came on,

the intensity of the cold increased until it was all that we
could do to endure it from one post-station to another.

We drank three or four tumblers of hot tea every time we
stopped to cliange horses; but in the long, lonely hours

between midnight and morning, when we could get no warm
food and when all our vital powers were usually at their

lowest ebb, we suffered very severely. We had no difficulty

in getting post-horses until just before dark Monday even-

ing, when we reached the station of Turinopovorotnaya,

about fifty miles from Chita, and found the whole village in

a state of hilarious intoxication. Sleighs filled with young

men and boys were careering hither and thither with wild

whoops and halloos; long lines of peasant girls in bright-

colored calico dresses were unsteadily promenading back

and forth in the streets with their arms around one another

and singing khdrovod songs; the station-house was filled

with flushed and excited people from neighboring settle-

ments, who had evidently been participating in a celebra-

tion of some kind and were about starting for their homes;

the station-master, who perhaps had not finished his cele-

bration, was nowhere to be found; there was not a driver

about the stables; and the stdrosta,^ a short, fat old man,

who looked like a burgher from Amsterdam, was so drunk

that even with the aid of a cane he could hardly stand on

his feet. In vain we tried to ascertain the reasons for this

surprising epidemic of inebriation. Nobody was sober

enough to explain to us what had happened. From the

excited and more or less incoherent conversation of the

intoxicated travelers in the station-house, I learned that

even the village priest was so drunk that he had to be taken

home in a sleigh by the soberest of his parishioners. If the

station-master, the stdrosta, the village priest, the drivers,

and all of the inhabitants were drunk, there was evidently

no prospect of our being able to get horses. In fact we

1 A sldrosta, or elder, is the head of a Siberian village.
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could not find anybody who seemed sober enough to know
the difference between a horse and his harness. We there-

fore brought our baggage into the crowded station-house,

and sat down in an unoccupied corner to study intoxicated

humanity and await further developments. Every person

in the house was drunk, except ourselves and one small

baby in arms. The father of this baby, a good-looking

young Russian officer in full uniform, wandered unsteadily

about the room, animated apparently by a hazy idea that

he ought to be collecting his scattered baggage so as to

be in readiness for a start; but the things that he picked

up in one place he di'opped feebly in another, and every

minute or two he would suspend operations to exchange
with his intoxicated companions fragmentary reminiscen-

ces of the day's festivity. Finally he seemed to be struck

by a happy thought, and, making his way in a devious

course to one corner of the room, he took up his saber,

which was leaning against the wall, and, carrying it to his

intoxicated wife, committed it solemnly to her care with

directions to take it out to the sleigh. She was sober

enough to remark, with some asperity, that as she had a

young baby in her arms, and as the temperature out-of-

doors was twenty degrees below zero, he had better take

the saber to the sleigh himself. At this he clasped the

sheathed weapon dramatically to his breast, rolled his eyes

in a fine frenzy upward, and declared with emotion that the

saber was his first bride, that he never would forsake it,

and that, in view of all the circumstances, he would take

it out to the sleigh himself. A moment later, however, he

dropped it, and but for the supervision of his second bride

would have forgotten it altogether.

About eight o'clock, after watching for an hour or two
such performances as these, I succeeded in capturing the

stdrosta, and addressing to him some very energetic re-

marks I sobered him sufficiently to make him understand

that we must have horses at once or there would be trouble.
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WHiilo I stood ovor liiinwdtli a verbal clul), lie entered us iit

the station-house book as "Mr. Keinian and comijanion,

eitizens of Neighboring States";' and then going out on the

front steps he shouted, as every sleigh-load of drunken men
went past, "Andrei! Nikolai! Loshedei sei chas!" [Horses,

this moment!] The only replies that he received were wild

howls of derision. At every such outburst of hilarious

contempt for authority, he would raise his shaking hands

as high as his head with a feeble and comical gesture of

helplessness and despair, and exclaim in maudlin tones:

"Fsei pyanni! Shto prikazhtie dyelati Chisto nakazania!"

[They 're all drunk! Wliat are you going to do about it!

It 's a regular punishment!]

About nine o'clock the noise, tumult, and shouting in the'

village streets began to subside; the station-master, whose

intoxication had taken the form of severe official dignity,

suddenly appeared, and in a tone of stern menace wanted

to know where the post-drivers were and what all this dis-

order meant; the young Russian officer, who by this time

had reached the affectionate stage of inebriation, kissed all

the women in the room, crossed himself devoutly, and me-

andered out to the sleigh, follow^ed by his wife with the

baby and the saber; two intoxicated priests in long gowns,

and high, cylindrical, brimless hats draped with black crape,,

ahghted from a droshky in front of the door, allowed their-

hands to be reverently kissed by the inebriated young offi-

cer and his friends, and then rode off in a post-sleigh driven

by a peasant who could hardly keep his seat on the box;

and finally, when we had almost abandoned the hope of ever

getting away, a really sober man in a ragged sheepskin coat

emerged from the darkness and reported in a business-like

manner to the station-master that the horses were ready for

us. The drunken and irate official, who seemed desirous of

vindicating his dignity and authority in some way, over-

1 The Russian words for "neighbor- poor intoxicated stdrosta had never

ing" and "united" bear a superficial heard, evidently, of such a country as.

resemblance to each other, and the the United States.
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whelmed the unfortunate driver with abuse, and ended by
fining him fifty kopeks—whether for being sober or for

having the horses ready, I do not know. We piled om-

baggage into the sleigh, climbed in upon it, and rode out of

the intoxicated settlement with thankful hearts. As the

last faint sounds of revelry died away in the distance be-

hind us, I said to the di'iver: "What 's the matter with

everybody in this village? The whole population seems to

be di'unk."

"They 've been consecrating a new church," said the

driver, soberly.

"Consecrating a church!" I exclaimed in amazement.

"Is that the way you consecrate churches?"

"I don't know," he replied. "Sometimes they drink.

After the services they had a guldinia [a sort of holiday

promenade with music and spirituous refreshments], and
some of them crooked their elbows too often."

''''Some of them!" I repeated. ^^All of them, you mean.

You 're the only sober man I 've seen in the place. How
does it happen that you 're not drunk?"

"I 'm not a Christian," he replied, with quiet simplicity.

"I'maBuriat."^

As a Christian— if not a member of the Holy Orthodox

Church—I was silenced by the unconscious irony of the re-

ply. The only sober man in a village of three or four hun-

dred inhabitants proved to be a pagan, and he had just

been fined fifty kopeks by a Christian ofiicial for not get-

ting drunk with other good citizens, and thus showing his

respect for the newly consecrated edifice and his apprecia-

tion of the benign influence of the Holy Orthodox Faith

!

About ten o'clock on the morning of Tuesday, December
1st, we drove into the town of Chita, and took up our quar-

ters in a smgJJ, one-story log hotel kept by a man named
Biachinski a'^d known as the " Hotel Vladivostok." There

was in Chita, as I liave said in a previous chapter, a tolerably

1 The natives in Siberia known as Buri^ts are nearly all Lamaists.
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larii:e and very intorestirig t'olouy of political exiles. We
had made their acquaintance and had had some conversa-

tion with them on om* outward journey; but as we were

then making every effort to reach the mines of Kara before

the setting- in of winter, we could not spend as much time

with them as we wished to spend, and we therefore decided

to stop for ten days or two weeks in Chita on our retm-n.

Most of these exiles were forced colonists who had already

served out terms of hard labor at the mines and who be-

longed to the class that the Government regarded as par-

ticularly dangerous. In view of this fact, and of the official

attention that our investigations had already attracted at

Kara, it seemed to me necessary to proceed with more than

ordinary caution and to cultivate the most friendly pos-

sible relations with the authorities. Itwas more than likely

that Captain Nikolin, the gendarme commandant at the

mines of Kara, had informed the acting-governor at Chita

of our smTeptitious visits to the politicals of the free com-

mand; and, if so, it was quite probable that our later move-
ments woidd be watched. What would be the result of a

discovery that we were visiting the politicals in Chita every

day I did not know; but as we were still apprehensive of a

police search it seemed prudent to take every possible pre-

caution. I called at once upon Colonel Svechin, who was

then acting as governor in the absence of General Bara-

bash, gave him a tolerably full account of our experience at

the mines,— omitting, of course, the episode with the politi-

cal convicts,—and outlined to him our plans for the future.

He was very pleasant and courteous, asked no inconvenient

questions, and when I bade him good day and bowed myself

out of his reception-room I felt quite reassured. Either he

was not aware of the extent of our intercourse with the po-

litical exiles in his province, or he regarded such intercourse

vnth indifference as a matter of little consequence.

Two or three days after our arrival, a wealthy merchant

of the town, named Nemerof, whose acquaintance I had
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made through a casual call at his place of business, invited

us to go with him to an amateur theatrical entertainment

to be given for some benevolent object in the small theater

connected with the official club. Hoping to make a few

useful acquaintances, and desirous, at the same time, of

showing om'selves in public as much as possible with

"trustworthy" people, we accepted the invitation. Between

the acts of the rather clever and creditable performance we

promenaded in one of the lobbies, made the acquaintance

of a number of ci\al and military officials, received a pleasant

greeting from the acting-governor, and attracted general

attention as "distinguished Americans," well known to the

higher authorities of the place and upon friendly terms even

with the acting-governor and chief of staff. No one, we
hoped, would suspect that these distinguished foreigners had

stopped in Chita for the express purpose of extending their

acquaintance with political convicts, nihilists, and terrorists.

Among the army officers to whom I was introduced be-

tween the acts was a certain Colonel Novikof, who, accom-

panied by several other officers in full uniform, was walking

back and forth in the lobby. As soon as he caught my name

he looked at me curiously, and, without any preliminary

leading up to the subject, said, "I hear that you have been at

the mines of Kara."

"Yes," I replied, with some surprise and uneasiness; "I

have just come from there,"

"What did you find good there!" he inquired, looking

sharply into my face.

I hardly knew what reply to make to such a question as

this ; but I thought that it would be safe at least to speak well

of the officials, so far as I could conscientiously do so, and

I therefore replied promptly that I found a good man,

namely. Major Potulof.

"Humph ! " grunted the colonel, contemptuously. " I sup-

pose he showed you everything in the most favorable light."

"There are some things that cannot be shown in a very
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favorable liii'lit," I veplitMl, feoliiiii,'more and more uneasiness,

but doterniined to take tlie bull by the horns.

"Did you go through the prisons!" he demanded.

"Yes," I said, "we saw most of them."

"Did they show you the 'naked command' f"

"No; I don't even know what you mean by the 'naked

command.'

"

" I mean a cell full of prisoners without clothing. Wlien

I first went to Kara and made a visit of inspection to the

prisons, I found a kdmera in which there were twenty-five

convicts stark naked. This body of men was then known

as the 'naked command.'"

"AVhat was the explanation of it?" I inquired.

"I don't know," replied the officer with a shrug. "They

simply had n't any clothes to wear.^ Did your good man [a

contemptuous reference to Major Potulof] show you the

solitary-confinement cells in the Middle Kara prison?"

"He did not," I replied. "What is there remarkable

about them?"
" Oh, nothing," said the colonel, with assumed indifference,

"except that they are not high enough to stand up in nor

long enough to lie down in. You evidently did n't see any-

thing except what they wanted you to see. I wish that I

had been there; I would have shown you things as they

are, not as your liuheznoi Miosdin [amiable host] showed

them to you."

By this time I was in a state of some bewilderment and

perplexity. Could Colonel Novikof be sincere? Or was he

merely laying a trap for me in order to ascertain what I

1 I subsequently learned that the could not have disposed of their gar-

" naked command " was composed of ments and bought liquor with the pro-

eonvicts who made a regular practice ceeds unless they had been aided in so

of selling the clothing furnished them doing by the prison officials. The ex-

by the Government, in order to get isteneeof a naked command, therefore,

money with which to gamble and buy showed the corruptibility, rather than

liquor. As a punishment for this of- the cruelty, of the prison administra-

fense they had been shut up together tion. Colonel Novikof seemed desirous

in a large cell aud deprived of clothing of giving me a contrary impression,

altogether. Of course the prisoners
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really thouglit of the Kara prisons and the prison adminis-

tration? I hardly dared say anything, for fear of making
a mistake. Without waiting, however, for any remarks

from me, Colonel Novikof said, "I lived at Kara as com-

mander of the Cossack battalion for three years and a half;

and when I was finally reheved from duty there, a few

months ago, I was so glad that I had a special thanksgiv-

ing service read in the church.

"Do you see my beard?" he demanded abruptly after a

moment's pause. "It is all sprinkled with gi'ay, is n't it?

That 's the result of the human misery that I was compelled

to witness at the mines. When I went there, there was n't

a white hair in it. How old do you think I am?"
I rephed that I should take him to be about fifty-five.

"I am only forty-five," he said bitterly; "and when I went

to Kara I was as young-looking a man as you are."

He paused for a moment, as if in gloomy retrospection,

and I ventm-ed to ask him what was the natm'e of the mis-

ery to which he referred.

"Misery of all kinds," he replied. " The wretched convicts

are cruelly treated, flogged with rods and the plet [a sort

of hea^y cat], and worked for the benefit of their overseers,

who enrich themselves at the contacts' expense. As for the

suffering and injustice, I will give you an instance of it.

While I was there the "wife of the warden of one of the

prisons accidentally discovered that her lover— a con\'ict

of the free command—was carrjdng on an intrigue "vvith

one of her servants, a good-looking girl belonging also to

the criminal class. Enraged by jealousy, she made such

representations to her husband the warden as to induce

him to have the servant-girl flogged. The girl received

150 blows with the stick on her bare body, and then when
she went to the zaveduyushchi [the governor of the penal

establishment] and complained of the cruel treatment to

which she had been subjected, she got ninety blows more
with the plet,—240 blows in all,—and I stood by and saw
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tlioso exoontions carried out. Do you think that 's a pleas-

ant thinj;-? 1 liave n't much hair left [stroking the top of

liis head], but all that I have has stood on end at the sights

I have been forced to witness at those accursed mines. To
see what one must see there one ought to have nerves of

iron wire."^

The reader must not suppose that these extraordinary-

statements were made to me quietly and confidentially in a

corner. We were walking back and forth in the crowded

lobby of a theater with three or four other officers, and

Colonel Novikof talked excitedly and loudly enough to be

heard not only by them, but by any one who cared to listen.

It may seem strange that a Cossack officer of Colonel Novi-

kofs prominence should make, voluntarily, to a stranger

and foreigner, such damaging admissions with regard to

the working of the Russian penal system ; but this was not

the only time that I was sm^prised and puzzled by such

frankness. At a later hour that same evening another offi-

cer came to me between the acts, introduced himself, and

began to question me about our experience at the mines of

Kara. In less than five minutes he made the same inquiry

that Colonel Novikof had made, viz : whether we had seen

the solitary-confinement cells in the Middle Kara prison. I

replied as before in the negative, whereupon he gave me the

same information with regard to their dimensions that I

had already received, and added that these horrible cells

II think I quote Colonel Novikofs were responsible. The remarks that I

words with almost perfect accuracy, have quoted are, nevertheless, interest-

Tliey made upon me, of course, a very ing and significant as coming from an
deep impression, and I wrote them officer of high rank who had the best

down in my note-book as soon as I re- possible means of knowing the truth,

turned from the theater. Some al- and I give them for what they may be
lowance must be made, however, for worth. Colonel Novikof is the same
personal animus on the part of the officer who told me that he would pun-
speaker. His relations with other offi- ish political offenders with the sJqnts-

cers at the mines, and particularly with rnten— a barbarous running of the
Major Potulof, had evidently been un- gantlet, in the course of which the suf-

pleasant, if not hostile, and he may ferer receives from two thousand to

have exaggerated, or thrown into un- seven thousand blows from light rods,
due prominence, evils for which they
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had been used as places of confinement for political offen-

ders, and even for cultivated women. Madam Rossikova,

he said, had languished in one of those dungeons until the

prison surgeon had pronounced her dying. He invited me

J^^^^~'^—%'

HOUSE OF DECEMBRIST EXILES.

THE POLITICAL L.MLL.V > AXUliN ILK MIOT, CUfTA.

to call upon him, and said that if I was interested in prisons

and the exile system he thought he could furnish me with

some material. I am not at liberty to name this officer, nor

to indicate the position that he held ; l)ut I can say, with-
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out broach of confideuee, that I did call upon hira, and that

1 am indebted to him for many of the facts set forth in the

four preceding chapters. He confirmed most of the state-

ments made to me by the pohtical convicts at Kara, gave

me an account of the shooting of Governor Ilyashevich that

did not differ in any essential respect from the narrative of

Madam Kutitonskaya herself, and permitted me to see

official documents of the utmost interest and value. If he

had in view any other object than the establishment of the

truth, I do not know what it was.

Dm'ing our stay of nearly two weeks in Chita I spent a

large part of every day with "trustworthy" citizens and of-

ficials in order to avert suspicion, and then devoted the

greater part of every night to the political convicts. We
met the latter, as a rule, in a carpenter-shop maintained by
some of them as a means of self-support in a large two-

story log house once occupied by the famous Decembrist

exiles of 1825. About nine o'clock every evening, ten or

fifteen politicals would assemble in a spacious upper room
over this carpenter-shop, and there, at a somewhat later

hour, Ml". Frost and I would join them. Fanny Morenis,

a bright and very pretty girl about twenty years of age,

generally acted as hostess; Madam Gellis presided over

the samovar; and by half-past ten o'clock every evening we
were all grouped about a big table on one side of the room,

smoking, drinking tea, relating our adventures, and discuss-

ing all sorts of social and political questions. Among the

exiles in Chita were some of the brightest, most cultivated,

most sympathetic men and women that we had met in

Eastern Siberia ; and I still remember, with mingled feel-

ings of pleasure and sadness, the hours that we spent with

them. We were not always depressed and gloomy, nor did

we always look on the dark penal side of Eussian life.

Sometimes Mr. Lazaref,' or Mr. Valuief, would take up an

old battered guitar, and sing, to its accompaniment, a melo-

1 Mr. Lazaref has since escaped from Siberia and is now in Milwaukee, Wis.
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dious Russian romance; sometimes Mr. Frost and I gave

the exiles a spirited if not a finished rendering of " Bingo,"

"The Bull-dog," "Solomon Levi," or some other rollicking

college melody; and sometimes we all sang in chorus the

Stirling words andmusic of the " Little Russian Marseillaise,"

the quasi-revolutionary and prohibited song "On the Volga
there is a Cliff," or the martial strains of "John Brown."

Sooner or later, however, we invariably reverted to the

topics that most interested us all—the condition of Russia,

II 22
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tlio Russian revolutioiinry niov(Mii(nit, and tlie life of politi-

cal exiles in prison, on the road, or at the mines. Here I

obtained many of the facts that I have set forth in previous

ehapters, and here I heard, for the first time, the terrible

history of the Kharkof central prison, and the narrative of

the desperate hunger-strike of the fom* women in the prison

at Irkutsk/ Stories more ghastly and pathetic I had never

read nor imagined; and night after night I went back to the

hotel in a state of emotional excitement that made it im-

possible for me to sleep, and equally impossible to turn my
thoughts into any other channel. All that I could do was

to lie for liom's on the floor, pictin-iug to myself in imagina-

tion the scenes and events that had been described or re-

lated to me with such torturing vividness. It is one thing

to read in cold, expressionless type such narratives of suf-

fering, injustice, and bereavement as those that I have tried

to reproduce in the preceding chapters; it is another and

quite a different thing to hear them from the trembling lips

of the men and women who have been actors in the trage-

dies described, and who have themselves gone down into

the valley of the shadow of death. If, while listening to

such stories, my eyes filled with tears and my hands were

clenched in fierce though silent and helpless indignation, I

am not ashamed of it— it would have been a relief to me
sometimes if I could have cried.

The emotional strain of our East-Siberian experience was

perhaps harder to bear than the mere physical suffering.

One can endure cold, hunger, jolting, and fatigue with a

certain philosophic cheerfulness ; but emotional excitement

—the constant appeal made by suffering to sympathy—ex-

hausts nervous strength with great rapidity and eventu-

ally depresses all the vital powers. In our case there was

not only the emotional strain, but the strain of constant

anxiety and apprehension. We were liable, at almost any

moment, to be arrested and searched; and what the conse-

1 Mesdames Kavdlskaya, R6ssikova, Bogomolets, and Kutitonskaya.
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quences of such a misfortune would be we could only con-

jectui'e. No attempt had yet been made to watch or follow

us, so far as we were aware; but the room adjoining ours in

the hotel was occupied by four officers, including a captain

or colonel of gendarmes, and Mr. Frost thought that he had
more than once heard, through the thin intervening parti-

tion, a conversation among these men with regard to the

real object of our Siberian jom'uey, and a discussion of

methods by which our papers might be secured, or at least

subjected to police inspection. One night, during our second

week's stay in Chita, I came back to the hotel about two

o'clock in the morning from a visit to the political exiles'

carpenter-shop. There was not a sound nor a suggestion

of life in the deserted streets of the little provincial town,

the windows of the hotel were all dark, the servant who ad-

mitted me was only half awake, Mr. Frost was slumbering

peacefully on a wooden bench in our room, and perfect

stillness prevailed throughout the building. Apparently,

everybody had been asleep for hom's. The room occupied

by the fom* officers was separated from ours only by a thin

lath-and-paper wall through which there happened to be an

intercommunicating door. Under this door was a vacant

space of three or four inches, which, with the flimsiness of

the partition, permitted sounds to pass from room to room
with almost perfect freedom. Excited by the ghastly story

of the murder of the political offender Somof in the Odessa

prison, which I had just heard from one of the exiles, I

could not sleep, and lighting a caudle, I lay down on the

floor with my head to the partition wall and tried to divert

my thoughts by reading. For at least half an horn* the only

sound that came to my ears was Mr. Frost's soft, regular

breathing. Suddenly the stillness, which was so profound

as to be almost oppressive, was broken by the loud "Bang!"

of a revolver almost opposite my head, on the other side of

the partition. Surprised and startled, I raised myself on

one elbow and listened. Nothing could be heard except a
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taint rustle, made apparently by plaster-dust falling from

the partition wall where the bullet had pierced it. Mr.

Frost, roused from sound sleep, sat up and inquired, "What

was thatr
"Somebody has just fired a revolver through our parti-

tion," 1 replied in a low tone.

"A^aiat time is it?"

"Aboiit half-past two. Keep quiet and listen."

With strained attention we waited fully two minutes

without hearing the faintest sound. The hotel had become

as still as before, and yet I knew that there were four men
in the room from which the pistol-shot had come. If one

of them had committed suicide—which was the first thought

that flashed through my mind—w^hy did not the others get

up and strike a light? The report of the revolver was loud

enough to rouse the whole hotel, and the perfect stillness

that followed it was even more extraordinary and mysteri-

ous than the shot itself.

"Let 's call to them and find out what the matter is,"

whispered Mr. Frost.

"No," I replied in an undertone; "let somebody else find

out. We 're not hm-t."

I had great fear of becoming involved in some mystery or

tragedy that would give the police an excuse for taking us

into custody and overhauling our baggage or summoning us

as witnesses, and it seemed to me best to "lie stiller than

water and lower than grass," as the Russian peasants say,

and await developments. Wliatever might be the signifi-

cance of the pistol-shot, it was none of our business unless

the weapon had l)een aimed at us—and that seemed ex-

tremely improbable.

After the lapse of perhaps three minutes, I heard in the of-

ficers' room the clicking made by the cocking and uncocking

of a revolver, followed in a few seconds by low whispering.

Then one man in an undertone asked another how many

more cartridges he had. Some inaudible reply was made.
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after which there was whispering agaiu for a moment or

two, and finally silence. We did not hear another sound

from the officers' room that night. Why that revolver-shot

was fii-ed through our partition from a perfectly dark and

still room at half-past two o'clock in the morning we never

ascertained. My own impression is that somebody desired

to experiment upon us for fun; and if any one had questioned

me about the incident on the following day, I should have

said that pistol-shots in the night were so common in Ameri-

can hotels as to excite little or no remark, and that the only

thing that sm-prised us was the absence of a dead body in

the morning.

^Vliether or not the police discovered, dming om- stay in

Chita, that we were visiting the political convicts every day

I have no means of knowing. That they became aware of

it afterward I infer from the fact that the only letter I sub-

sequently received from there, a perfectly innocent com-

munication from the merchant Nemerof, was delivered to

me open—the end of the envelope having been cut off with

a pah' of scissors.

Up to the time of our arrival in Chita I had carried the

most important and compromising of my papers and docu-

ments in a leathern belt around my body; but they finally

became so bulky and bm-densome that it seemed necessary

to make some other disposition of them, and in view of the

possibility, if not the probability, of a police search, I de-

termined to conceal them. The gi'eater part of them I put

into the hollow sides of a wooden box that I made for

the pm-pose, and that was ostensibly intended to keep our

dishes and tea-things in. Such a box I could carry from

our sleigh to tlie house at every post-station without ap-

pearing to set any particular value upon it, and I could thus

keep it constantly under my eye without exciting either the

suspicion of the police or the cupidity of thieves. All trav-

elers carried such lK)xes, and it was highly improbable that

anybody would ever wonder what was in it. It explained
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its(>lt'. The romaiiKler of my documents, and a few letters

from political exiles to their relatives in European Eussia,

I bound into the covers of books. As we were traveling

\nth very little baggage, I had no books of my own; but the

exiles in Cliita furnished me with an Enghsli copy of "David

Copperfield," a bound volume of a Eussian magazine which

(Contained an article upon the exile system, and an old

book of logarithms.

We felt sure that

"David Copperfield"

and the logarithms

would excite no sus-

picion, even if our

baggage were over-

hauled, and we hoped

that the article upon

the exile system

would carry the Eus-

sian magazine. Fi-

nally, I put one very

important letter into

a small square piece

of board, upon which was mounted an oil portrait of one

of the Decembrist exiles of 1825. This portrait had been

found in one of the houses of the Decembrists at Chita,

and as I was a collector of curious and interesting relics,

it was natural enough that I should be in possession of it.

Altogether it seemed to me that my papers were very skil-

fully and successfully hidden. The police certainly could

not find them without breaking or tearing to pieces nearly

everything that I had.

Wednesday night, December 9th, we sang with the politi-

cal exiles in Chita for the last time the plaintive but beautiful

song of the Eussian revolutionists, "On the Volga there is

a CM," distributed among them as mementos all the trin-

kets and small articles of value that we had, and then, with

_r,^ W

SIBERIAN FREIGHT-SLEDGES.
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deep aud sincere regret, bade them good-by forever. Twelve

hom-s later we were posting fmiously towards Irkutsk, the

capital of Eastern Siberia. For five days and nights we

traveled westward at the rate of eight miles an hour, stop-

ping only to change horses, and suffering from cold, hunger,

and sleeplessness until it seemed to me that I could endure

no more. We found Lake Baikal still open, but the last

steamer for the season had gone, and we were forced to

take the high, picturesque cornice road around the lake at

its southern end. Monday evening, December 14th, we were

stopped only fifty or sixty miles from Irkutsk by the ab-

sence of post-horses. For almost three months we had

been cut off from all communication with the civilized world,

for ten weeks we had not received a letter nor read a news-

paper, and furious with impatience at finding ourselves

stopped so near the capital, we hired a peasant to carry us

and om- baggage on a low freight-sledge to the next station.

We little knew what a night of misery we were preparing

for om-selves. The cold was intense; the road ran across

a series of high, massive, and densely wooded mountain-

ridges; the peasant's horses proved to be half dead from

starvation, and after the fii'st three miles absolutely refused

to draw us up hill; we walked almost the whole distance

in a temperature of twenty degrees below zero, and finally

reached the next station, more dead than alive, at two

o'clock in the morning. If I fell down once I fell down

twenty times from weakness and exhaustion on the slippery

slopes of the last hills. Tuesday, December 15th, we reen-

tered the city of Irkutsk, di-ove to the post-of&ce and then to

the Moscow Hotel, and, without waiting to wash our hands,

change our di-ess, or refresh ourselves with food, sat down

to read forty or fifty letters from home. The most recent

of them were two and a half montlis old, and the earliest

in date nearly six.

It was late in the Siberian winter when we reached

Irkutsk, and the thermometer had indicated temperatures
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as low as tliirt}^ and thirty-live ilogrees below zero; but

the Angara Kiver was still open in the middle, and as

there was no bridge, and the ferry-boats liad ceased run-

ning, we could not get across. For more than three weeks
\ve waited impatiently for the rapid

stream to close; but as it then showed
no disposition to do so, we re-

solved to descend its right, or

eastern, bank to a point about

a hundred miles nearer the

arctic ocean, where, ac-

cording to the reports of

the peasants, a gorge

SIBERIAN PAV6SKA OR TRAVELING-SLEIGH

had occurred and an

ice bridge had formed.

On Friday, January

8th, having sold our

old tdrantds and pur-

chased with the pro-

ceeds a comfortable

pavoska, or winter traveling-sleigh, like that shown in the

illustration on this page, we sent to the post-station for a

troika of horses and set out by way of the Alexandrofski

central prison for the ice bridge across the Angara.

The Alexandrofski central prison, which at the time of

om* visit had the reputation of being one of the best as well

as one of the largest institutions of its kind in Eastern

Siberia, is situated on the right bank of the Angara River

about forty miles below Irkutsk, and was built and occu-

pied for a time as a distillery. It was remodeled and turned

into a prison in 1874, and since then has been used as a

place of confinement and of nominal hard labor for about

a thousand convicts. I was particularly anxious to see it,

because Acting-governor Petrof in Irkutsk had described it

tome as "almost a model prison," and I had not thus far

seen any prisons in Siberia to which such a description
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would apply. After a pleasant and comfortable ride of

eight hours from Irkutsk we reached the prison settlement

about half-past nine o'clock Friday night, drove at once

IKONT VIEW.

SIDE VIEW.

THE ALEXANDR6F8KI CENTRAL PRISON.

to the post-station, and, having warmed ourselves with

three or four tumblers of hot tea, went to bed on the floor,

as usual,

Saturday morning we called upon the prison warden, Mr.

Sixjiagin, who had already received notice of oiu* coming

from the authorities in Irkutsk, and asked permission to go

through the institution of which he was in command. Mr.

8ipiagin, a pleasant, intelligent, cultivated officer, thirty-five
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ov forty years of aij:e, receive(i us with the most cordial hos-

pitality, insisted upon our taking a late breakfast with him,

and after we had refreshed ourselves with tea, bread and

butter, and delicious cutlets served with gravy and delicately

browned potatoes, he went with us to the prison.

The Alexandrofski central prison is a large, two-story

brick building ^vith a tin roof, standing in a spacious in-

closure formed by a high buttressed brick wall. It is some-

what irregular in form, but its greatest length is about 300

feet and its gi*eatest width about 100, with a rather spacious

courtyard in the middle. It contains fifty-seven general

kdmeras, in which a number of prisoners are shut up to-

gether, ten solitary-confinement cells, and five "secret" cells,

intended for the isolation of particularly important or dan-

gerous criminals. It contained at the time of oui* visit 992

convicts, while about 900 more, who had finished their terms

of probation, were living outside the prison walls in the

free command. We were taken first to the mills, which

were large vaulted apartments in the fii'st story, where 75

or 100 convicts were grinding rye into meal for their own
use. The air here was fresh and good; the labor, although

hard, was not excessive ; and the men who turned the cranks

of the clumsy machines were relieved by others as fast as

they became tired. This, the warden informed me, was the

only hard labor that the inmates of the prison were required

to perform, and it occupied only three or four hours a day.

From the mills we went to the kdmeras, which filled the

gi'eater part of the large building, and which were occupied

by from 15 to 75 men each. They varied greatly in size

and form, but all were large enough for the number of con-

\dcts that they contained; the ceilings in them were high;

the air everywhere was good; the floors and sleeping-

benches were scrupulously clean; and nothing seemed to

call for unfavorable criticism except perhaps the lack of

bedding. In all the cells I noticed ventilators, but some
of them had been stopped up with rags or articles of cloth-
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ing by the prisoners themselves. The corridors into which

the kdmeras opened were high, spacious, and fairly well

CONVICTS GRINDING KYE IN I 111 \ 1 1 \ V N I .!.< H >K 1 CKNTIi.VL I'UISON.

lighted, and the air in them seemed to be almost as pure

as that out-of-doors. From the kdmeras we went to the
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kitchens, where food was preparc^d every day foi- more than

a thonsand men, and Avhere I could discover nothing- that

was out of harmony ^vith the neatness and good order that

prevailed in other parts of the building. I tasted some of

the bread and soup furnished to the prisoners and found

both palatable and good. The convict ration, Mr. Sipiagin

informed me, consisted of three pounds of rye bread, about

seven ounces of meat, and thret^ ounces of barley per day,

witli potatoes or other vegetables occasionally. Tea and
sugar were not supplied by the Government, but might be

pm'chased by the prisoners with their own money. Wlien

we came out of the kitchens the warden asked us if we
would not like to see the school-room. I replied that we
certainly should, inasmuch as we had never seen such a

thing as a school-room in a Russian prison, and did not

suppose that such a thing existed. Mr. Sipiagin laughed,

and conducted us to a clean, well-lighted apartment in the

second story, which had been fitted up by the convicts

themselves with rude desks of domestic manufacture, and

had been fm-nished by the prison authorities with a black-

board, a large globe, a wall map of Siberia and another of

the Holy Land, and a few cheap lithographs. There were

no scholars in the room at the time of oiu* visit to it, but the

warden said that the convicts frequently came there to read,

sing, or listen to instructive talks from the priest. They
were greatly in need of books. They had a few tracts and

testaments, left there some years before by the Rev. Mr.

Lansdell,^ but they wanted school-books and a library.

From the school-room we went to the shops, where 25 or 30

tailors, shoemakers, and carpenters were hard at work, and

where the air was filled with the pleasant odors of fresh

pine shavings and Russia leather. The convicts were at

liberty, the warden said, to do any work that they were

capable of doing, and they received two-thirds of all the

1 This was the only place in Siberia and tracts that Mr. Lansdell distrib-

where I found anv trace of the books nted.
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money that they earned. One-third was turned over to

them, or held l)y the warden subject to their order, at the

A VISIT lO T CXANDKOrSKI CENTRAL I'RISON AT NIGHT.

time payment was received for the products of their indus-

try; one-third was withheld, to be given to them at the ex-

piration of their terms of prol)ation; and one-third was

retained by the Government. After paying a visit to the

hospital, which contained only forty-two patients and which
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was clean, well voiitilated, and in perfect order, we expressed

ourselves as satistied with our inspection of the prison, and

returned to Mr. Sipiagin's house. The warden seemed to

be very much g-ratified when I said to him frankly and hon-

estly that I had insj)ected fifteen prisons in Eastern Siberia,

that the one under his connnand was by far the best of

them all, an<l that I did not see how anything more could

be done by local and personal effort to make it better. It

was not a "model prison," but at least it would serve as a

model for the rest of Siberia.

At a late hour Sunday night Mr. Sipiagin, Captain -Ma-

kofski, the prison sm-geon, Mr. Frost, and I went through

the prison again to see what was the state of things after

the prisoners had retired. The convicts were lying asleep

in rows on the plank ndri without pillows or bed-clothing,

and as we entered their dimly lighted cells many of them
started up in surprise and alarm, as if afraid that we were

about to drag somebody out to execution; but none of them
spoke, and we went through six or seven kdmeras in silence.

There were pardshas, or excrement-buckets, in all the cells,

and the air seemed more contaminated than it had been in

the daytime ; but even at its worst it was better than in any

other prison we had visited. Taken altogether, the Alex-

androfski prison seemed to me to be in the highest degree

creditable to its warden, Mr. Sipiagin, and not discreditable

to the Russian prison administration. It gives me great

pleasure to say this, because I did not find much to approve

in Siberian prisons generally, and I am glad to have an op-

portunity to praise where praise is deserved.

Monday morning, after having thanked Mr. Sipiagin and

his bright, intelligent wife for their courtesy and hospital-

ity, we bade them good-by and resumed oui* journey. The
road, which lay along the edge of the river, under the high,

abrupt hiUs that bound the Angara on the east, had been

overflowed by the backing up of the water due to the for-

mation of the ice gorge, and it was with the greatest diffi-
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culty that we coiild make oui- way at all over the huge

cakes of ice with which it was bestrewn, or along the steep

hillside above it. The slope of the bank finally became so

steep that our horses could no longer stand upon it, and

,„,.\

we were forced to drive out upon the thin, treacherous ice

of the half-frozen river. AVliile we were going at a brisk

trot just beyond the village of Olon, the ice suddenly gave

way under us, and, with a gi-eat crash, horses, sleigh, and all

went through into the deep, swift cm-rent of the river. For-

tunately, the "v^ddely extended outriggers of om- sleigh pre-
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vented it from sinking- at once, and by the exercise of

agility and good judgment we all succeeded in getting out

of it and seeming a foothold on the solid ice. We cut our

horses free from their harness, dragged them out one by

one, hauled out our sletlge with fresh horses, and retm-ned

to Olon to repair damages. After consultation with the

villagers we decided that it would not be prudent to con-

tinue our journey down the river in that way. Night was

coming on, the river road was impassable, and if we should

break through the ice again, in the darkness and away

from help, the consequences might be more serious. Late

in the evening a good-looking young peasant, tempted by

an offer of fifteen rubles, which was about five times the

usual rate, agi-eed to take us to the next village below by

a circuitous and difficult route over the mountains. There

was no road; but as the snow was not very deep, he

thought he could make his way through, and at half-past

ten o'clock we started. In all our East-Siberian experi-

ence I remember no night more full of hardship, anx-

iety, and suffering than the one that followed. About mid-

night a storm came on with high wind, flying snow, and

a temperature of fifteen or twenty degrees below zero ; we
lost our way in the darkness, capsized into ravines, floun-

dered for hours in deep snow-drifts, and lifted and tugged

at om- heavy, unwieldy sleigh until we were utterly ex-

hausted and half frozen. About four o'clock in the morn-

ing I began to feel, at every respiration, a sharp, cutting

pain in my right lung, and in less than half an hour I

found myself completely disabled. Leaving Mr. Frost and

the driver to struggle with the snow-drifts and the ex-

hausted, dispirited horses, I crawled back into the half-cap-

sized sleigh, pulled the sheepskin robe over my shivering

body, and gave myself up to gloomy forebodings of pneu-

monia. What happened between that time and morning I

do not remember. Just before daybreak I was aroused by

the barking of dogs, and, looking out, was gladdened by
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A 8TOKM AT NIGUT IN THE MOUNTAINS OF THE ANGABA.

the sight of fire-lighted smoke and sparks from the chim-

neys of three or four log houses. It was the small peasant

II 23
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CROSSING THE ICE BRIDGE OVER THE ANGARA.

village of Pashka. After warming and refreshing ourselves

with tea, we pushed on to the settlement of Kamenka, and
late in the afternoon crossed the ice bridge over the Angara,

and stopped for the night in the comfortable post-station

house on the great Siberian road.



CHAPTER XI

THE GKEAT SIBERIAN EOAD IN WINTER

IT is customary in Siberia, when traveling by post, to

ride night and day, mthont other rest than that which

can be obtained in one's sleigh; but when we reached the

great Siberian road at the station of Cheromka I was still suf-

fering from the results of the previous night's exposm^e to

storm and cold in the mountains of the Angara, and at every

respiration was warned by a sharp, cutting pain in one lung

that it would be prudent to seek shelter and keep warm

imtil I should be able to breathe freely. But it was very

difficult to keep warm in that post-station. Almost every

hour throughout the night travelers stopped there to change

horses or to drink tea, and with every opening of the door

a cold wind blew across the bare floor where we lay, con-

densing the moisture of the atmosphere into chilly clouds

of vapor, and changing the temperature of the room from

twenty to thirty degrees in as many seconds. I had taken

the precaution, however, to bring om- large sheepskin bag

into the house, and by bm-ying myself in the depths of that

I not only escaped being chilled, but succeeded, with the

aid of medicinal remedies, in getting into a profuse perspir-

ation. This soon relieved the pleuritic pain in my side, and

in the morning I felt able to go on. Neither of us had had

any sleep, but to the experienced Siberian traveler depriva-

tion of sleep for a night or two is a trifling hardship. I do

not think that Mr. Frost had two consecutive hours of sleep

in the whole week that we spent on the road between the
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Alexaudrofski centi'al prison and Krasnoyarsk; but when

we reached the latter place he went to bed, with his clothes

on, and slept sixteen hours without waking.

The route that we intended to follow on our return jour-

ney to St. Petersbui'g differed a little from that which we

had pursued in coming into Siberia, and included two im-

portant towns that we had not yet visited, namely, Minu-

sinsk and Tobolsk. The former we expected to reach by

making a detour of about four hundred miles to the south-

ward from Krasnoyarsk, and the latter by taking a more

northerly route between Omsk and Tinmen than the one

over which we had passed on our way eastward. Our equip-

ment for the long and difficult journey that lay before us

consisted of a strongly built pavoska, or seatless traveling-

sleigh, with low runners, wide outriggers, and a sort of

carriage-top which could be closed with a leather curtain in

stormy weather; a very heavy sheepskin bag six feet wide

and nine feet long in which we could both lie side by side

at full length; eight or ten pillows and cushions of various

sizes to fill up chinks in the mass of baggage and to break

the force of the jolting on rough roads; three overcoats

apiece of soft shaggy sheepskin, so graded in size and weight

that we could adapt ourselves to any temperature from the

freezing-point to eighty degrees below; very long and heavy

felt boots known in Siberia as vdlinki ; fur caps, mittens,

and a small quantity of provisions consisting chiefly of tea,

sugar, bread, condensed milk, boiled ham, frozen soup in

cakes, and a couple of roasted grouse. Our heavy baggage

had been packed as carefully as possible in the bottom of

the pavoska, so as to make a comparatively smooth and

level foundation; the interstices had been stuffed with pil-

lows and cushions; the somewhat lumpy surface had then

been covered to a depth of twelve or fourteen inches with

straw; and, finally, over all had been spread our spare over-

coats, blankets, and the big sheepskin bag, with a quantity

of pillows at the back.
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For a day or two after we crossed the Angara we saw

nothing of particular interest. In several villages through

which we passed between Cheromka and Nizhni IJdinsk the

etapes were evidently occupied by exile parties; but we did

not happen to see such a party on the march until Wednes-

day, and it came upon us then very suddenly and unex-

pectedly. The day was cold and stormy, with a high wind

and flying snow, and we were lying half buried in our sheep-

skin bag, watching for the next verst-ipost. The atmosphere

was so thick with snowflakes that we could not see the road

distinctly for a gi^eater distance than seventy-five or one

hundred yards, and the party of exiles was fairly upon us

before we discovered that it was not—as we at first sup-

posed—a train of obdzes, or freight-sleighs. I was not ab-

solutely sm-e of its nature until the head of the column was

so near us that I could make out the muskets of the advance-

guard of Cossacks and hear the familiar clinking of the

prisoners' leg-fetter chains. I then ordered our yamshchik

to drive out into the deep snow at one side of the road and

there stop. The general appearance of the party, as it

passed us, was very different from the appearance of the

similar party whose departure from Tomsk we had watched

in August. Then the convicts were all in their light sum-

mer costume of gray, their faces were black with sunburn,

and they were enveloped in a cloud of fine yellow dust raised

by their shuffling, slipper-clad feet from the powdery road.

The exiles before us were all dressed in reddish polu-shubas,

or short overcoats of sheepskin, and brodnias, or high-topped

leather boots ; their faces were pallid from long confinement

in the Tomsk forwarding prison, and they were wading

slowly and laboriously through fresh-fallen snow. The

order of march was the same as in the summer, but on ac-

count of the storm and the condition of the road there

seemed to be some relaxation of discipline, and a good deal

of straggling and disorder. The dress of the marching con-

victs consisted of the usual gray Tarn o' Shanter cap, with a
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lunulkorchiof, a rag:ged tippet, or an old stocking tied over

it in such a way as to protect the ears; a pohi-shuha, with

the reddish tanned side out; long, loose leather boots, which

had been stuffed around the feet and ankles with hay to

make them warmer; woolen trousers, foot-wi-appers, or short

woolen stockings, and big leather mittens. The leg-fetters,

in most cases, were worn inside the boots, and the chain

that united them was looped up in the middle by means of

a strap attached to the leather waist-belt. From this point

of support it hung down to the ankle on each side between

the tucked-in trouser-leg and the boot. With some slight

changes— such, for example, as the substitution of a fur

hood for the flimsy Tam o' Shanter cap—the dress, it seemed

to me, would afford adequate warmth in ordinary winter

weather to men whose blood was kept in vigorous circula-

tion by exercise; but it was by no means sufficient for the

protection of sick or disabled convicts who were exposed in

open vehicles for eight or ten hours at a stretch to all sorts

of weather. I noticed a number of such incapables lying

in the shallow, uncomfortable one-horse sleighs at the rear

of the column, and clinging or crouching together as if to

seek warmth in mutual contact. They all seemed to be

half frozen to death.

As the straggling column passed us, a convict here and

there left the ranks, apparently with the permission of the

guard, and, approaching our pavosha with bared head and

extended cap, begged us, in the peculiar, half-wailing chant

of the miloserdnaya,^ to "pity the unfortunate" and to "have

mercy on the poor and needy, for Christ's sake." I knew
that money given to them would probably be used in

gambling or go to the maiddnsJichik- in payment for vodka;

but the poor wretches looked so cold, tired, hungry, and

1 The exiles' begging song, which I regiment of soldiers. Although a pris-

have already described and translated, oner himself, he is allowed, by virtue
2 The maiddnshchik occupies some- of long-established custom, to keep a

thing like the same position in a con- small stock of such luxuries as tea,

vlct party that a sutler occupies in a sugar, and white bread for sale to his
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miserable, as they tramped past us through the drifting

snow on their way to the distant mines of the Trans-Baikal,

that my feelings ran away with my prudential philosophy,

and I put a few kopeks into every gray cap that was pre-

sented to me. The convicts all stared at us with cmiosity

as they passed; some gi-eeted us pleasantly, a few removed

their caps, and in five minutes they were gone, and a long,

dark, confused line of moving objects was all that I could

see as I looked after them through the white drift of the

storm.

After we passed the party of convicts our monotonous

hfe of night-and-day travel was not diversified by a single

noteworthy incident. Now and then we met a rich mer-

chant or an army officer posting fmiously towards Irkutsk,

or passed a long caravan of rude one-horse sledges laden with

hide-bound chests of tea for the Nizhni Novgorod fair, but

we saw no more exiles; the country through which we passed

was thinly settled and uninteresting, and the wretched little

villages where we stopped to change horses, or to refresh

ourselves with tea, were literally buried in drifts of snow.

At the post-station of Kamishetskaya, five hundred and

thirty versts west of Irkutsk, we overtook two political

Offenders named Shamarin and Peterson wiio had just

finished their terms of administrative exile in Eastern

Siberia, and were on their way back to European Russia.

We had made their acquaintance some weeks before in

Irkutsk, and had agreed to travel with them, if possible, as

far as Ki'asnoyarsk; but our route differed somewhat from

theirs at the outset, and, owing to our detention at the

Alexandi'ofski central prison, and to our various mishaps

on the Angara, we had fallen a little behind them. They

greeted us joyously, shared their supper with us, and after

an hour or two of animated conversation, in which we re-

fellow-prisoners ; and at the same time, he deals surrejititiously in tobacco,

with the aid of the soldiers of the con- playing-cards, and vodka.

voy whom it is not difficult to bribe.
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lilted to one another onr several adventures and experiences,

we put on our heavy shuhas, again climbed into our respective

pavoskas, and mth two troikas of horses went on together.

As we approached the town of Kansk, Thursday, Janu-
ary 14th, the sky cleared and the weather suddenly became
colder. The thermometer fell that night to thirty degrees

below zero, and on the following night to forty degrees

below. We continued to travel without stop, but suffered
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intensely from cold, particularly during the long hours be-

tween midnight and dawn, when it was impossible to get

any warm food at the post-stations, and when all our vital

powers were at their lowest ebb. More than once, notwith-

standing the weight and warmth of our outer clothing, w^e

became so stiff and chilled between stations that we could

hardly get out of om- 2}civ6ska. Sleep, of com-se, was out of

the question. Even if the temperature had not made it

perilous, the roughness of the road would have rendered it

impossible. Under the conjoint action of a dozen howling

arctic gales, and four or five thousand pounding freight-

sledges, the deep snow that lay on this part of the road had

drifted, and had packed into a series of huge transverse

waves, known to travelers in Siberia as uJchdhi. These bil-

lows of solidified snow measured fom* or five feet vertically

from trough to summit, and fifteen or twenty feet horizon-

tally from crest to crest, and the jolting and banging of our

heavy pavoska, as it mounted the slope of one wave and

plunged into the hollow of the next, jarred every bone and

shocked every nerve-ganglion in one's body. I finally be-

came so much exhausted, as a result of cold, sleeplessness,

and jolting, that at every post-station, particularly in the

night, I would throw myself on the floor, without blanket or

pillow, and catch five or ten minutes' sleep while the horses

were being harnessed. At the lonely post-station of Kus-

ktinskaya, about eleven o'clock one night, I threw myself

down in this way on a narrow plank bench in the travelers'

room, fell asleep, and dreamed that I had just been invited

to make an extempore address to a Sunday-school. The

school was in the church of a religious denomination called

the "Holy Monopolists." I inquired who the "Holy Mo-

nopoHsts" were, and was informed that they were a new

sect consisting of people who believed in only one thing. I

wanted very much to ask what that one thing was, but felt

ashamed to do so, because it seemed to me that I ought to

know without asking. I entered the Sunday-school room,
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SNOW-WAVES, OE UKHAbI, NEAR KJRASNOyIkSK.

which was an amphitheater of seats with a low platform in

the middle, and saw, standing on the platform and acting

in the capacity of superintendent, a well-known citizen

of Norwalk, Ohio, whom I had not seen since boyhood.
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All the scholars of the Sunday-school, to my great surprise,

were standing in their places with then* backs to the plat-

form. As I came in, however, the superintendent said,

" You will now please resume your seats," and the boys and

girls all tmiied around and sat doMm. The superintendent

then gave out a hymn, and while it was being sung I made
a few notes on the back of an envelope to aid me in the ex-

tempore address that I was about to dehver. I decided to

give the scholars a talk on the comparative merits of Bud-

dhism and Mohammedanism, and I was just considering the

questionwhether I should not also include fetishismwhen the

hymn came to an end. The superintendent then announced,

"We will now proceed to the lessons of the day." " Good!"

I said to myself; "that will give me time to think up my
speech."

As the recitation began I noticed, to my sm-prise, that

all the scholars held in their hands big, round soda-biscuits,

which they looked at now and then as if they were lesson-

books. I did not have time, however, to investigate this

remarkable phenomenon, because it was lu-gently necessary

that I should get my extempore remarks into some sort of

shape before the superintendent should call upon me to

speak. I paid no heed, therefore, to the questions that he

was propounding to the scholars until he came to one that

nobody, apparently, could answer. He repeated it solemnly

several times, pausing for a reply, until at last it attracted

my attention. It was, "Who was the first progressive-euchre

player that after his death was brought back from Alaska

amid the mourning of a nation?" As I glanced around at

the faces of the scholars I could see that everybody had

given up this extraordinary conundrum, and I tm-ned with

interest to the superintendent, expecting that he would in-

form us who this lamented Alaskan euchre-player was.

Instead of doing so, however, he bowed towards me and

said, "The distinguished friend whom we have with us to-

day will please tell us who was the first progressive-euchre
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player that after his death was brought back from Alaska

amid the mourning of a nation." A cold chill ran down

my spine. It suddenly flashed upon me that this must be

an elementary fact that even school-childi^en were expected

to know—and I was so ignorant that I had never even

heard of an Alaskan euchre-player. In order to gain a mo-

ment's time in which to collect my faculties I said, " Show

me the question." The superintendent handed me a big,

hot soda-biscuit, as if it were a book. I examined it care-

fully on both sides, but could not find on it anything that

looked like printing. The superintendent thereupon pulled

the two halves apart, and showed me the question stamped

in Thibetan characters around the inside of the biscuit

about half an inch from the edge. I found in the queer-

looking letters no clue to the answer, and in an agony

of shame at being forced to confess to a Sunday-school

of "Holy Monopolists" that I did not know who was the

first progressive-euchre player that died in Alaska and was

brought back amid the mourning of a nation I awoke.

For a moment I could not recover my mental hold upon

life. I was apparently in a place where I had never yet

been, and over me were standing two extraordinary figures

that I could not remember ever before to have seen. One

of them, a tall, powerful man with black, bushy. Circassian-

like hair, and blazing blue eyes, was dressed in a long,

spotted reindeer-skin kukhldnka^ and high fur boots, while

the other, who seemed to be an official of some kind, had

on a blue uniform with a double row of brass buttons down
the front of his coat, and was holding over my head a kero-

sene lamp. "Wliat 's the matter, Mr. Kennan?" inquired

the figure in the reindeer-skin hikhldnka. "You have been

moaning as if you were in pain."

As memory slowly resumed its throne I recognized in

the speaker my exile traveling companion Peterson, and in

1 A very heavy fur blouse or over- to the calf of the leg, and confined

shirt covering the body from the neck about the waist with a sash.
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the ofiQcial the post-station master. "I have had a bad
dream," I replied. "How long have I been asleep?"

"We have been here only ten minutes," replied Peterson,

looking at his watch, "and I don't think you have been

asleep more than five. The horses are ready."

With stiff and aching limbs I hobbled out to thepavoskay

crept into the sheepskin bag beside Mr. Frost, and began
another long, cold, and dreary night-ride.

Between Kuskunskaya and Krasnoyarsk we experienced

the lowest temperature of the winter,—forty-five degrees

below zero,—and had an opportunity to observe again the

phenomena of extreme cold. Clouds of vapor rose all the

time from the bodies of our horses; the freight-wagon cara-

vans were constantly enshrouded in mist, and frequently,

after passing one of them, we would find the road foggy

with frozen moisture for a distance of a quarter of a mile.

When we opened the door of a station-house a great vol-

ume of steam seemed to rush into it ahead of us; little jets

of vapor played around the holes and crevices of the win-

dows and doors; and in a warm room white frost accumu-

lated to a thickness of nearly half an inch upon the inner

ends of iron bolts that went through the window-casings

to the outside air. Throughout Friday and Satm'day, Jan-

uary 15th and 16th, we stopped to drink tea at almost every

post-station we passed, and even then we were constantly

cold. This was due partly to the extreme severity of the

weather, and partly to the fact that we were compelled,

every five or ten miles, to get out of our pavdska and

help the horses to drag it through the deep soft snow at

the side of the road, where we had been forced to go in

order to get past a long train of freight-sledges. Sunday,

January 17th, nine days after our departure from Irkutsk,

we drove into the provincial town of Krasnoyarsk, having

made, with forty-three relays of post-horses, a journey of

about seven hundred miles. Mr. Frost and I took up our

quarters in the same hotel at which we had stopped on our
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way iiito Siberia the previous summer, and Messrs. Sha-

marin and Peterson went to the house of an acquaintance.

In the course of the three days that we spent in Kras-

noyarsk we renewed our acquaintance with Mr. Innokenti

Kuznetsof, the wealthy mining proprietor at whose house

we had been so hospitably entertained on om* way eastward

five months before; took breakfast with Mr. Savenkof, the

director of the Krasnoyarsk normal school, whose collection

of archsBological relics and cliff pictographs greatly inter-

ested us; and spent one afternoon with Colonel Zagarin,

inspector of exile transportation for Eastern Siberia. With
the permission of the latter we also made a careful exami-

nation on Wednesday of the Krasnoyarsk city prison, the

exile forwarding prison, and the prison hospital; and I am
glad to be able to say a good word for all of them. The
prisons were far from being model institutions of their

kind, of course, and at certain seasons of the year I have

no doubt that they were more or less dirty and overcrowded;

but at the time when we inspected them they were in better

condition than any prisons that we had seen in Siberia,

except the military prison at Ust Kamenogorsk and the

Alexandi'ofski central prison near Irkutsk. The hospital

connected with the Krasnoyarsk prisons seemed to me to

be worthy of almost unqualified praise. It was scrupulously

clean, perfectly ventilated, well supplied, apparently, with

bed-linen, medicines, and surgical appliances, and in irre-

proachable sanitary condition generally. It is possible, of

course, that in the late summer and early fall, when the

great annual tide of exiles is at its flood, this hospital be-

comes as much overcrowded and as foul as the hospital of

the forwarding prison at Tomsk; but at the time when we
saw it I should have been willing, if necessary, to go into

it for treatment myself.

The Krasnoyarsk city prison was a large two-story build-

ing of stuccoed brick resembling in type the forwarding
prison at Tiumen. Its kdmeras, or common cells, were
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rather small, but none of them seemed to be crowded, and
the inscriptions over their doors, such as "murderers," "pass-

portless," and "politicals," showed that an attempt at least

had been made to classify the prisoners and to keep them

properly separated. There were wheel-ventilators in most
of the cell-windows and ventilating-pipes in the walls ; the

stone floors of the corridors were clean ; the closet fixtures

and plumbing were in fairly good condition; and although
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the air in some of the cells was heavy and lifeless, and had

the peenliav characteristic prison odor, it could be breathed

without much discomfort, and without any of the repulsion

and disgust that we had felt in the overcrowded cells of the

prisons in Tinmen, Tomsk, Irkutsk, and at the mines. The

exile forwarding prison, which stood near the city prison in

a stockaded yard, consisted of three large one-story log

buildings of the Tomsk type, and presented to the eye noth-

ing that was particularly interesting or new. It did not con-

tain more than half the number of prisoners that, apparently,

could be accommodated in it; some of the hdmeras were en-

tirely empty, and the air everywhere was fresh and good.

By a fortunate chance we reached this prison just in time

to see the departure of a marching party of two hundred

and seventy male convicts destined for the province of

Yakutsk and the mines and prisons of the Trans-Baikal.

It was a bitterly cold morning, and two-thirds of the mus-

tered party were walking back and forth in the prison

yard, trying, by means of physical exercise, to keep them-

selves warm while waiting for the medical examination of

the other third. After watching them for a moment we
entered a large new log building standing a little apart from

the prison proper, where we found the prison surgeon, an

intelligent, kindly looking man, engaged in making a phys-

ical examination of seventy-five or eighty convicts who had

declared themselves unable to march. To my inexperienced

eye all of them looked thin, pallid, and miserable enough to

be excused from a march of twenty miles in such weather

and over such a road; but the doctor, after a brief exami-

nation by means of scrutiny, touch, and the stethoscope, dis-

missed as imaginary or frivolous the complaints of nine

men out of every ten, and ordered sleighs for the rest. In

less than half an hour all was in readiness for a start. The
soldiers of the convoy, with shouldered rifles, formed a

cordon outside the gate to receive the party; the prison

blacksmith made his appearance with hammers, rivets, and
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EXAMINATION OF POLITICAL CONVICTS' LEG-FETTERS AT THE PRISON GATE.
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spare irons, and carefully exaiiiined tlu^ leg-fetters of the

eliained eonviets as they came out; the incapables climbed

into the one-horse sleighs thatwere awaiting them; an under-

oflicer counted the prisoners again, to make sure that they

were all there ; and at thecommand "March !

" thewhole party

instantly put itself in motion, the soldiers at the head of the

column setting so rapid a pace that many of the convictswere

forced into a run. In three minutes they were out of sight.

Marching parties of exiles Jeave Tomsk and Krasnoyarsk

every week throughout the winter, and go through to their

destination without regard to weather, and with no more
regard to the condition of the road than is necessary to de-

termine whether it is passable or absolutely impassable. It

would be perfectly easy, by making use of horses and vehi-

cles, to transport the whole annual contingent of exiles from

Tomsk to Irkutsk dining the summer months, and thus

relieve them from the sutfering that they now endure as

the necessary result of exposui*e to winter cold and winter

storms ; but for some unknown reason the Government has

always persistently refused to take this step in the direction

of humane reform. It cannot explain nor defend its refusal

by pleading considerations of expense, because the cost of

transporting ten thousand exiles from Tomsk to Irkutsk

with horses would actually be much less than the cost of

sending them on foot. Before me, as I wiite, lies an official

report of Colonel Vinokurof, inspector of exile transporta-

tion for Western Siberia, in which that officer shows that if

all the convicts for the whole year were despatched from

Moscow in* the summer, and were carried from Tomsk to

Achinsk in one-horse wagons instead of being forced to

walk, the expense of delivering them in the latter place

would be reduced by almost 50,000 rubles}

1 The part of the great Siberian road and for that reason his figures and

that lies between Tomsk and Achinsk, estimates relate to it alone. In the

260 miles in extent, is the only part of report to which I refer he makes an

the exile marching i*oute over which itemized statement of the cost of send-

Colonel Vinokurof has jurisdiction, ing 9417 exiles on foot from Tomsk to
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The late Colonel Zagariu, inspector of exile transportation

for Eastern Siberia, told me in the course of a long conver-

sation that we had on the subject in Krasnoyarsk, that in

1882 or 1883 he made a detailed report to Governor-general

Anuchin in which he set forth the e\dls of the present sys-

tem of forwarding exiles on foot the year round at the rate

of only one party a week, and recommended that the

Government restrict the deportation of criminals to the

summer months, and then forward them swiftly to their

destinations in wagons with relays of horses at the rate of

a party every day. He showed conclusively to the gov-

ernor-general, he said, by means of official statistics and

contractors' estimates, that the cost of carrying the annual

quota of exiles in wagons from Achinsk to Irkutsk [780

miles] during the summer months would be fourteen rubles

less per capita, and more than 100,000 rubles less per an-

num, than the cost of sending them over the same distance

on foot in the usual way. Besides this lessening of expense,

there would be a saving, he said, of at least sixty days in

the time occupied by the journey, to say nothing of the

economy of human life that would be effected by shortening

the period of confinement in the forwarding prisons and

etapes, and by making the season of exile-travel coincide

Achinsk in the year 1884, and says: to march him across Siberia " by etope "

"It thus appears that the expense of in the usual way. Colonel Vinokurof

forwarding 9417 exiles from Tomsk to then makes an itemized statement of

Achinsk—on the basis of a twenty-one the expense of carrying 9417 exiles

days' trip— is not less than 130,342 from Tomsk to Achinsk in wagons with

rubles. This is at the rate of thirteen relays of horses, and shows that it

rubles and seventy-five kopeks for would not exceed 80,817 rubles. The

every marching prisoner, while the saving that would be effected, there-

cost of a pair of post-horses from fore, by the substitution of this method

Tomsk to Achinsk, at the regular estab- of deportation for the other would be

lished rate, is only eleven rubles and 49,525 rubles, or about $25,000 per an-

sixty-four kopeks." In other words, num. on a distance of only 260 miles,

according to Colonel Vinokurof's fig- At the same rate the saving for the

ures, it would be actually cheaper to distance between Tomsk and the mines

hire relays of po^t-horsos for every of Kara would be more than $175,000

convict and to send him to his destina- per annum, provided all the prisoners

tion as if he were a private traveler

—

went through,

or even a Government courier— than
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with tlie season of good weatlun- and good roads. The over-

crowding of the Tomsk forwarding prison, with its atten-

dant sutfering and mortality, would at once be relieved by

the daily shipment of exiles eastward in wagons; the peri-

odical epidemics of typhus fever, due chiefly to overcrow^d-

ing, would cease; the corrupting influence of etape life

upon first offenders and upon the innocent families of ban-

ished criminals would be greatly weakened; and, finally,

the exiles would reach their destination in a state of com-

parative health and vigor, instead of being broken down on

the road by the hardships and exposures of a thousand-

mile winter march.

"AMiy in the name of all that is reasonable has not

this change been made!" I said to Colonel Zagarin when he

finished explaining to me the nature of his report, "If it

would be cheaper, as well as more humane, to forward the

exiles only in summer and in wagons, wdiy does n't the Grov-

ernment do it? Who can have any interest in opposing a

reform that is economical as well as philanthropical?"

"You had better inquire wdien you get to St. Petersburg,"

replied Colonel Zagarin, shrugging his shoulders. "All that

we can do here is to suggest."

The reason why changes that are manifestly desirable,

that are in the direction of economy, and that, apparently,

would injure no one, are not made in Russia is one of the

most puzzling and exasperating things that are forced upon

a traveler's attention. In every branch of the administra-

tion one is constantly stumbling upon abuses or defects

that have long been recognized, that have been commented

upon for years, that are apparently prejudicial to the inter-

ests of everybody, and that, nevertheless, continue to exist.

If you ask an explanation of an official in Siberia, he refers

you to St. Petersburg. If you inquire of the chief of the

prison department in St. Petersburg, he tells you that he has

drawn up a "project" to cope with the evil, but that this

"project " has not yet been approved by the Minister of the
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Interior. If you go to the Ministry of the Interior, you leani

that the "project" requires a prehminary appropriation of

money,—even although its ultimate effect may be to save

money,—and that it cannot be carried into execution with-

out the assent and cooperation of the Minister of Finance.

If you follow the "project" to the Ministry of Finance, you

are told that it has been sent back through the Minister

of the Interior to the chief of the prison department for

"modification." If you still persist in yom* determina-

tion to find out why this thing is not done, you may chase

the modified "project" through the prison department, the

Ministry of the Interior, and the Ministry of Finance to

the Council of the Empire. There you discover that, inas-

much as certain cross-and-ribbon-decorated senators and

generals, who barely know Siberia by name, have expressed

a doubt as to the existence of the evil with which the "pro-

ject" is intended to deal, a special "commission" [with

salaries amounting to twenty thousand rubles a year and

mileage] has been appointed to investigate the subject and

make a report. If you pursue the commission to Siberia

and back, and search diligently in the proceedings of the

Council of the Empire for its report, you ascertain that the

document has been sent to the Ministry of the Interior to

serve as a basis for a new "project," and then, as ten or

fifteen years have elapsed and all the original projectors are

dead, everything begins over again. At no stage of this

circumrotatory process can you lay your hand on a particu-

lar official and say, "Here! You are responsible for this

—what do you mean by it ?" At no stage, probably, can

you find an official who is opposed to the reform or who has

any personal interest in defeating it; and yet the general

effect of the circumrotatory process is more certainly fatal

to your reformatory project than any amount of intelligent

and active opposition. The various bureaus of the provin-

cial governor-general's office, the chief prison department,

the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of Finance, the
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Ministry of Justice, the Council of Ministers, and the Coun-

cil of the Empire constitute a huge administrative mael-

strom of ignorance and indifference, in which a "project"

revolves slowly, month after month and year after year, un-

til it is finally sucked down out of sight, or perhaj^s thrown

by a fortuitous eddy of personal or ofhcial interest into the

great gulf-stream current of real life/

On the occasion of our first \dsit to Krasnoyarsk, in the

summer, we had not been able to find there any political

exiles, or even to hear of any; but under the guidance of

our new traveling companions, Shamarin and Peterson, we
discovered three: namely, fii'st. Madam Dubrova, wife of

a Siberian missionary whose anthropological researches

among the Buriats have recently attracted to him some at-

tention; secondly, a young medical student named Urusof,

who, by permission of Governor Pedashenko, was serving

as an assistant in the city hospital; and, thirdly, a lady

who had been taken to that hospital to recover from in-

jui'ies that she had received in an assault made upon her

by a di'unken soldier. The only one of these exiles whose

personal acquaintance we made was Madam Dubrova, who,

in 1880, before her marriage, was exiled to Eastern Si-

1 This uatui'al history of a Kussiaii he made to the Inteniatioual Prison

"project" is not imaginary nor con- Congress at Stockholm in 1878, that his

jectm-al. A plan for the ti'ansportation Government recognized the evils of the

of exiles in wagons between Tomsk and exile system and was about to abolish

Ii'kutsk has been gyi"ating in circles in it. (See "Report of the International

the Sargasso Sea of Russian bureau- Prison Congress of Stockholm," by E.

cracy for almost thirty years. The pro- C. Wines, United States Commissioner,

jected reform of the exile system has Government Printing OflBce, Washing-

been the rounds of the various circum- ton, 1879.) That was thirteen years

locution ofl&ces at least half a dozen ago, and my latest Russian newspapers

times since 1871, and has four times contain the information that the "pro-

reached the " commission " stage and jeet " for the reform of the exile system

been reported to the Council of the has been found "unsatisfactory" by
Empire. (The commissions were un- the Coimcil of the Empire, and has been

der the presidency respectively of Sol- sent back through the Ministry of the

lohub, Frisch, Zubof, and Grot. See Interior to the chief of the prison de-

Eufitern Eeview, No. 17, July 22, St. partment for "modification." In other

Petersburg, 1882.) Mr. Kokoftsef, as- words, this "project" in the course of

sistant chief of the Russian prison de- thirteen years has progressed four

partment, announced, in a speech that stages backward on the return gyration.
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beria for making au attempt, in connection with Madam
Rossikova, to rob the Kherson Government Treasmy.

After the adoption of the so-caUed "pohcy of terror" by

the extreme section of the Russian revolutionary party in

1878, some of the terrorists advocated and practised a re-

sort to such methods of waging war as the forgery of Im-

perial manifestos as a means of inciting the peasants to

revolt, and the robbery of Grovernment mails and Grovern-

ment treasuries as a means of procimng money to relieve

the sufferings and to facihtate the escape of political exiles

in Siberia. These measm-es were disapproved and con-

demned by all of the Russian liberals and by most of the

cool-headed revolutionists; but they were defended by

those who resorted to them upon the ground that they [the

terrorists] were fighting against tremendous odds, and that

the unjust, treacherous, and ferociously cruel treatment of

political prisoners by the Government was enough to jus-

tify any sort of reprisals. Among the terrorists of this

class was Madam Dubrova, or, as she was known before

her marriage. Miss Anna Alexeiova. In conjmiction \vith

Madam Rossikova, a school-teacher from Elizabethgrad,

and aided by an escaped convict from Siberia, Miss Alex-

eiova made an attempt to rob the Kherson Government

Treasury by means of a tunnel driven secretly at night

under the stone floor of the vault in which the funds of the

institution were kept. Judged from any point of view this

was a wild scheme for young and criminally inexperienced

gentlewomen to undertake; and that it ever succeeded at

all is a striking evidence of the skill, the energy, the pa-

tience, and the extraordinary daring that were developed

in certain classes of Russian society at that time by the

conditions of revolutionary life. Young, refined, and edu-

cated women, in all parts of the Empire, entered upon lines

of action, and devised and executed plots that, in view of

the ine\dtal)le consequences, might well have daunted the

bravest man. The tunnel under the Kherson Government
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Treasury was successfully driven witliout detectiou, en-

traiiee to the vault was obtained by removing one of the

heavy stone slabs in the floor, and the young women car-

ried away and concealed a million and a half of rubles in

available cash. Before they could remove the stolen money
to a place of perfect safety, however, and make good their

own escape, they were arrested, together with their con-

federate, the runaway convict, and thrown into prison.

The confederate turned state's evidence and showed the

police where to find the stolen money, and the amateur

burglars were sent to Siberia. Madam Rossikova, as the

older woman and the originator of the plot, was condemned
to penal servitude at the mines, while Miss Alexeiova was
sentenced merely to forced colonization with deprivation

of certain civil rights. After her marriage in Siberia to

the missionary Dubrof, she was permitted to reside, under

police supervision, in Krasnoyarsk,

I had seen in Siberia, long before my arrival at Krasnoy-

arsk, almost every variety of political offender from the

shy and timid school-girl of sixteen to the hardened and em-

bittered terrorist; but I had never before happened to make
the acquaintance of a political treasury robber, and when
Mr. Shamarin proposed to take me to call upon Madam
Dubrova, I looked forward to the experience with a good

deal of curiosity. She had been described to me by Colo-

nel Novikof, in Chita, as nothing more than a common
burglar who had assimied the mask of a political offender

mth the hope of getting a lighter sentence; but as Colonel

Novikof was both ignorant and prejudiced, and as, moreover,

pretending to be a political with a view to getting a lightei'

sentence forburglarywould be verymuch like pleading guilty

to murder in the hope of getting a lighter sentence for simple

trespass, I did not place much confidence in his statements.^

1 Colonel Novikof sat as one of the iova, but he was either incapable of

judges in the court-martial that tried understanding the characters of such
Madam Eossikova and Miss Alex6- women or he was trying to deceive me
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Shamarin, Peterson, and I Avent to see Madam Dubrova

the night after oui' arrival in Krasnoyarsk, and found her

Uving in one half of a very plainly furnished house in

a respectable but not fashionable part of the town, about

half a mile from our hotel. She was a lady perhaps thirty

years of age, with dark hair, large dark eyes, regular fea-

tures, clear complexion, and a frank, pleasant manner. Ten

years earlier she must have been a very attractive if not

a beautiful young girl; but imprisonment, exile, disappoint-

ment, and suffering had left unmistakable traces in her face.

She greeted us cordially, expressed particular pleasure at

meeting a traveler from the United States, regretted that

her husband was absent from home, and began at once

to question me about the political situation in Russia, and

to make inquiries concerning certain of her exiled friends

whom I had met in other parts of Eastern Siberia. A gen-

eral conversation followed, in the com-se of which I had an

opportunity to form a hasty but fairly satisfactory judg-

ment with regard to her character. It was in almost all

respects a favorable judgment. No one that was not hope-

lessly blinded by political hatred and prejudice could fail

to see that this was a type of woman as far removed from

"common burglars and thieves" as Charlotte Corday was

removed from common mm'derers. You might possibly

describe her as misguided, fanatical, lacking in sound judg-

ment, or lawless; but you could class her with common
criminals only by ignoring all the characteristics that dis-

tinguish a man like John Brown, for example, from a com-

when he described them to me as woman in a peasant village merely in

"nothing but common burglars and order to see how that class of the

thieves." Madam Rossikova was rep- people could best be reached and

resented to me by all the political ex- helped. As a revolutionaiy propagan-

iles who knew her as a woman of high dist she was very successful, partieu-

moral staiidards and self-sacrificiug larly among the Stuudists or Russian

life. She was one of the young women Baptists. She opposed terrorism for

who took part in the quixotic but gen- a long time, but finally became a ter-

erous movement known as " going to rorist herself under the influence of

the people," and lived for seven or letters from her exiled friends in Si-

eight months like a common peasant beria describing their sufferings.
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mon brigand. The law may deal primarily with actions,

and pay little attention to motives, but in estimating char-

aettn- from the historical point of view motives must be taken

fully into account. Madam Dubrova was arrested the first

time— before she was eighteen years of age— for going

with Madam Kossikova into a peasant village on an errand

that was as purely and generously philanthropic as that of

the educated young women from New England who went

South during the reconstruction era to teach in negro

schools. From that time forward she was regarded as a

political suspect, and was harried and harassed by the au-

thorities, and exasperated by unjust treatment of herself

and her friends until, under the dominating influence of

Madam Rossikova— a character of the true John Brown

type— she became a terrorist. Like many other young Rus-

sians of ardent nature and imperfect acquaintance with the

history of man's social and political experiments, she acted

sometimes upon erroneous conceptions of duty or mistaken

ideas of moral justification: but for this again the Russian

Government itself is responsible. Upon the pretense of

guarding the moral character of its young people and shield-

ing them from the contagion of " seditious" ideas, it deprives

them of the knowledge that is necessary to guide them in

dealing with the problems of life, sets them an example of

lawlessness by punishing them for social activity that is

perfectly innocent and legal, and then, having exasperated

them into crime by injustice and cruelty, holds them up to

the world as monsters of depravity. I have been accused

by Russian officials of idealizing the characters of the poHt-

ical exiles; but when the history of the latter half of the

nineteenth century shall have been written, it will be found,

I think, that my portraits of the Russian revolutionists,

necessarily imperfect and sketchy as they must be, are much

more like the originals than are the caricatures of human

beings left on record by the prosecuting attorneys of the

Crown in their political speeches and indictments.
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On the second day after our arrival in Krasnoyarsk we
narrowly escaped getting into what might have been seri-

ous trouble as the result of an unexpected perquisition

in the house of the acquaintance with whom Shamarin and

Peterson were staying. This acquaintance, it seemed, was

under suspicion, and late in the evening, during the ab-

sence of the two young men from then* quarters, the

police suddenly appeared with orders to make a house-

search. The search was duly made, but nothing of a sus-

picious nature was found except the two locked trunks of

Shamarin and Peterson. In reply to a question as to what

was in them the proprietor of the house said that he did

not know, that they were the property of two of his ac-

quaintances who had stopped for a few days with him on

their way from Irkutsk to St. Petersburg. Upon being-

asked where these acquaintances were, he replied that he

did not know, that they usually went out after dinner and

returned between eleven and twelve o'clock. After a brief

consultation the police officers decided that as they had no

orders to search the personal baggage of the house-owner's

guests they would not force the locks of the trunks, but

would merely cord and seal them so that the contents could

not be tampered with, and leave them until morning.

When Shamarin and Peterson returned to their quarters

about midnight they found their trunks corded and sealed

so that they could not be opened. In one of them were

many letters from political exiles and convicts in Eastern

Siberia to friends and relatives in European Russia— let-

ters describing my investigations and the nature of the

material that I was collecting, and asking the friends and
relatives in European Russia to cooperate with me—and a

photograph of myself that I had given to Shamarin with a

dedication or inscription on the back that would reveal to

any intelligent police officer the intimate nature of my re-

lations with political convicts. What was to be done? To
break a police seal under such circumstances would l)e a
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penal offense and wonld probably lead to imprisonment and
an investigation. To leave the letters and photograph in

the trunk would be to insure their discovery and confisca-

tion on the following morning, and that might create a

very embarrassing situation for me, as well as for the au-

thors of the letters and their friends. The two young men
finally concluded to make an attempt to get the trunk open
without removing the cords or breaking the seals, and as

the letters and photograph were near the bottom, and as

the lid could not be raised even if the trunk were unlocked,

they decided to take out a part of the bottom and after-

ward replace it. By working all the rest of the night they

succeeded in getting out one of the bottom boards, ob-

tained the dangerous letters and the photograph, put the

board back without disturbing any of the seals, and when
the police came in the morning stood by with unrutfled

serenity and saw the trunk searched. Of com'se nothing

more dangerous than a hair-brush, and nothing more in-

criminating than a hotel-bill could be found.

There was another little episode at Krasnoyarsk which
gave us some uneasiness, and that was the offensive be-

havior of two unknown men towards us one night in a

bookstore. The reader will perhaps remember the mys-
terious pistol-shot that was fired through the partition of

our room late one night in Chita. That incident first sug-

gested to me the possibility of becoming accidentally in-

volved in some sort of affray or mystery that would give

the police a plausible excuse for taking us temporarily into

custody and making an examination of our baggage. I

knew that, on account of the nature of the papers and docu-

ments that I had in my possession, such a search would
be absolutely fatal, and I resolved to be extremely careful

not to fall into any snare of that kind should it be set for

me. I even refrained, on one occasion, from going to the

aid of a woman who was being cruelly and brutally beaten

late at night in the other half of a house where I was call-
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iug upou a political convict. I felt sure that her screams

would soon bring the police, and I not only did not dare

to be found by them in that place, but I did not dare to

be connected with an affair that would lead to a police in-

vestigation. But it was very hard to hear that woman's

screams and not to go to her relief.

The Krasnoyarsk incident to which I refer was as follows:

Frost and I early one evening went into the principal

bookstore of Krasnoyarsk to buy some provincial maps,

writing-materials, note-books, and other things of that kind

which we happened to need. We were followed into the

house by two men in plain citizen's dress whom I had

never before seen, and to whom at first I paid little atten-

tion. In a few moments, however, I discovered that one

of them had attached himself to me and the other to Mr.

Frost, and that they were mimicking or caricaturing, in a

very offensive way, everything that we did. They were

not intoxicated, they did not address any of their remarks

to us; in fact they did not make any original remarks at

all. They simply mimicked ns. If I asked to see a map

of the pro\dnce of Yeniseisk, the man by my side also

asked to see a map of the province of Yeniseisk, and did

so with an elaborate imitation of my manner. If I went to

another part of the store and expressed a desire for writ-

ing-paper, he went to the same part of the store and also

expressed a desire for writing-paper. The intention to be

offensive was so unmistakable, and the manifestation of it

so extraordinary and deliberate, that I at once suspected

some sort of police trap. No two sane and sober private

citizens would follow perfect strangers into a bookstore

and behave towards them in this studied and evidently

preconcerted manner without some definite object. I

could imagine no other object than the provocation of a

fight, and as I could not afford just at that time to engage

in a fight, there was nothing left for me to do but to transact

my business as speedily as possible and to get out of the
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store. The men followed us to the sidewalk, but did not

speak to us, and we lost sight of them in the darkness.

When I asked the proprietor of the store the next day if he

knew the men he replied that he did not. In view of the

mass of documents, letters, and politically incendiary ma-

terial of all sorts that we had concealed about our persons

and in our baggage, and in view of the tremendous inter-

ests that we had at stake generally, such episodes as these,


